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Abstract

Abstract
Metallic foams are a new class of cellular materials (composites) with attractive physical,
mechanical, acoustical, thermal and electrical properties. These foams can be produced by a
variety of manufacturing routes to relative densities as low as 3%. They have applications in
light weight structural design, energy management devices as car bumpers, heat sinks, and
noise absorbing devices. The structural performance of these metallic foams is enhanced by
bonding them in between two strong and stiff face sheets. In this work, the mechanical
performance of sandwich structures comprising of Aluminum alloy foam and a variety of
face sheet materials was investigated under different loading conditions.
The elastic stiffness, failure load and mechanism of hybrid sandwich beams with (a) Al foam
core and Alumina face sheets, and (b) Al foam core and carbon fiber reinforced polymer face
sheets were measured through instrumented bending tests. For a range of beam geometries,
materials properties of three competing failure modes: face sheet cracking, core shear and
core local indentation, were identified. The failure loads were compared with the analytical
formulae. The identified failure modes are also checked with finite element simulations. The
phenomenon logical metal foam yield surface, which is a quadratic function of mean stress
and effective stress, and is inbuilt in the ABAQUS commercial finite element package, was
used to simulate the metal foam core yield behavior. For these sandwich beams, a failure
mode map was generated in the normalized face sheet thickness and core thickness, (for a
given thickness of face sheet and strength ratio of face sheet that of core). For a range of
practical structural load indices, minimum weight design was obtained.
Secondly, the quasi-static indentation response of Aluminum foams with face sheets
representing elastic (Alumia, CFRP), elastic-ideally plastic (Al) and elastic-plastic strain
hardening (Stainless Steel) behavior was measured. Indentation tests were carried out using
stiff tool steel flat and hemispherical indenters on the blocks of Aluminum foam with and
without face sheets. The thickness of the face sheets was varied from 0.5 to 1.0 mm to
evaluate the effect of thickness on the indentation behavior. Competing failure modes for the
initiation of failure are discussed. Face sheet bending, face sheet cracking, face sheet yielding
and local indentation were found to be the dominant failure modes occurring under
indentation. Effect of the type of indenter on failure modes for those structures under
I
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indentation is also indicated. The results showed that the indentation behavior was strongly
dependent on the type and thickness of face sheets used.
Thirdly, low velocity impact response of aluminum foams with face sheets representing
elastic (Alumia, CFRP), elastic-ideally plastic (Al) and elastic-plastic strain hardening
(Stainless Steel) behavior was measured experimentally. A steel spherical impactor of 2.65
kg and velocity 6.7 m/s was used to impact the rigidly fixed structures. The energy
absorption of these structures was compared. Face sheet punching was found to be the only
final failure mechanism for structure with different face sheets except Stainless Steel (SS),
but the amount of energy absorption depends on the type of face sheet. Foam with SS face
sheet absorbed almost all the impact energy and proved to be the best choice as an energy
absorber in comparison to blocks with other face sheets. Also, the enhancement in energy
absorption capability of foam filled rectangular tubes was studied under quasi-static
compression load. In this case, Interaction effect between foam and tube and role of adhesive
was also investigated in terms of energy absorption capability of those tubes.
Finally, an overview was established for different competing failure modes for sandwich
columns with Alporas foams having Al face sheets under end compression loading. Euler
buckling, core shear and face sheet yielding were found to be competitive failure
mechanisms. Failure mode map design for these sandwich columns was constructed as a
function of ratio of thickness of face sheet to core, and ratio of thickness of core to length of
the beam, for a given ratio of Young’s modulus of face sheet to strength of the foam, and
shear modulus of foam to strength of the foam core. Minimum weight design calculations
were carried out for a range of load carrying capacity.
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CHAPTER- 1
Introduction
1.1 Background and motivation
The quest for advanced engineering materials with improved properties is unending. Great
strides in modern technology increase demand for newer and improved materials. Metallic
foams are known to have excellent combinations of physical and mechanical properties such
as a high specific stiffness, strength combined with high noise & vibration absorber.
Therefore metallic foams are currently the most important material with widespread
applications in nearly every area of science and technology [1-11]. Some applications of
metallic foams are in bonnets, boot lids of car, crash boxes or underride protectors for lorries,
impact cushion for railway rolling stock, tailbooms of helicopters, floor and roof panel for
building structures, elevator platforms, structural bulkheads in ships, space vehicle landing
pads, fire doors, hatches, underside of an elevated expressway and tunnels.
Sandwich structure, as low-density core material, flanked between two high modulus face
sheets is a lightweight structure with a very high stiffness to weight ratio. Because of high
cross-sectional second moment of the area the sandwich structure can withstand higher
bending and buckling loadings as compared to other structures. The face sheets carry the
normal stresses and core resist the transverse shear loading. Nature also utilizes sandwich
structures with low density core in skull of a human and wing of bird [10]. Honeycombs and
polymer foams have been used for many years as core of sandwich structures in various
applications [10]. But metallic foams have shown great potential in the applications as a core
material in sandwich structures, over honeycombs and polymer foams as the latter two
materials pose problems with durability, anisotropy, creep even at ambient temperature and
evolution of toxic gases in fires [12]. A variety of metallic foams are available such as
aluminum, nickel, Fe (steel), copper, Ti etc but aluminum foams are widely used due its
recyclability, good corrosion resistance and light weight.
Sandwich structure with aluminum foam core offers following additional advantages over
sandwich structures.
•

Homogenous and nearly isotropic nature
1
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•

Formability into curved shapes

•

Usability at high temperature as well as fire retardation capability

•

Easily recyclable [13,14]

In view of the advantages mentioned above of sandwich structures with Aluminum foam
coupled with brittle materials, such as alumina or CFRP material, as face sheet can increase
the stiffness and strength, thereby increasing the mechanical performance of the sandwich
structure. In view of the limited studies on mechanical behavior of the sandwich structures
with brittle face sheet and aluminum foam core, it would be significant to conduct the studies
on this combination under bending. For optimal performance and improved properties of
such a sandwich structure, it is necessary to understand the typical problems expected and
competing failure modes under various loading conditions such as bending, end compression,
local indentation and impact. Minimum weight design is very important aspect for a
sandwich construction because it can enhance structural efficiency, meaning for a given
loading conditions, the construction utilizes minimum possible material.

1.2 Objectives
The need for safe usage of structures with specific strength and stiffness having foam core is
stimulated by the ever increasing demand of structures with light weight and high
performance in real life. The evaluation of the performance of these structures with metal
foam core under various loading conditions such as bending, end compression, indentation
and impact is necessary for the practical use of these structures. Since these structures
possess excellent mechanical properties, the main objective of this investigation is to obtain
the design maps for these structures and make a good comparison of these structures with
various combinations of face sheets as these structures are capable of achieving variety of
high performances. The research effort combines analytical, numerical and experimental
investigation to provide a better understanding of structures with Al metallic foams. The
specific goals of the present research are as follows:
•

To design high performance light weight and safe structure comprising of metal foam
core under bending and end compression loading.

•

To evaluate the performance of these structures coupled with various face sheets
under quasi-static indentation loading.
2
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•

To evaluate the performance of these structures under low velocity impact for safe
usage in automobile and aerospace application.

•

To investigate the energy absorption capacity of these light weight structures under
compression.

1.3 Scope of the present work
Review of the literature related to the structure with Al foam revealed that the studies on a
sandwich structure having aluminum foam core and brittle (ceramic or CFRP) face sheet
have not been dealt adequately. The failure mechanisms maps and minimum weight design
maps of these structures under bending would be quite important for its safe usage in real
applications. The failure mechanism map will lead to an optimum solution in terms of
geometrical parameters for a particular requirement such as collapse load or specific strength
and/or stiffness. Designers can employ these solutions in various applications of structures. It
would be interesting to develop an appropriate numerical simulation model to predict the
deformation behavior of the sandwich beam with brittle face sheet such as alumina and
CFRP (by considering the failure criteria for each material involved). The failure
mechanisms map and minimum weight design map of structures with Al foam and Al face
sheet under end compression would be important for designers for safe usage in real
applications where long and light weight columns are required. Indentation behavior of
structures with Al foams is not yet well researched. Therefore, failure analysis of structures
comprising of Al foam core and various face sheets under quasi-static indentation should
provide a good comparison among the performance of those structures, which can work as
guidelines for designers to build those structures in various applications. Energy absorption
characteristics of these structures will provide, an estimation of performance of those
structures in high impact, and blast loading.

1.4 Thesis organization
In this report, the current status of the literature related to aluminum metallic foam, sandwich
structure with aluminum foam and finite element models for aluminum foam core and brittle
material are discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 deals with surface and mechanical
characterization of Al foams and the various face sheets materials involved in the study.
Chapter 4 presents an in-depth investigation on the failure of sandwich beam with Alporas Al
3
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foam core and brittle alumina face sheet under four point bending. Chapter 5 analyses the
sandwich beam with Alporas foam core and CFRP face sheet under three-point bending and
also compares experimental results with analytical and numerical predictions. Failure
analysis of structures with Al foam core and various face sheets including elastic, elasticperfectly plastic and elastic-strain hardening behavior is presented in Chapter 6. In Chapter 7,
performance of structure comprising of Al foam core with various face sheets is
demonstrated under low velocity impact. Chapter 8 shows an in-depth analysis of sandwich
column comprising of Alporas foam core and Al face sheet under end compression loading.
Energy absorption capacity of Al rectangular tube filled with Al foam under compression is
also dealt with. Chapter 9 is concluded with major conclusions based on the research work
and scope for further research is outlined.

4
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CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
This chapter gives a brief overview of the work done on Al alloy foams covering its
production, cell morphology, deformation behavior and effect of its morphology on mechanical
properties. The structural analysis of sandwich panel consist of Al foam core under various
loading such as bending, indentation, impact and end compression is also reported in terms of
the possible failure modes and minimum weight design data. Finite element models for foam
and face sheet materials including metals, ceramics, and CFRP are reviewed.

2.1 Foam
Figure 2.1 shows all-possible dispersions of one phase of the matter into another, where both
phases can be the same. Foam is formed due to uniform dispersion of a gaseous phase in either
a solid or a liquid.

When a
solid

is
When a
dispersed
gas
in a gas
Gas
When a
mixture
liquid
is dispersed
in a liquid
fog

smoke

foam
emulsion

Suspension
slurry

gel

is dispersed
in a solid

Solid
foam
Cellular
solid

Embedded
particles

Figure2.1 All-possible dispersions of one phase of the matter into another [7].
Metallic foams as described in the following section, are a special class of cellular solids,
under category of solid foams. A range of engineering alloys such as Al, nickel, iron (steel),
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copper, etc can be foamed but aluminum foams are widely used as structural foam due its
recyclability, good corrosion resistance and light weight [7].

2.2 Aluminum foams
2.2.1 Production methods of metal foams
Various researchers have developed different techniques to produce metal foams [7, 11, 15].
The manufacturing methods for producing metal foams are classified broadly into four
groups: those made from melts, from powders, by sputtering and by deposition [11]. An
outline of these processing techniques is given in Figure 2.2. Each technique covers a
characteristic range of density, cell size, cell morphology and end application of the produced
metal foam.
BASIC PROCESSING TECHNIQUES OF CELLULAR METALS
LIQUID METALLURGY

POWDER METALLURGY

COATING TECHNIQUES

Foaming Coating Deposition Spraying Compaction Sintering

Casting

Porous substrate
remains embedded

Loose hollow
metal spheres

Embedding Stir in loose
of perform substrates

without space holders:
Powder fibers
networks(LBM)

Electrochem PVD
sputtering
coating
Substrate act as space holder and is removed creating
Replication
Casting or
infiltration
Gas producing closed pores
Investment
casting

Electrochem
coating

CVD

Powder with Solid free from
Space holders (rapid prototyp)
Slurry casting

Direct gas foaming: Dissociating blowing agent:
Eutectic
segregation

Mixing
in melt

Entrapped in
Powder compact

Stir in
melt

Co-spraying,
Co-sputtering

Dislocation in
Solid (LDC)

Slurryreactive
foaming:
reaction sint.

Figure2.2 A schematic of processing techniques for cellular metals [6].
Different combinations of processing, architecture and metal matrix make different types of
products and prototypes. Due to the economical handling of the large quantities of metal,
melt route is very attractive for the making of closed cell metal foams [7]. Foaming of
metallic melts can be done by creating gas bubbles in the liquid. This can be either done by
6
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the injection of gas into the liquid metal from an external source or by in-situ gas formation
in the liquid by a chemical decomposition of a foaming agent. Alporas Al foam made by
foaming technique with blowing agent (as shown in Figure 2.2) is reported to be the most
homogenous cellular structure [16].

2.2.2 Types of aluminum foams
Commercially available aluminum foams can be broadly classified into two categories based
on cell structure as shown in Table 2.1, i) Open cell or ii) closed cell. Cells are connected
through the open faces in open cell aluminum foam. If the faces are solid such that each cell
is sealed off from its neighbor, it is called a closed cell aluminum foam.

Table2.1 Commercially available aluminum foams[9,17]
Open Cell
Closed Cell
ERG Duocel

Cymat, Hydro, Alulight (Mepura), Alporas, Alcan,
Frounhofer(IFAM),
Numan-Alu, Gesar, LKR

2.2.3 Manufacturing process for Alporas foam
The manufacturing process of closed cell aluminum foam (Alporas- trade name, patented by
Shinko wire company, Japan) is shown systematically in Figure 2.3. It is made by a batch
casting process with molten aluminum. Calcium by 1.5 wt % is mixed with molten aluminum
at 6800 C and stirred for 6 minutes at an ambient atmosphere.

1.5wt%Ca, pure aluminum
680 0C thickening

1.6wt%TiH2

cooling

680 0C foaming

foamed block

slicing

Figure2.3 Manufacturing processes of Alporas [18].
Calcium is used as a thickening agent to increase the viscosity of the melt and to prevent
floatation of the bubbles. The addition and subsequent agitation of Calcium, facilitates the
7
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oxidation process on the surface of the molten aluminum. Molten aluminum is thickened by
the formation of oxides (CaO, Al2O3, CaAl2O4 etc) [6, 18, 19 and 20]. This thickened Al is
poured into a casting mold. It is stirred with a foaming agent of 1.6wt% of TiH2 at 6800C.
Hydrogen gas evolves from the decomposition of TiH2, in the form of bubbles. Molten
material is cured for 15 mins after stirring. Due to the generation of gaseous bubbles, molten
material expands and fills up the mold. These bubbles are responsible for creation of various
pores whose faces are sealed by other oxides present and make this foam as closed cell one.
This foamed molten material is cooled by fans so it solidifies in the casting mold. Cooled
aluminum foam block is taken out from the mold and cut into the desired shape.
2.2.4 Manufacturing process for Cymat foam
The manufacturing process of closed cell aluminum foam (Alporas-trade name, licensed by
Cymat Aluminum Corp.) is shown systematically in Figure 2.4 [15]. It is made by continuous
casting process with metal matrix composite. A metal matrix composite (Al –wrought or Alcasting alloys and SiC or Al2O3 particles) is melted with foundry equipment and transfer to a
tundish where air is introduced. The resulting liquid metal foam is removed on a conveyor
belt as is shown in Figure 2.4.

Melt of Al-wrought or
Introduction of air
Al-casting alloys mixed with
in tundish
10-20 vol.-%SiC or Al2O3 particles

Metal foam on
a conveyor belt

Figure2.4 Manufacturing processes of Cymat, consist of melting and holding furnaces, the
foaming box, and foaming equipment and a twin-belt caster [15].
2.2.5 Manufacturing process for open cell Duocel
Open-cell polymer foam is filled with slurry of heat resistant material. After drying, this
polymer is removed and a molten aluminum alloy (generally 6101) is cast into the resulting
cavity which corresponds exactly to the original polymer foam structure. After directional
8
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solidification the mould material is mechanically removed and continuously connected, opencelled foam Duocel is formed [15].
2.2.6 Microstructure and cell morphology of aluminum foams
The microstructure of foams generally consists of an interconnected network of struts and
plates that form the edges and faces of polyhedral cells. Special features of this
microstructure of metallic foams are studied by several researchers [11, 16, 21-29].
Microstructures of some typical closed cell foams are shown in Figure 2.5 (a), (b), (c), (d).
Here, the voids of the each cell are separated by solid faces. Figure 2.5(e) shows the
microstructure of open cell foam. In these kinds of foams, cells are connected through the
open faces [11].

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Figure2.5 Micrographs of metallic foams. (a) Alcan, (b) Alporas, (c) Alulight, (d) Cymat, (e)
ERG Duocel (f) Alporas showing curvature of cell walls[25, 30].
The cell size of most metallic foams is in the range of 2 to 10 mm [16, 21]. Cell size for
Alporas foam was measured, which varies from 1- 13 mm with a mean size of 3 mm. The
mean cell size of Cymat foam depends upon the density and varies from 3 mm to 25 mm
9
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[15]. The shape of the cells of most metallic foams varies from equi-axed to ellipsoidal, with
the ratio of major to minor axes length up to 1.5 [16]. A typical example of curve cell walls
of Alporas Al foam is shown in Figure 2.5 (f).

2.3 Mechanical behavior of aluminum foam
Metallic foams, especially those of aluminum are of great industrial interest because they
combine the advantages of a bulk metal with the structural advantages of the foam. It is well
known that metals are strong, tough, deformable and conductive to both electricity and heat.
Foams are light, stiff and have high surface to volume ratio and adjustable cell structure.
Aluminum metallic foams with all these characteristics are used in various industries like
automobile, aerospace, defense, building, shipbuilding, sports etc [7, 9].

The following list includes the most interesting properties of aluminum foams, which are
important to automotive industries:
•

Low density gives high specific stiffness and strength

•

High energy absorption capacity during impact and blast loading

•

Good mechanical and acoustic damping

•

Ease in recycling and

•

Good machinability

Mechanical behavior of aluminum foams [30-45], failure mechanisms [30-39] under different
loading and effect on deformation behavior by relative density, cell size, cell wall curvature
[10, 23-28, 37, 46] were studied extensively. Micro-mechanical models were also proposed to
describe the uniaxial tensile, compressive, shear and bending behavior of these foams [11, 27,
47, 48].
2.3.1 Deformation behavior under different loadings
The stress-strain curves for aluminum foam (Alporas) under different monotonic loadings
(like tensile, compression and shear) are shown in Figure 2.6 [44]. In tensile loading, strong
hardening behavior is exhibited prior to tearing across the section at a nominal strain of only
a few percent. The deformation is caused by bending of cell walls and stretching of faces for
closed cell foam (like Alporas) under tensile loading. Deformation behavior of aluminum
10
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foams under compression loading shows high energy absorption capacity of these foams. In
almost all Al foams the compression behavior can be divided into mainly three regions. The
first region is the linear elastic region. The second region is known as the plateau in which
cell collapse at almost constant stress. The third region is called densification region in which
all the cells are collapsed. Quantitatively, the response under shear loading is similar to that
in tensile loading. The peak stress in shear stress-strain curve is termed the shear strength.
Fracture occurs due to initiation, growth and coalescences of tensile micro cracks. These
tensile micro cracks exist along the mid-plane of the specimen in such a way that everyone is
inclined at about 450 towards the shearing direction.

Figure2.6 Nominal stress versus strain uniaxial response of Alporas foam (relative density 11
%) [44].
2.3.2 Size effect on deformation behavior of aluminum foams
Various researchers have studied the effect of parameters such as cell size, cell structure,
relative density of foam, loading rate, cell walls, composition etc on deformation behavior of
metal foam, especially aluminum [9, 21, 25, 30,31, 48-51].
Cell walls near the free surface are less constrained than the ones in the bulk of the material,
while cell walls far away from outer surface are as constrained as in the bulk of the specimen.
Therefore, as the ratio of specimen size to cell size increases, normalized modulus (modulus
of foam/modulus of bulk material) and normalized strength (strength of foam/strength of
11
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bulk material) also increase, which is shown by plots of normalized compressive Young’s
modulus, normalized compressive peak stress and normalized shear strength normalized
against the ratio of specimen size to the cell size, as shown in Figure 2.7 (a), (b) and (c)
respectively [25].

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure2.7 Effect of ratio of length of specimen to cell size on (a) normalized Young’s
modulus (b) normalized compressive strength for Alporas and Duocel aluminum foams
(relative density of around 8% and 7 % respectively) (c) shear strength for Alporas
aluminum foams (relative density of around 8%) [25].
In shear testing, bonding of the foam specimen to stiff plates increases the constraints of the
cell walls at the boundary, producing a stiffening effect. Thus, shear strength becomes
independent of the specimen thickness for size ratio (thickness of specimen to cell size) more
than 2.67. Effect of relative density on deformation behavior of Al foam is well studied and
concluded that normalized Young’s modulus and normalized compression strength increases
12
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with the relative density of aluminum foams [21]. Relative density of aluminum foam also
influences tensile and shear strengths [25, 30, and 31].

2.4 Surface characterization of Al foams with ultrasonic techniques
Weaver [52] has investigated the ultrasonic measurement in open cell ERG foam in the
frequency range of 200 kHz to 2 MHz. No back wall signal or reflection was detected by
using pulse echo contact ultrasonic with transducer of 500 kHz. With a frequency of less
than 100 KHz, waveform was received faster than for higher frequency using point source–
point receiver configuration. Ultrasonic measurements on diffusivities, absorptivities and
modal densities were found to be appropriate for high frequency regime. Propagation of
ultrasonic wave in water saturated ERG Al foams using pulse transmission methods was
demonstrated by Ji et al [53] Only low frequency waves are found to travel through the
samples in the fast and slow wave modes, while the high-frequency portion of the input pulse
has been strongly attenuated. Fellah et al [54] have proposed a method for measuring
transport parameters in porous materials which is based on temporal model of direct and
inverse scattering problems affecting the propagation of transient ultrasonic waves in a
homogenous isotropic slab of porous material with a rigid frame. Acoustic parameters needed
for ultrasonic propagation in porous material are estimated by reflection contributions from
the first and second interface of the medium

2.5 Ceramics and CFRP as face sheet material
2.5.1 Ceramic material
Ceramic materials are inorganic and non-metallic materials. These materials are nonconductors of electricity and heat. They can withstand higher temperatures and a harsher
environment than metals and polymers [55]. Alumina is the most matured high technology
ceramic material. It is produced by compacting alumina powders into a shape and firing the
powders at high temperatures to allow it to densify into a solid, polycrystalline, non-porous
component [56].
Ceramic materials show catastrophic failure in a brittle manner with little energy absorption.
Stress-strain behavior of ceramics (alumina) is usually determined by flexural test because of
practical constraints in tensile testing. Compressive strength of these materials is usually 50%
13
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higher than the tensile strength. A typical stress-strain curve for alumina under bending is
shown in Figure 2.8 [55].
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Figure2.8 Stress –Strain curve under bending for aluminum oxide [55].
2.5.2 Carbon fiber reinforcement polymer composite material
Composite materials are engineered materials made from two or more constituent materials
that remain separate and distinct on a macroscopic level while forming a single component
[57]. It consist of two or more clearly distinguishable constituents working together to
achieve a blend of mechanical properties superior to the properties of the individual
constituent. There are three commonly accepted types of composite materials: “fibrous
composites” which consist of fibers in a matrix, “laminated composites” which consist of
layers of various materials and “particulate composites” which are composed of particles in a
matrix.
Carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrix (CFRP) composite is one type of fibrous composite
material in which carbon is used as high performance fiber material and polymer resin as
matrix material [55]. Carbon fibers are strong and stiff long reinforcing materials held
together by epoxy or PEEK matrix. The roles of polymer matrix are to provide ductility, to
protect the fibers from the mechanical abrasion or chemical reactions with the environment
and to serve as a barrier to crack propagation by separating fibers and preventing the
propagation of cracks from one fiber to another [55]. These composites are currently being
utilized in various fields such as aircraft (military and commercial both) structural
components, rocket motor cases, pressure vessels and sports equipments [55] because of
several favorable properties such as low density, high specific strength and stiffness. In
14
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addition, the fatigue strength-weight ratios as well as fatigue damage tolerances of laminates
made with these composite are excellent [58].

2.6 Sandwich panels with Al foam as core materials
A sandwich panel is normally a low-density core material sandwiched between two high
modulus face sheets to produce a lightweight panel with a very high stiffness [59]. The face
sheets act like flanges of I-beams carrying axial tensile and compressive loads. The core
plays the role of the web, separating the face sheets and bears the shear loads [60, 61]. These
structures are very efficient in bending and buckling loads because of the high inertia of the
light-weight panel. These sandwich panels are used in applications like aircraft, automobile,
sport equipments and portable structures, where weight saving is very important. Application
of those sandwiches leads to investigation of their performance under various loadings such
as bending, indentation, impact or end compression.
Metallic foams as a core of sandwich structure have lot of advantages over other materials
like polymer foams, honeycomb. Its advantages are isotropy, high temperature sustenance
and ease in obtaining doubly curved surfaces [9, 49].
The mechanical behavior of the sandwich panel not only depends upon the properties of core
and face sheets but also upon the geometry of the sandwich. Specific applications of
sandwich panels require minimal stiffness, load tolerance and lightweight. Sandwich panels
with minimal weights and desired stiffness and strength can be achieved by optimization of
different parameters like core materials and face sheets or design geometry of panel [10].
Size effect in sandwich panel can be induced or eliminated by choosing the appropriate
dimension of the core foam. This is based on the fact that the size effect in the core material
causes the panel to show the same size effect [49-51].

2.6.1 Failure of sandwich beams of Al foam core under bending
Some applications of the sandwich structures require studying the performance of the
sandwiches under bending for safe usage. Various researchers investigate the sandwich beam
with metallic foam core and metallic face sheets under bending and found that it can fail
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under various failure mechanisms such as i) face yield, ii) face wrinkling, iii) core shear, iv)
core indentation, and v) delamination [12,62].
A sandwich beam having a core thickness of ‘c’, width of ‘b’, a face sheet thickness of ‘t’,
length of ‘l’ ,Young’s modulus of core and face sheet as ‘Ec’, ‘Ef’ and total applied loads

‘F’, can fail under three-point bending in any failure modes, as shown in Figure 2.9.
If the load required for failure under any mode is less than other failure mechanisms then the
sandwich beam will fail under that particular failure mode. If bonding between face sheet and
core is perfect then delamination can be avoided. Usually, failure due to face wrinkling is not
found in sandwich beam with metal foam because load required for this failure is very high
compare to other failure modes due to the presence of Youngs’ modulus terms as shown in
equation 2.1 [62 ].

LF = 2.28 E

1/ 3
f

E

2/3
c

(2.1)

btc
l

F

E f , σy f

t

c d = t+c

E c , σyc
H

l
F/2

H
F/2

Figure2.9 Failure modes in sandwich beams [9].
Chen et al [12] studied the sandwich beam with Al foam core and Al face sheets under fourpoint bending and found that it can fail under various failure mechanisms as stated below
with accessing the failure loads analytically.
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2.6.1.1 Face yield
When the normal stresses in the face sheet reach the yield stress of the face material, yielding
of face sheet would begin [12, 62]. Collapse is assumed when the face sheet attains the yield
strength of

σ yf with core yields simultaneously at a stress of σ yc . Here ‘s’ is defined as

distance between loading indenters and ‘l’ is distance between supporting indenters.
The load requirement for face yielding for a sandwich having aluminum foam core and
aluminum sheet as face sheet under four point bending was studied and derived as given by
[12]

⎧⎪ 4 × (b × t )× (c + t )σ yf
LF = ⎨
(l − s)
⎪⎩

⎫⎪ ⎧⎪ (b × c 2 ) × σ yc ⎫⎪
⎬+⎨
⎬
⎪⎭ ⎪⎩ (l − s) ⎪⎭

(2.2)

2.6.1.2 Core indentation
Failure load was assessed for indentation of sandwich beam having linear elastic bending of
the top skins on a rigid –perfectly plastic core [63, 64].
The load requirement for indentation failure mode for a sandwich beam consists of an Al
foam core and the top aluminum face sheet under bending has also been analyzed [12]. The
load requirements for indentation depend on the indenter geometry and foam density [62].
During indentation of sandwich beam, the foam under the indenter crushes and the face sheet
bends to accommodate the foam deformation [12]. In the sandwich beam with aluminum face
sheet, indentation involves the formation of plastic hinges in the top sheet adjacent to each
indenter with compressive yielding of underlying core. The indentation load required for
sandwich beam having metal foam core and metal face sheet of elastic-perfectly plastic
material, with a spherical indenter in four-point bending (Figure 2.10) is given by:

(

LF = 4bt σ yf × σ yc
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Figure2.10 Indentation failure for a sandwich beam having metal foam core with metallic
face sheet under bending [12].
2.6.1.3 Core shear
Shear force is carried by the foam core when a sandwich panel is subjected to transverse
shear force [9]. If the required load for shear yielding of sandwich is less than other failure
mechanisms then the sandwich beam will fail under core shear mode. Core shear failure
mode for a sandwich having aluminum foam core and aluminum sheet as face sheet was
investigated [12]. Two modes were found under the category of core shear. In mode A,
plastic hinges are formed in the face sheets beneath the inners indenters. While in mode B,
plastic hinges are formed in the metal face sheet adjacent to all the rollers. The load
requirements for sandwich beam consist of Alporas foam core and aluminum face sheet,
under four-point bending (Figure 2.11) are:

Figure2.11 Competing collapse modes A and B for core shear of a sandwich beam in fourpoint bending [12].
Mode(A)

FCSA =

⎛
2bt 2 f
2H ⎞
⎟⎟
σ y + 2bcτ yc ⎜⎜1 +
(l − s )
⎝ (l − s ) ⎠
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Mode (B)

FCSB =

4bt 2 f
σ y + 2bcτ yc
(l − s )

(2.5)

Similarly, equations for the failure loads of different failure modes were developed for
sandwich beam, consisting of metal foam and different face sheets [9, 65].
2.6.2 Failure of sandwich comprising Al foam core on plastic foundation under
indentation
In various applications such as aerospace, automobile, and building industry, sandwich
structures can be subjected to localized loading such as indentation. Performance of those
structures under indentation depends on many parameters including the properties of foam
core and face sheet. For the safe design of these structures it is necessary to identify the
different failure mechanisms with which the structure can fail and the capacity of energy
absorption by these structures.
Oliver et al [66] studied the hardness and elastic modulus by indentation to obtain a better
understanding of the mechanics governing elastic- plastic contact. They update the
implementation of the method for the most accurate measurements of mechanical properties
for this type of contacts. The advantages and disadvantages of using different indenters such
as spherical, conical, berkovich etc are also explained. Various researchers have also
investigated the indentation response of Al foams mainly Alporas [67- 71].
Kadar et al [67] nicely correlated the acoustic emission signals with the indentation response
of Alporas and Al-Si foams in terms of deformation mechanisms such as cell wall bending,
cell wall buckling and densification of cells beneath the indenter. Olurin et al [68] has
investigated the indentation resistance of Alporas foam under flat bottomed circular
cylindrical punches and flat plate punches. It was concluded that the indentation pressure
strongly depended on indenter size up to a ratio limit (indenter diameter to cell size) of 8.
They found crushing of foam underneath the indenter and tearing of foam at the edge of
indenter as the failure mechanisms for flat punch. It agrees well with the finding of other
researchers [25]. However, Kadar et al [69] found buckling of cell walls in the vicinity of the
densified zone in addition to foam crushing. According to them buckling of cells located far
away can also occur. They proposed an analytical relationship between the relative density,
size of indenter and indentation depth, of which the equation agrees well with FEM
19
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prediction. Kumar et al [70] studied the indentation response of Alporas foam under flat
spherical ended indenters and found that deformation is extensively within the zone of
plasticity where the cells have collapsed, whereas outside of the zone the material appeared
to be in good shape. They compared the effect of both types of indenters and found that after
reaching an indentation depth equal to the radius of spherical tip, the response of loaddisplacement is the same for both indenters. With increasing displacement rate, the load
magnitude in the plastic regime as well as energy absorbed increases. Materials properties
such as tear energy and shear strength of the foam can be found by conical indentation which
is demonstrated by investigation on Alporas Al foam under conical indenters having different
cone angles by Rammamurhty et al [71]. They found that for a cone angle of more than 00,
shearing occurred in addition to the tearing of cells at the periphery with crushing of cells
beneath the indenter.
Sandwich structures are sensitive to damage when subjected to localized loading like
indentation on strong foundation because of the low strength of the core and the low bending
stiffness of the thin face sheets [72]. Various researchers have studied the indentation
response of the sandwich structures having a foam core and different type of face sheets [7379].
Soden [73] derived an analytical solution for failure load of linear elastic beam attached to a
crushable foundation. He found a good agreement between this solution and the indentation
experiment on sandwich beam with GRP skins and PVC foam cores. Sburlati [74] developed
an analytical solution for predicting the force–indentation relationship for clamped or simply
supported sandwich beams having foam core under rigid cylindrical and spherical indenters.
This solution was developed based on classical sandwich plate theory and a distribution of
surface pressures reproducing the contact law of rigid indenters on elastic space.
Zenkert et al [72] proposed an analytical model and investigated that model with FEM and
experimental studies on sandwich structures having polymer foam core and composite face
sheet. Koissin et al [75] derived the analytical solution for predicting the response of
sandwich beams with foam core under indentation in terms of face deflection, crush zone size
and contact force. This solution was derived on the principle of minimum work with an
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assumption of core crushing followed by elastic-ideally plastic behavior. This solution agreed
well with the FEM and experimental investigation.
Shuaeib et al [76] investigated the indentation behavior of the sandwich beam with PVC
foam core and glass fiber woven – roving reinforced polyester resin skins. They found linear
proportionality relation between the thickness of top skin and indentation load. In addition,
with increasing core density, indentation load also increases. Rizov et al [77 and 78] studied
the local indentation response of polymeric foams with and without fiber reinforced
polymeric composite face sheets both experimentally and numerically. The measured load–
displacement response and residual indentation depth compared well with finite element
predictions. Rizov [79] developed two dimensional finite element model for elastic plastic
non linear response of sandwich composite beams having foam core under local loading. The
main aim for this study was to further understand the failure modes caused by static
indentation.
Miller [80] used finite element analysis to study the behavior of a sandwich structure with
metal foam as core and aluminum as face sheets and proposed a model for initiation load for
indentation. Sridhar and Fleck [81] found various failure modes for simply supported
sandwich circular plates consisting of metal foam as the core and aluminum face sheets
loaded centrally by a flat punch. They found core indentation, core crushing, face sheet
punching, and face sheet bending as competing failure modes and the operating failure
mechanism depends on the plate geometry, punch radius and material properties.
2.6.3 Failure of sandwich comprising Al foam core under impact
Sandwich structures comprising metal foam core can be used in various applications
including defense, aerospace, automobile, and the building industry for various military and
civil purposes [7, and 9]. Performance of these structures in the above applications lead to a
few investigations such as bullet, blast performance for protective structures, collision in
automobile impact, debris impact in aerospace structures etc.
Various Al foams including Alporas and Cymat were investigated under impact by several
researchers to understand the failure mechanisms and strain rate sensitivity on various
parameters like strength, modulus, plateau stress etc [82-104]. Deshpande and Fleck [82]
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have found that the plateau stress and densification strain of Alulight and Duocel Al foam are
insensitive to strain rate for high impact velocities (more than 50 mm/sec). While some other
researchers found that yield stress show remarkable strain rate sensitivity with enhancement
of 50 % in energy absorption capacity of Alporas Al foam in impact loading compare to
static loading [83 and 84]. Absorption of impact energy at low and high velocities was
investigated by Ramachandra et al [88] for Alporas foam using flat ended and spherical
impactors. They found tearing and shearing of the cells at the periphery of the indenter as the
failure mechanisms contrast to foam core crushing which is the only mechanism under
uniaxial compression. Impact energy absorbed by Al foam was found to be higher under the
spherical indenter than the flat end indenter because of the additional mechanism of shearing
of cells.
No rate sensitivity was found for Cymat foam under dynamic compression and cell wall
fracture was the failure mechanism [89 and 90]. Cymat foam was found to be very
anisotropic in nature and their dynamic response depends upon the direction of loading [9193]. Dynamic compressive flow stress or plateau stress can be increased with the relative
density of the foam made with powder metallurgical route but these foams are also found to
be strain rate insensitive [94]. It was concluded that the strain rate sensitivity and failure
mechanism of Al foams depend upon the composition of Al foam cell wall material [95] but
all Al foams can absorb large amount of impact energy.
Various researchers have studied the response of sandwich structures having polymer foam
core and composite face sheets to understand the energy absorption capacity and failure
mechanism for various applications [95-100]. However, due to temperature limitation
associated with polymer foams, researchers are interested to know the response of structures
having Al foams with different face sheets under impact loading [101 and 102]. Kretz et al
[103] found that the A-pillar of a car made with Al foam core and metallic face sheet is good
for energy absorption and the required head injury protection criterion can be achieved with
variation of density and microstructure of Al foam. Yu et al [104] investigated dynamic
response of sandwich beam having open cell Al foam as core and Al face sheets and
compared it with quasi-static loading. The load carrying capacity (for dynamic loading) was
found to be higher. Face sheet wrinkling is observed as the failure mechanism in addition to
debonding between upper skin and core as well as compression of upper foam with tension of
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lower foam core. Gama et al [105] found excellent performance of panels having Al foam
and different skins in armors. They found that closed cell Al foams have a good capacity for
delaying stress wave propagation and attenuation. They developed one dimensional plain
strain finite element analysis which compared with the experiments and found good
agreement between two. Hanssen et al [106] investigated the behavior of Al foam panels
under blast loading using a ballistic pendulum. They developed an analytical and numerical
solution with LS-DYNA for deformation behavior of Al foam panel subjected to a linearly
decaying blast loading. They also found that foam panels are good energy absorber and can
be very useful as sacrificial layer in blast protection of the structure. Destefanis et al [107]
investigated the performance of open cell Al foam as core of sandwich having Al face sheets
in bumpers to evaluate their shielding capabilities in manned spacecraft with high impact
velocities as 7.0 km/sec. They found that these by layered bumpers have outstanding
capabilities to induce multiple shocks to projectile with a strong radial dispersion of the
debris cloud. Markaki et al [108] investigated impact response of laminated composites
having Al foam and alumina layers at low, intermediate and high velocities. They found that
the response of the laminate at low impact velocity is similar to static indentation and the
penetration mode changes from plugging to fragmentation in case of low velocity to
intermediate one. Villanueva and Cantwell [101] investigated different failure modes and
energy absorption capacities of sandwich structures having Alporas Al foam as core and skin
as plan composite or fiber metal laminate, under high impact loading, with a nitrogen gas
gun. Localized indentation for foam, fiber matrix delamination or longitudinal splitting and
fiber fracture of the composite skin were found to be the failure modes. These structures are
found to be excellent energy absorbers. These structures were also studied under low velocity
impact with buckling and crushing in foam core and fiber fracture in the top face sheet
observed as failures causes [102]. Hanssen et al [109] developed numerical simulation model
for bird strike with a variation of speed from 140 to 190 m/sec on sandwich panel having Al
foam (Hydro) and Al plates, using LS-DYNA. Prediction by this model for local strain,
global behavior and local occurrence of failure was agreed well with experimental studies.
2.6.4 Failure of sandwich columns with foam core under end compression
In some engineering applications, sandwich structures are loaded in end compression mode
rather than in more common bending conditions. Different failure mechanism were observed
such as face sheet micro buckling, shear macro buckling and Euler elastic buckling
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depending on the geometrical parameters of sandwich column consisting of PVC foam and
glass fiber epoxy face sheet by Fleck and Sridhar [110]. They developed the analytical
solution for predicting the failure load for each mechanism and that agreed well with the
experimental measurements. Wrinkling in face sheets under compression was studied for a
composite column of PVC foam core and unidirectional carbon/epoxy face sheets by
Gdoutos et al [111]. Hoff and Mautner’s expression for the load resulting in face wrinkling
failure was found to be in well agreement with wrinkling failure stress in experimental
observation which is defined as the stress at which the strain on the convex side of the panel
reaches a maximum value. Vadakke and Carlsson [112] investigated compressive failure
mechanism of sandwich panel of PVC foam core with glass and carbon epoxy composite
sheets under end compression loading. Buckling of debonded face sheet followed by rapid
propagation of debonding was found to be the mechanisms for the sandwich panel having
artificial debond between one of face sheet and foam core loaded under end compression.
Compression failure of composite face sheet was also observed in panel without any artificial
debond between face sheet and foam core. Loads for failure was found to be decreasing with
increasing debonding length and decrease in foam density. Post buckling strength was found
to be negligible. Core shear failure with negligible face sheet delamination was found to be
the failure mechanism for sandwich panel of PVC foam core and orthotropic fiber reinforced
plastic face sheets tested for buckling in uni-axial compression by Roberts et al [113].
2.6.5 Performance of Al foams filled structures under end compression
Metal foams have a very good energy absorption capacity when inserted into metal tubes [9].
Hanssen et al [114] studied the crushing of square aluminum extrusions filled with Al foam
(Hydro) under quasi-static compression loading. They showed the potential of Al foam as an
absorber of a high amount of energy. They also found that foam bonded components have
higher amount of specific mass energy absorption than components having foam without
bond. Folding mechanism was observed with presence of lobes in the side walls during
crushing of non-filled extrusion tubes. An increment in number of lobed was recognized in
foam-filled extrusion if it was not ruptured and hence increment in absorption of energy.
Design rules have been generated for determining the minimum weight of extrusion based on
the results obtained for the square foam filled extrusions. Hanssen et al [115] investigated the
potential of numerical simulation of crushing of square Al tubes filled with Al foams with the
help of four existing models in LS –DYNA. They found that the fracture of foam is very
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local and/or global failure mechanism which has not accounted in these models. Ryes et al
[116] have performed numerical analysis for bending of square aluminum filled with Al foam
(Hydro) using material models including newly implemented fracture criterion for both
extrusion and foam by LS DYNA and compared with experimental investigation. The
general behavior, mean and peak loads predicted by numerical simulation were found to be
within reasonable accuracy with the experiments.
Hanssen et al [117] also investigated the performance of circular aluminum extrusion filled
with Hydro foam under static and dynamic crushing. They observed two distinct failure
modes; namely axisymmetric (concertina effect) and non- axisymmetric (diamond effect) in
crushing of those extrusions. A shift in buckling mode from diamond to concertina was
observed with increment in foam filler density. A model for predicting the crush force was
developed for both static and dynamic loading conditions which show the divisions of crush
force in three main parts (1) average crush force of non-filled extrusions, (2) uniaxial
resistance of foam filler and (3) an interaction effect between foam and wall. Increased
resistance was observed for crushing the components under dynamic loading due to inertia
effects arising in walls compare to static loading.
A closed form analytical solution was developed by Santosa et al [118] for mean crush force
for Al foam filled Al columns from a combination of analytical and numerical solutions. It
was found to be in good agreement with experiments. They found that the mean crush force
increased with foam compressive resistance and cross-sectional area of the column.
Haberling et al [119] observed improvement in energy absorption capacity of stainless steel
tubes filled with Al foams with increment in wall thickness but leads to large load fluctuation
during buckling with large increment in structural mass. Asvavisithchai et al [120] observed
a significant improvement in energy capacity of steel circular tubes filled with Al foam with
increment of length of tube, which was due to stabilization of tube wall by the foam which
enabled the tube to resist the folding process. The criterion found for change over
mechanisms from concertina to diamond for these tubes is length to width ratio of 1.06. It
indicated that if the tube was a length to width ratio more than this, then the failure mode
would be diamond producing erratic folds.
Little difference was observed in energy absorption capacity of steel tubes filed with Al
foams with different type of bonding including in-situ (making foam inside the tube), loose
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push fit and adhesive bonded by Asvavisithchai et al [121]. Similar observations in terms of
energy absorption capacity was found in compressive testing of push–fit and laser beam
welded Al foam filled steel tubes by Haberling et al[119]. More energy was absorbed in
square tubes filled with foam with adhesive due to high bonding strength of glue which
enable foam/tube interfacial adhesion [122]. Seitzberger et al [123] studied the experimental
and simulation of crushing of steel tubes with circular or square cross-section filled with Al
foams at quasi-static compression loading. They found an enhancement of the efficiency of
energy absorption capacity of metal tubes due to changes in the deformation modes of the
tubes. This is because of the interaction between tube and Al foams.
The advantages of foam filling of tubes (any material such as Al, Brass and Ti) in terms of
the enhancement of energy absorption are observed not only in the axial direction but also in
the transverse direction by Hall et al [124-125] for quasi-static and dynamic loading.
However, the percentage increment in specific energy is found be higher in axial loading
compare to transverse loading with the highest absorption in Al tube and moderately with
brass and Ti tubes.

2.7 Failure mechanisms map
Equations of the collapse load for different failure mechanisms can be derived for the
sandwich structure loaded with specific constraints such as three point bending, flat indenter
and constant σ fy , σ yc . These equations have some variables, some of which are related to
materials property ( E f , E c , ρ c , ρ f ) and some to beam geometry (Normalized face sheet

thickness ‘tlc’, normalized core thickness ‘c/l’, normalized beam width ‘b/l’ etc) [10] and
therefore it is interesting to find out how the failure modes depend on the geometrical
parameters. It is quite obvious that for a given design, the dominant failure mechanism is the
one that occurs at the lowest load. Transition from one mechanism to another takes place
when both mechanisms have about the same failure load. This information can be shown as a
diagram or map, known as a failure mechanisms map. This map is the graphical
representation of failure loads with respect to design parameters (as axes) having constant
material properties. Axes of those maps are design parameters of the structure. Each map is
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Figure2.12 Failure Mechanism map of sandwich beams subjected to four-point bending [12].

Field boundaries are found by equating the equations for different failure loads. Generally
only two non-dimensional design parameters (c/l, t/c) are introduced to take into account all
the parameters for the structures under bending.
A failure map showing the different failure mechanisms for a sandwich having Al foam as
core and Al sheet as face sheet under four point bending was constructed in Figure 2.12 [12].
−

The map is plotted for collapse load index F =
for selected values of s/l and

F
on a diagram having axes c/l and t/c,
blσ yf

σ yc / σ yf [12]. These failure maps vary depending on the type

of loading (e.g. bending, indentation or end compression) and the type of indenter (e.g. flat or
spherical). As certain parameters like indenter size affect the equations for failures, those
parameters will influence the regions of failure map [9].
On similar guidelines, the failure mechanism map shown (in terms of normalized face sheet
thickness (ratio of face sheet thickness to core thickness),‘t/c’ and normalized sandwich core
thickness (ratio of core thickness to sandwich radius) ‘c/R’ in Figure 2.13 was generated by
Sridhar [126] for simply supported circular sandwich plates of radius R made with metal
foam core and cold worked aluminum face sheets loaded under quasi-static indentation.
Different failure maps are generated on almost the same guidelines for sandwich structures of
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metal foam core or polymer foam with aluminum face sheets under different loading
conditions such as three-point bending, four-point bending and indentation [9, 65].

Figure2.13 Failure Mechanism map for simply supported sandwich plate (foam core ‘c’ and

face sheet thickness ‘t’) of radius R loaded by a punch radius ‘r’ at the centre, with R/r = 8.0
and

σ yc / σ yf = 0.03 [126].

2.8 Minimum weight design
It is a task for researchers to minimize the weight of sandwich panels without compromising
strength and stiffness. In this way, the cost of structure in terms of total load requirement can
be reduced that is the prime requirement of industry. Minimization of weight can be
formulated for a structure for required collapse load, stiffness or strength or for all [127-129].
First of all, an equation for the objective function (weight of the structure ‘W’) was
developed, then equations for constraints (such as stiffness, strength etc.), were developed,
according to applications. A typical example for minimum weight design for sandwich
structure of PVC foam core under bending is shown below [10].
The objective function is:
W = 2 ρ f gblt + ρc gbl

(2.6)

In the case of the constraint of certain stiffness δ/P, under bending of the sandwich structure,
the constraint equation is:
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δ
P

=

2l 3
l
+
2
B1 E f tc
B2bcGc

(2.7)

Where ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘l’ are width, core thickness and length of the structure respectively, g is
the Gravitational acceleration, ρ c is the density of foam core, ρ f is the density of face sheet,
B1 and B2 are constants.
The optimum value of core thickness of sandwich structure, c, is obtained by setting dw/dc
equal to zero after substituting the value of ‘t’ from Equation 2.7 in Equation 2.6. If this
value of core thickness is substituted back into the Equation 2.7, then the value of optimized
face sheet thickness can be obtained. The minimum weight of the sandwich panel will be
obtained for the optimized thickness of face sheet and core.
The graphical method is another way of achieving this. Here, the objective function ‘W’ is
written in terms of free variables (from Equation 2.6)

ρ ⎛c⎞
t
W
=
− c ⎜ ⎟
2
l 2bl ρ f g 2 ρ f ⎝ l ⎠

(2.8)

Constraint is also written in terms of free variables (Equation 2.7)
⎧
⎫
⎪
⎪
2 B2 G c ⎪
1
t
⎪
=
⎨
⎬
l
⎛ c ⎞ ⎪⎛ δ
c ⎞⎞ ⎪
⎛
B1 E f ⎜ ⎟ ⎜⎜ B2 bGc ⎜ ⎟ ⎟⎟ − 1
⎝ l ⎠ ⎪⎩ ⎝ P
⎝ l ⎠ ⎠ ⎪⎭

(2.9)

The intersection of these two plots of objective function and constraints with respect to the
dimensionless (free variable and length) axes gives the optimum design. A typical example
of this type of plot for a sandwich, having polyurethane foam as core and aluminum as a face
sheet, is shown in Figure 2.14 (a). The optimization procedure can also be carried out by
considering only the face sheet thickness, t, and core thickness, c, as the free variables. Then,
equations for objective function (W) and for constraints, strength and stiffness can be
generated. Subsequently, plots of different failure modes like core shear, face yield etc are
superimposed on the plots of objective function and constraint functions on the same
dimensionless axes. A typical example for polyurethane foam core sandwich with aluminum
sheet is shown in Figure 2.14 (b).
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(a)
(b)
Figure2.14 Optimum design with graphical method of optimization for sandwich having
polyurethane core and aluminum face sheets (a) stiffness constraint only (b) both stiffness
and strength constraints [10].
On similar guidelines, minimum weight designing was carried out for sandwich structures
with metal foam cores and aluminum face sheets under bending [9, 12].
Minimum mass designing was carried out by Hanssen et al [130] for square aluminum
columns filled with Al foams having parameters of foam plateau stress, column wall material
characteristics stress, width, thickness and length of column and other constraints. This study
showed the significance in saving of mass, length and volume by utilizing foam filler in crash
behavior. Design rules have been generated for determining the minimum weight of
extrusion based on the results obtained for the square foam filled absorbers by Hanssen et al
[114].
Budiansky [128] carried out a detailed analysis for minimum weight of columns having solid
square or circular sections with similar metal foam filled tubes, hollow tubes and tubes whose
wall are foam core sandwiches. He found that on a weight/strength basis, foam core square
and circular tubes are inferior to hollow tubes and on top of that circular tubes are better than
square one. Here, he also found that flat compression panels are heavier than hat-stiffened
which is heavier than skin-stringer panels in which skins and stiffeners are made with metal
foam core sandwiches.
Minimum mass designing was carried out on similar guidelines for sandwich structures
having metal foam core with aluminum face sheets under various loading conditions such as
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bending, having different geometrical variable such as length, width and thickness of
structure with properties of foam core and face sheet under different constraints [9, 10, 131,
132].

2.9 Finite element analysis
The behavior of the material in FEM would give a good indication of its real-life behavior, if
the simulation is done correctly. The models in FEM are developed in terms of yield criterion
and constitutive laws governing it in its real life. To choose the perfect model for a particular
material, it is necessary to adopt the correct behavior of the material, model and the
governing equations.
2.9.1 Model for metallic foams

Constitutive laws governing the yield criterion for metallic foams are developed and
modified [48, 80,133-136]. As reported behavior of the metallic foams is linear isotropic
elastic in the elastic regime as for conventional metals. In the plastic regime, Alporas
aluminum foams display isotropic hardening behavior [48].
2.9.1.1 Elastic regime
The generalized Hooke’s law is used to calculate the linear elastic strain tensor in the form

ε ie = Cijσ j

(2.10)

where i , j = 1,2,3,…….
and ε ie , σ j are the elastic strain and stress tensor, respectively, while C ij is the compliance
matrix. This matrix is characterized by a set of modulli and Poisson’s ratio. All the metals
and brittle materials show this behavior.
2.9.1.2 Plastic regime
Linear elasticity is limited by the yield criterion. Plastic yielding is the most usual mechanism
for “failure” of ductile metals. These mechanisms can be described by rate–dependent
incremental plasticity theory. According to this theory, the elastic theory fails at a value
where plastic behavior starts.
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Yield criterion: It is a law defining the limit of elasticity under any possible combination of
stress. The yield function f (σ ij ) is expressed as

f (σ ij ) = const.

(2.11)

e.g. one yield criterion, knows as Von-Misses Criterion is given below
(σ1 - σ2) 2 + (σ2 - σ3) 2 + (σ3 - σ1) 2 = 6k2

(2.12)

where k is a dependent parameter.
Various models have been developed to describe the shape of a yield surface for homogenous
metallic foams [137].
2.9.1.2.1 Classical J2 plasticity:
It is the simplest and most common model to predict plastic deformation in fully dense metal.
The yield surface in this model is expressed as
f = σe - Y = 0

(2.13)

Where Y is the uni-axial yield strength of the material and σ e is the Von –Misses effective
stress defined by

σe =

{

3
(σ 1 − σ 2 )2 + (σ 2 − σ 3 )2 + (σ 3 − σ 1 )2
2

}

(2.14)

This yield surface is independent of the mean stress. A material that satisfies the above
P
behavior cannot fail due to the hydrostatic load and is plastically incompressible ( ε vol
) when

an associated flow rule is assumed. Due to plastic compressibility of metallic foams, J2
plasticity is not valid for description of plastic deformation of foams under multiaxial loads.
2.9.1.2.2 Crushable foam model:
This model embraces the ability of modeling the foams with different deformation behavior
under compression and tension. There are two flavors of the models currently available in
ABAQUS/EXPLICIT, based on volumetric and isotropic hardening constitutive models.
Both models use a yield surface with an elliptical dependence of deviatoric stress on pressure
stress in the meridional plane. The isotropic hardening model was originally developed for
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Alporas foam only [48]. It assumes almost symmetric behavior in tension and compression.
The evolution of yield surface is governed by an equivalent plastic strain, which has
contribution from both the volumetric and deviatoric plastic strains. It is based on the
experiments done on Alporas foam [48], where the yield surface is an ellipse centered at the
origin in the p-σe stress plane. Yield surface is defined as
f = σ e + α 2 p2 − B = 0

(2.15)

⎛ ⎛ α ⎞2 ⎞
B = σ c ⎜1 + ⎜ ⎟ ⎟
⎜ ⎝3⎠ ⎟
⎝
⎠

(2.16)

2

and

where p is mean stress = -1/3 ( σ ii)
B represents the size of the (vertical) axis of the yield ellipse; α represent the shape of the
yield ellipse.

Figure2.15 Yield surface and flow potential for isotropic hardening model [137].
The yield surface is Mises circle in which the deviatoric stress plane and the ellipse in the
meridional stress plan as shown in Figure 2.15
The parameter α can be calculated using the initial stress in uniaxial compression, σ c0 and the
initial yield stress in hydrostatic compression, Pc0 , as
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(2.17)

3K '

α=

9 − K '2

σ c0

K' =

(2.18)

0
c

P

Flow potential: The flow potential for the isotropic hardening model is given by
FP =

(q

+ β 2 p2

2

)

(2.19)

where β represents the shape of flow potential ellipse on the p-q plane.

β=

3

1 − 2υ p

2

1+υ p

(2.20)

where υ p is the plastic Poisson’s ratio, which is the ratio of the transverse to the longitudinal
plastic strain under uniaxial compression.
The plastic strains are defined to be normal to a family of self–similar flow potential
parameterized by the value of the potential G
.

ε pl = λ

∂FP
∂σ

(2.21)

.

where λ is the non-negative plastic flow multiplier
The strain hardening of the foam is described by σ c = σ c (ε pl ) , where ε pl is the equivalent
plastic strain in uniaxial compression under isotropic behavior. So the hardening law defines
the value of the yield stress in uniaxial compression as a function of the absolute value of
axial plastic strain. Here, uniaxial compression or shear test data is required to define the
evolution of the yield surface.
2.9.2 Model for brittle materials

Ceramics and CFRP are both brittle materials with high strength and stiffness. They show
only the elastic response in deformation, and is followed by catastrophic failure. In the elastic
regime, behavior of these materials is similar to any conventional metal. The elastic behavior
of these materials can be explained in the same way as metallic foam (earlier). But elastic
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regime represents the behavior of the materials up to 0.2 % strain and not able to explain the
failures of those materials. Due to different types of failures in both materials, different
failure models are employed, which can be explained as follows.

2.9.2.1 Brittle cracking model for ceramics
Brittle cracking model in ABAQUS/EXPLICIT was found to be the only model for defining
the failure of ceramic material [137]. It is developed for the behavior of concrete material.
Usually, the tensile strength of the concrete material is one tenth of the compressive strength.
Therefore, concrete material fails under tensile mode. Ceramic material follows almost the
same kind of behavior. This model offers a way to predict the behavior of the material, where
brittle behavior dominates. Therefore the assumption is that the material is linear elastic in
compression and failure behavior is dominated by tensile cracks.
This model is based on the brittle aspects of concrete behavior, according to which the micro
cracks coalesce to form discrete macro cracks representing regions of highly localized
deformation. It almost always involves softening of the material.
Cracking is incorporated in this model in such a way that it does not track down the
individual crack but the presence of the cracks enters into constitutive calculations at each
material calculation point of FEM, because the crack affect the stress and material stiffness
associated with the material calculation points. Once a crack is generated at the material
calculation point then the direction of cracking becomes important. This model follows fixed
orthogonal cracks model, which is one of the basic cracking direction models. According to
this model the crack extension can be aligned normal to the maximum principal tensile stress
at the time of crack initiation and other cracks can only form in such a way that the normal of
crack surface is orthogonal to the first crack. The maximum number of cracks is limited by
the number of direct stress components present at that material calculation point of the FEM
A simple Rankine criterion is used to detect the crack initiation. According to this criterion, a
crack forms when the maximum principal tensile stress exceeds the tensile strength of the
brittle material.
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2.9.2.2 Model for CFRP
Engineering Constant material model is found to be only inbuilt model which explains the

failure of unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite. It was modeled as
a homogenous orthotropic material using this model which is sufficient enough to study the
macroscopic behavior of the laminate. This model flexible enough to define the angle of fiber
reinforcement such as 0o, 30o and 90o etc [138]. The local coordinate system was defined for
each sheet of fiber reinforced material to indicate the fiber direction as it will indicate the
longitudinal and transverse directions for the sheets which is very important for any
orthotropic material. Unidirectional fiber reinforcement was modeled as a layer of laminate
layed-up in an unidirectional manner.

2.10 Problem identification
From the literature review it was found that although there is a failure analysis of sandwich
beams of traditional materials such as metallic foams core and metallic sheets for designing
of safe structures, very little work has been carried out for the structural design of sandwich
with hybrid sandwich beams especially with brittle materials as ceramic and carbon fiber
reinforced plastics face sheet under bending.
Structures with sandwich columns comprising of PVC foam core and various face sheet
under end compression loading were investigated by various researchers to find the possible
failure mechanisms under which these beams can fail. However, designing of those columns
with metal foam core would be different under end compression.
The review of previous research has taken up to study the indentation behavior of sandwiches
of PVC foams with various face sheets. Indentation behavior is also studied for metal foam
core alone. There is however, a lack of understanding of the failure mechanisms when
various types of face sheets are joined with metal foam blocks, which will be useful for
designers to use foams for various structures in real applications.
A thorough search of literature dealing with the sandwiches with Al foam with metallic and
composite face sheet under various impact conditions shows the energy absorption potential
of these foams. There is however, a lack of comparison of performance of Al foam block
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with various face sheets under impact loading which will be useful for designing these foams
for automobile or military and civil defense applications.
Energy absorption capability was well proven for these foams in tubes of square or circular
cross-section made with different materials from the literature. However, the performance of
these foams in rectangular tubes is not explored.
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CHAPTER-3
Characterization of materials
3.1 Introduction
Sandwich structure is made of low-density core material, flanked between two strong and
stiff face sheets. Aluminum foams have shown a great potential as a core material in
sandwich structures [7].The performance of these sandwich structures depends upon various
surrounding constraints such as type of loading & boundary conditions and material used as
core and face sheets of those sandwiches. For various applications, the constraints and
conditions are different, so therefore in the present research work, the performance of
sandwich structures consisting of Al foam core with various combinations of face sheets such
as aluminum, stainless steel, alumina and CFRP are investigated under various loading
conditions such as bending, indentation, impact and end compression to give an over view of
these sandwich structures. It is known that the basic characteristics of the materials used in
sandwiches plays an important role in the performance of the sandwich constructions. Thus, a
detailed morphological & mechanical analysis of various materials used in the construction
of sandwich structure is necessary. It is to be noted that the surface characteristics plays a
role in mechanical characterization of the foam material [9].
In this chapter, surfaces characterization of Al foams (Alporas and Cymat) using optical and
SEM imaging is discussed. An ultrasonic study of Alporas foam was performed to relate the
density of the foam with the porosity of the foam. Mechanical characterization including
tensile, compressive and shear testing of Al foams are carried out and discussed here.
Various materials are used in present research work as face sheets in the sandwich beam with
Al foam core to analyze the variation in the performance of those beams with different types
of failure. Therefore, the mechanical characterizations of these materials are performed. It
was also used as input data for FEM studies to predict the behavior of sandwich beams under
various loadings and constraints.
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3.2 Surfaces characterization of Al foams
Various surface characterizations of Alporas and Cymat Al foams, with an understanding of
the equipment involved and precautions for handling it are discussed here with procedural
details. Some as-received features regarding Alporas and Cymat foams are also mentioned
briefly.
3.2.1 Chemical composition

Alporas foam was manufactured by GLEICH GmbH MetallPlatten Service, Germany while
Cymat foam was manufactured by Alusion, Canada. The chemical composition for Alporas
foam is shown in Table-3.1. A typical composition range (vol. %) of Cymat foam is (10-20
% Sic and rest Al alloy) [15].
Table3.1 Chemical composition of Alporas foam
Element
Weight (%)

Ca

1.69

Ti

1.22

Fe

~ 0.04

Mg

~ 0.01

Al

Remaining

3.2.2 Relative density measurement

Relative density is defined as the ratio of the apparent foam density to the density of solid
cell wall material. It is an important parameter for foam material because most of the
properties of foams scale with relative density. Relative density needs to be measured as
accurately as possible. It varies from one location to another in the same block. So, for an
accurate assessment of the properties in experiments and input data for FEM modeling, the
value of relative density was averaged out at different locations. Thirty two samples of each
Alporas and Cymat foams with size of 50 X 50 X 50 mm3 and 50 X 50 X 40 mm3 respectively
were cut from different locations of the same block of the foam whose density was measured
by volume and weights of the foam blocks.
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The results for relative density measurement of Alporas and Cymat foam are listed in Table3.2 and Table-3.3 respectively. The values of mean relative density, found to be 9.5% and 4.7
% for Alporas and Cymat foams respectively, are used in various design calculations.
Table3.2 Relative density of Alporas foam with standard deviation
Relative density
Value
Minimum relative density
8.22%
Maximum relative density
11.11%
Mean relative density
9.5%
Standard deviation of relative density
0.887 %
Table3.3 Relative density of Cymat foam with standard deviation
Relative density
Value
Minimum relative density
4.1%
Maximum relative density
5.0%
Mean relative density
4.7%
Standard deviation of relative
0.224 %
density
3.2.3 Cell size measurement

Cell size plays an important role in designing the dimensions of the specimens for study of
mechanical behavior of foam material because of the size ratio factor (specimen size to cell
size). This measurement gives an average value of cell size, which is used as a guideline for
designing the foam samples. Every dimension of the sample should be higher than the
product of a specific integer (defined from size ratio) and average cell size to suppress the
size effect. As there is no available software for direct and automatic measurement of cell
sizes, different samples were analyzed as follows: A mixture of cold mounting acrylic resin
and hot mounting power ‘condufast’ (black in color) was poured on those samples. These
samples were kept to dry the mixture for one day. Samples were then grinded on sand paper
in such a way that except for the cell walls (white) everything would be black in color. This
gives a very good color contrast between the pore and cell walls. Snaps were taken for those
faces and analyzed using the Analytical Imaging Station (AIS) software, which can measure
the length, area, perimeter etc. It is a multifunctional image analysis software package with
which imported images can be analyzed in terms of the surface features. Statistical analysis
can also be carried out for the analyzed data with this software. Manual estimation was
carried out to address the cell size which is difficult for irregular shaped foam cells. The
average of longest distance between cell wall in one cell and perpendicular distance to this
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longest distance between cell wall was treated as cell size in the present study. In order to
observe the inhomogeneity as well as the shape of the cells, the foams were also analyzed
under optical microscope. Around 220 cells of Alporas foam and 180 cells of Cymat foam
were analyzed for each block of size 50 X 50 X 50 mm3 for Aproas foam and 100 X 100 X 40
mm3 for Cymat foam with statistical analysis such as standard deviation, mean, maximum,
and minimum. The results for all the measured samples are shown in Table 3.4 for Alporas
foam and Table 3.5 for Cymat foam with the frequency distribution curves for each in Figure
3.1 and Figure 3.2 respectively. This data belong to more than 1700 cells of different samples
for Alporas foam and 1500 for Cymat foam. This data agrees with the previously reported
results (Miyoshi –2000) for Alporas [18] and product manual for Cymat foam [139].
Table3.4 Cell size measurements for Alporas foam with standard deviation
Cell size
Value
Minimum cell size
0.41 mm
Maximum cell size
10.69 mm

Mean cell size
Standard deviation of cell size

3.5 mm
1.69 mm

Table3.5 Cell size measurements for Cymat foam with standard deviation
Cell size
Value
Minimum cell size
1.61 mm
Maximum cell size
28.76 mm
Mean cell size
13.37 mm
Standard deviation of cell size
5.82 mm

Frequency (%)

25
20
15
10
5
0

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
Cell size (mm)

Figure 3.1 Frequency distribution of cell size measurement for Alporas foam.
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Figure 3.1 shows that even though the difference between minimum and maximum cell size
of Alporas foam is very large but most of the cells fall in the size range of 2-5 mm. The
number of cells larger than 7 mm is negligible. The specimen with abnormally big cell can be
discarded from specimen lot or the analysis to prevent inconsistency in behavior. Most of the
samples follow the same trend with little deviation. Large variation was found in cell
measurement of Cymat foam as seen in Figure 3.2, even the standard deviation was found to
be as high as 5.82. Most of the cells lie in between 7 to 18mm.

7

Frequency (%)

6
5
4
3
2
1
0
1 4 5 6 7

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 29

cell size (mm)
Figure 3.2 Frequency distribution of cell size measurement for Cymat foam

The selection of test specimen geometry for this foam will not be simple as one side
dimension should not be small because of criterion of size ratio (greater than a specific
number for specimen dimension to cell size) and at the other side it will have limit of lengthy
specimen due to size limitation of testing jigs.

3.2.4 Morphology of foam cells

Optical micrographs of Alporas foam cells are depicted in Figure 3.3 (a) and (b). The crosssections of the cells are not equiaxed. There are Caves (arrow A), wiggles (arrow B), and
voids in the cell walls as shown in Figure 3.3 (b). The presence of this type of irregularities
was found to be very random across any section. Scanning electron microscope images of
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Alporas foam cells are shown in Figure 3.4 (a) and (b). Figure 3.4 (a) shows the wall of
typical foam cell, the thickness of the cell wall (arrow C) is from 2μm to 500 μm. SEM of the
cavity (arrow D)in foam cells are also shown in Figure 3.4 (b).

2mm

(a)

B

A

A

B
1mm

(b)
Figure 3.3 Optical micrographs of Alporas foam (a) random cells (b) cavity between cell
walls.
3.2.5 Ultrasonic measurement of Alporas Al foams

NDE (nondestructive evaluation) techniques especially ultrasonic can be more useful to
correlate the inhomogeneity of foams with mechanical properties because the output signals
from such a test depend to a great extent on the internal morphologies (like pores etc) of the
materials. In addition, these tests are capable of providing rapid results without the need to
destroy the test samples, thus well suited to manufacturing environment. In this area, NDE
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C

(a)

D

(b)
Figure 3.4 SEM images of Alporas foam (a) showing walls (b) cells showing irregularity

(nondestructive evaluation) has not been utilized to a great extent so it would be quite
interesting to know the response of foam when subjected to ultrasonic waves in terms
relation of pore structure (in terms of porosity) of metal foam with density of material
In the present research work, ultrasonic evaluation of Alporas Al foam was carried out using
Krautkramer USD 15 SX model instrument using pulse echo and through transmission
technique. Schematic sketch of an ultrasonic test setup for through transmission technique
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employed in this study is shown in Figure 3.5. A large range of frequency of the probes was
involved which is varied from 0.5 MHz to 15 MHz.
3.2.5.1 Response with ultrasonic testing
Response of ultrasonic testing of Alporas foam was measured using two techniques as
explained below.
3.2.5.1.1 Pulse echo technique:
In this technique, ultrasonic waves are used to send from one probe placing at one end of the
specimen and same probe act as the receiving probe. Signals received from the back wall of
the sample are analyzed in terms of location of any discontinuity or pores etc, but this
investigation is carried out only on one side of surface of the specimen by probe. When this
technique was applied to foam specimens of different density with all frequency probes (0.5
MHz to 15 MHz) available, then no signal was received back from wall of the foam
specimens. It indicates high attenuation of Alporas foam having lot of uneven pores.

Transmitting Probe

Ultrasonic
equipment

Couplant

Alporas
foam block
Couplant

Receiving probe
Figure 3.5 Schematic sketch of an ultrasonic test setup for through transmission technique
with Alporas foam specimen.

3.2.5.1.2 Through transmission technique:
In this technique, ultrasonic waves are used to send from one sending probe placing at one
end of the specimen and other probe placed at the other end of the specimen to receive the
signal act as the receiving probe as shown in Figure3.5. Signals received in terms of echo
height (which is time traveled by ultrasonic waves through the sample) are analyzed in terms
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of location of any discontinuity or pores, etc. Due to the involvement of both sides of the
specimen in this technique, the response here will be more promising than pulse echo
technique due to the presence of large amount of inhomogeneity (lot of pores) in the Alporas
Al foam.
Firstly, the ultrasonic response in terms of echo height was measured for Al block of height
around 40mm with all possible combination (sending ad receiving) of frequency probes
which include same frequency combination and different frequency combination. In this
technique, specimens are needed to be kept in between two probes which are not suitable for
measuring the response from probes of different circumference (circumference of some
probes are very small in compare to specimen and very difficult to hold the specimen on that
probe). The same procedure was repeated for Al foam of different frequency probes. Change
in echo height representing the time travel by ultrasonic waves is recorded for Alporas foam

Change in echo height (mm)

specimens in compare to pure Al block.
20
16

9.0 %
11.85 %

10.3 %
12.4%

12
8
4
0
0.5-2 0.5-5 0.5-10 1-0.5

1-1

1-2

2-0.5

2-1

5-0.5

Frequency Combination
Figure 3.6 Change in echo height for specimens of Alporas foam having different relative
density with different combination of probes having different frequencies.

Some important points are drawn to understand the relation between porous structure and
density of foam. There is an obvious change in echo height because of the presence of the
pore, as ultrasonic wave travel in solid medium. The distance traveled by the ultrasonic wave
was found both higher and lower in comparison to pure aluminum depending upon the
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structure of the pores for combination of probes. Figure 3.6 shows the reduction or increment
in back wall height for various samples having different porosity. The frequency of the
probes (transmitting and receiving both) employed for the experiments is shown in x-axis
while the level of porosity is indicated by the different symbols in the Figure 3.6. For most of
the frequency combinations, it was found that the back wall echo is increased and the reason
could be the increment in traveling of ultrasonic wave as the solid surface is present only
though the walls of the pores as shown in Figure 3.7 with the possible ways. The proof of
having more pores with lesser relative density is clear from Figure 3.6 by showing more
distance traveled by the ultrasonic wave for lesser relative density with frequency
combination of 0.5 MHz transmitting and 2 MHz receiving probes.
Ultrasonic waves

Transmitting probe

Al
foam

Receiving probe
Figure 3.7 Possible paths of ultrasonic waves inside the Al foam specimen.

This relation of more pores with low relative density is not validated for probes of all other
frequency combinations which could be due to lack of proper holder for probes (one at the
bottom of specimen and other is on the top of the specimen).

3.3 Mechanical characterization of materials
Mechanical testing of foam core and face sheet materials used in sandwiches plays an
important role to understand the deformation behavior of that sandwich of foam core and
face sheet. Furthermore data of mechanical testing of face sheets are required to input in
simulation to predict the behavior of sandwich beam consisting those face sheets.
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3.3.1 The mechanical characterization of foams

Mechanical testing is very important both for modeling and understanding of the deformation
behavior of foam. Specimens were carefully prepared and designed in such a way that the
effect of size becomes negligible (dimension in every direction is greater than five times that
of cell). Mechanical testing was done using Instron Testing machine UTM (5567), under
displacement control. This machine is used for different tests like tensile, compressive,
bending and shear etc. with a proper selection of load cell so that the load to be measured is
not less than 1% of the load cell capacity for reliable results. Jigs and fixtures are also
selected properly based on the type of testing and dimensions of the specimen. Despite of all
the precautions taken, results can have an error of ±0.5% [140].
3.3.1.1 Sample preparation
If the samples are cut by band saw or hand saw they would incur cell wall damage, which
might cause measurement of variant properties [9]. Hence, samples were cut by EDM
(Electro discharge machine) Robfil 300 to minimize the damage to the cell wall material.
Samples were cleaned with acetone and were dried for one day to remove any left out grease
or oil inside the samples. They were eventually grinded for 2-4 minutes on SiC paper to
remove any unevenness.
3.3.1.2 Tensile testing
To overcome the size effect, tensile specimens with high thickness (20 mm) Alporas foam
were chosen for which only screw driven jigs could be used. For good gripping and
prevention of crushing of foam in gripping area, aluminum sheets were glued to specimens
with an epoxy adhesive. Testing was carried out under displacement control at 0.1 mm/min.
specimens were unloaded during testing process to obtain elastic Young’s modulus.
Parameters were set for loading and unloading in such a way that the load reaches a certain
level of displacement (0.1, 0.2 mm) in first two cycles and then unload it to zero load level.
Data were recorded and different curves plotted showing Young’s modulus and strength. The
tensile set-up is shown in Figure 3.8 along with loading grips.
The stress-strain response is shown in Figure 3.9. Strong hardening behavior was observed
before peak stress is reached. This peak stress appears at a relatively low strain of about 2%.
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It was observed that fracture starts from large cells and the stress decreases drastically after
that. The mean tensile strength was found to be 1.51 MPa while loading and unloading
modulus are 0.27 and 0.33 GPa respectively.

Figure 3.8 A specimen of Alporas foam during tensile testing.
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Figure 3.9 Tensile stress strain curve of Alporas foam of relative density of 9.5 % (20mm
thick).
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3.3.1.3 Uniaxial compression testing
Specimens have cubic dimensions of (50

X

50

X

50 mm3) for Alporas and (100

X

100

X

40

mm3) for Cymat foam which satisfies the criterion of size ratio set for metal foam [9].
Lubricating spray (molybdenum sulphide) is applied in between loading platen and the
specimen to reduce friction. Compression test profiler was used for compression testing of
Alporas foam. Since Cymat is anisotropic in nature, loading was applied in the direction
perpendicular to its foaming (skin to skin, if skin is present) which is its thickness direction
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also [139].
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Figure 3. 10 Compressive stress-strain response of Alporas foam of relative density 9.5 % up
to 80% strain.

This direction was chosen because loading will be applied to all the sandwiches in this
direction as it is easy to make sandwich that way and strength is the lowest in this direction
[139]. Loading and unloading profiles were set similar as in the case of tensile profiler. For
the first two loading and unloading cycles, low displacement rate was (0.05 mm/min)
selected but for the final loading cycle it was 0.1 mm/min. Data for compression testing was
collected and different plots were drawn to show the unloading modulus and strength of both
the foams.
It was observed that crush bands were formed under compression at certain locations in
Alporas foam specimens. It may be due to the presence of weak cells at these locations.
Compressive stress-strain response for Alporas foam material is shown in Figure 3.10 up to
80% strain. The stress increases monotonically with strain initially due to elastic bending of
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cell walls. Once the plastic stress value is reached, the deformation continues at uniform
stress. This plateau region continues up to around 50% of the strain value and after that the
stress increases very sharply with no increase in strain due to foam densification. The mean
compression strength obtained from testing is 1.85 MPa. The loading and unloading moduli

Compressive stress (MPa)

are 0.13 and 0.59 GPa, respectively.
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80

Figure 3. 11 Compressive stress-strain curve of Cymat foam of relative density of 4.7 % up
to 80% strain.

A typical compressive stress-strain behavior of Cymat foam is shown in Figure 3.11. The
mean value from compression strength was measured to be 0.2 MPa. Cells were crushed in
layers for Cymat foam under compression. It may be due to the presence of bigger cells
compare to Alporas and cells crush before transferring the load to next cell. Overall stress –
strain response is found to be similar as in Alporas foam.
3.3.1.4 Shear testing
Double lap shear testing is the most commonly used method to measure the shear properties of
Alporas foam. It is known that the shear behavior of foam material depend upon the ratio of
specimen thickness to cell size [9]. For maximum practical possible geometries of sandwich
beams, many foam cores are used which could failed under core shear failure of beam.
Therefore It is necessary to perform the shear test for all the geometries (thickness is main
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constraints as other dimensions usually full fill the criterion set for size ratio) of foam core used
in sandwich beam. These thicknesses of the Alporas foam are 3 mm, 8 mm, 20 mm and more
than 20 mm (shear properties are uniform for more than 20 mm thick Alporas foam) [25]. The
shear stress – strain response of Alporas foam was obtained by conducting double lap shear
loading configuration and the specimen preparation closely followed the ASTM STD. C-273
[141]. Note that the double-lap shear configuration produces a more uniform shear stress state
in the configuration provided the loading plates are stiff enough to measure the shear stiffness
of the foam reliably well [9]. It is found that if the ratio of the cell size (specimen size to cell
size) is more than 5 then the response of foam is more uniform. Specimens prepared for shear
testing are of the dimension of 100

X

20

X

20 mm3, 100

X

20

X

8 mm3 and100

X

20

X

3 mm3.

Sandblasting was carried out for all steel plates for better gripping with Alporas foam blocks.
Steel plates after sandblasting are shown in Figure 3.12 (a). These sandblasted steel plates with
Alporas foam blocks were washed with acetone and cleaned with a white cotton cloth until
they stop turning black after rubbing.
Specimens were prepared by joining steel plate to Alporas foam with Redux–322 adhesive
between them. The whole assembly was loaded with the help of tightening holder in one
direction and with steel block in another direction. This loaded assembly was kept in oven for
curing at 1750C for 1 hour. Few prepared specimens are shown in Figure 3.12(b).

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12 Specimens preparation for shear testing (a) sandblasted steel plates (b) cured
foam specimens (20mm and 8 mm of thickness).
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The tensile method was chosen for shear testing and data was recorded. Shear stress-strain
data was subsequently calculated from the recorded load and extension data. One specimen
undergoing the double lap shear testing is shown in Figure 3.13.
It was found that the fracture starts from big or weak cells and spreads along the loading
plane in shear loading. Here, hardening behavior was not pronounced before peak stress as it
was in tensile loading. But the stresses decrease drastically similar to the case of tensile
loading after peak stress. Shear strength and modulus of Alporas foam was found to be
decreased with increasing size ratio (specimen size to cell size) as shown in Figure 3.14. It
tallies with the observation of Andrews et al [25].

Figure 3.13 A specimen of Alporas foam undergoing double lap shear testing.

An increased constraint of the cell walls at the boundary was thought be the reason for
happening so. This size effect was found to be negligible after increasing size ratio of around
5. In other words, strength value of the specimen with thickness of 20mm or more will not
fluctuate with the size ratio. The mean shear strength determined from samples with 20 mm
thickness was found to be 1.05 MPa, which is termed as the shear strength of the Alporas
foam. Shear stress versus shear strain responses of foam specimens of different thicknesses
are shown in Figure 3.14. The difference in shear strength observed for samples of the same
category is minimal.
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Figure 3.14 Shear stress –strain behavior of Alporas foam of different thicknesses.

3.3.1.5 Bending
Not many researchers have studied the behavior of Alporas foam under bending, so it was
not clear whether the bending behavior is dependent upon the foam specimen size as it was
found to influence other mechanical testing including tensile, compressive and shear. Threepoint and four-point bending experiments are carried out on various Alporas foam specimens
in order to know the behavior of foam under bending. These tests also show how bending
modulus of Alporas foam depends upon the specimen size.
Various rectangular blocks of Alporas foam specimens (with geometrical details as given in
Table-3.6) were cut with EDM. Symbols used in this Table are explained in the Figure 3.17
(a). Both three- point and four-point bend tests were performed under displacement control at
a rate of 0.25 mm/ min. Surface displacement analyzer (SDA) was employed for continuous
monitoring of deformed geometry. Snapshots of the loaded sandwich beams were taken at
every significant change in the foam specimen.
Bending strength and modulus were calculated for these specimens with equations for the
beam under bending with appropriate assumptions [142].
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Bending strength for foam core under three- point bending and four-point bending are given
by:
3( LF ) L
2bc 2

(3.1)

3( LF )(l − s )
2bc 2

(3.2)

σ=
σ=

Bending modulus for foam core under three- point bending and four-point bending are given
by:
E=

(3.3)

( Fe )l 3
4δbc 3

(3.4)

27( Fe )l 3
E=
128bδc 3

Where LF is the load for failure, Fe is the load in the elastic limit, δ is the deflection at the
mid point of the specimen in length direction while l, L, b, and c are explained in the Figure
3.17(a).
Table3.6 Details of specimens for Alporas foam tested under three and four-point bending
with test results
Specimen
Type of
Bending Bending
No.

c

s

(mm) (mm)

l

H

L

(mm)

(mm)

(mm)

bending

strength modulus
(MPa)

(GPa)

1

20

85

7.5

100

Three-point

3.76

0.51

2

20

110

10

130

Three-point

2.51

0.73

3

20

203

18.5

240

Three-point

1.91

1.37

4

20

103

9.5

122

Three-point

2.16

1.3

5

30

20

80

15

110

Four-point

3.60

0.46

6

3

25

100

17.5

135

Four-point

1.75

0.80

7

3

20

80

15

110

Four-point

1.60

0.77

8

20

25

100

17.5

135

Four-point

2.06

0.95
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Load displacement behavior of almost all the specimens under a similar type of bending
(either four-point or three-point) was found to be similar. Typical load-displacement behavior
of Alporas foam specimen under three-point and four-point bending is shown in Figure 3.15.
Hardening behaviors was observed in almost all the specimens under bending up to peak load
similar to shear loading. Decrease in load after this peak was found in all the foam specimens
under bending, which is due to higher rate of damage in foam specimens because of loading
through the upper indenters. Once the crack is generated then it grows rapidly through the
weaker cells.

800

Load (N)

Sample-5

600
3point bending
4point bending

400
200

Sample-4

0
0

2

4
6
Displacement (mm)

8

10

Figure 3.15 Load-displacement behavior of Alporas foam of sample - 4 and sample-5 (Table
3.6) under three-point and four-point bending respectively.
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(a)

(b)
Figure 3.16 In-Situ picture of the Alporas foam specimens having geometry of sample – 4
(Table3.6) under three-point bending (a) starting of test (b) failure of foam specimen at a
displacement of 4.5 mm.
Cracking of Alporas foam under three- point bending was started from middle lower of the
foam core as shown in snapshots of sample–4 (Table-3.6) taken at failure seen in Figure 3.16
(b) at a displacement of 4.5 mm compare to initial snapshot of the foam in Figure 3.16 (a).It
shows the locations of typical failure, which was observed in almost all the foam tested under
three-point bending because of concentrated loading under the supporting indenters.
Cracking of Alporas foam under four- point bending started from middle lower of the foam
core as shown in snapshots of sample - 5 (Table-3.6) taken at failure seen in Figure 3.17 (b)
at a displacement of 4.5 mm compare to initial snapshot of the foam in Figure 3.17 (a).
The portion of the specimen between the two loading indenters was under constant stress
because of four-point bending. The path of the cracking is shown in the Figure 3.17 (b)
which is observed in almost all the foam tested under four-point bending.
The modulus and strength of all Alporas foam specimens under three-point and four-point
bending are reported in Table3.6. Variation (1.60 to 3.76 MPa) in the bending strength of the
foam specimens was observed to be small. The average bending strength of Alporas foam of
relative density 9.5 % is found to be 2.58 MPa and 2.25 MPa under three and four-point
bending respectively. Average bending modulus is found to be 0.98 GPa and 0.75 GPa under
three-point and four-point bending respectively.
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s
C
H

l
L
(a)

(b)
Figure 3.17 In-Situ picture of the Alporas foam specimens having geometry of sample – 5
(Table3.6) under four-point bending (a) starting of test (b) failure of foam specimen at a
displacement of 10 mm.
3.3.2 Mechanical characterization of face sheets

In this project, Al, SS, alumina and CFRP materials are used as face sheet materials of
sandwich structures. In this section, the experimentation carried out for these materials and
their mechanical characterization is elaborated. Based on the material, uniaxial tensile,
compressive and bending tests were carried out using the Instron Testing machine UTM
(5567) under displacement control.
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3.3.2.1 Mechanical property of Aluminum and Stainless steel face sheet
Here, tensile behavior was reported for both types of sheets.
3.3.2.1.1 Al sheets:
Different types of Al sheets were used in the study of the behavior of sandwiches with Al
foam core under various loading conditions which is explained below.
(1) elastic-perfectly plastic (aluminum alloy 1100 half-hard) sheet having thicknesses of
0.5 and 1.0mm was used as face sheet for sandwich structure with both Alporas and
Cymat foam core which is investigated for failure analysis under indentation and
impact loading.
(2) elastic-perfectly plastic (aluminum alloy 1050 half-hard) sheet having thickness of
0.5 and 3.0 mm was used as face sheet for sandwich column with Alporas foam core
which is investigated for failure analysis under end compression loading.
Tensile properties of Al sheets with different thicknesses were measured by conducting
uniaxial tensile tests on dog-bone type specimens according to ASTM STD. E8-04 [143].
Tensile stress-strain behavior of Al-1100 and Al-1050 sheets was found to have nearly
elastic-perfectly plastic response as shown in Figure 3.18 (a) and (b) respectively. The
measured properties of these Al face sheets are listed in Table 3.7.
Table3. 7 Material properties of various metallic sheets of various thicknesses
Material
Thickness of sheet Tensile Strength
Young’s
(mm)

(MPa)

Modulus (GPa)

0.5

134

68

1.0

121

69

0.5

111.5

67

3.0

121.4

71

0.5

650

191

1.0

702

190

Al 1100
Al 1050
SS-314

3.3.2.1.2 Stainless Steel sheets:
Stainless steel (SS) sheets with thicknesses of 0.5 and 1.0mm were used in studying the
behavior of sandwiches consisting of Al foam core under indentation and impact loading
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conditions. The tensile properties of SS (SS-314) sheets with different thicknesses were
measured by conducting uniaxial tensile tests according to ASTM STD. E8-04 [143]. Tensile
stress-strain behavior of these sheets was found to be strain hardening as shown in Figure
3.19. The measured properties of these SS face sheets are listed in Table 3.7.

140

Stress (MPa)

120
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0.5 mm Tensile
1.0 mm Tensile

80
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20
0
0.0
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0.8
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2.0

(a)
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0
0

1

2

3

4
5
Strain(%)
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7

(b)
Figure 3.18 Tensile stress-strain responses of Al sheets showing nearly elastic-perfectly
plastic behavior (a) Al-1100 (b) Al-1050.
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Figure 3.19 Tensile stress-strain response of strain hardened SS sheets (SS-314).
3.3.2.2 Mechanical property of alumina and CFRP face sheet
Here, bending behavior of alumina and various mechanical behavior of CFRP sheets are
discussed.
3.3.2.2.1 Alumina sheets:
Alumina (Al203) supplied by PI-KEM UK, was used as face sheets for the construction of
sandwich beams with Alporas foam and investigated for failure analysis under four-point
bending. It is well known that the failure strength and modulus of ceramics is strongly
influenced by their inherent porosity. Weibull statistics is commonly employed to study the
statistical variation in strength with material volume [55, 144].
Uniaxial tension tests on alumina sheets are ruled out due to the premature failure at the grip
portion while loading. Herein, bending tests on alumina face sheets of varying thicknesses
are carried out using the Instron- 5567 UTM and the average modulus and strength is taken
from 3 specimens each. Figure 3.20 shows the average stress-strain response under four-point
bend tests for various specimen thicknesses. As the thickness of alumina sheet increases,
number of defects and voids present in the sheets increase which is the source of failure for
these plates and responsible for bending strength in bending loading. Alumina sheets fail in
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tensile mode under bending loading because compression strength of alumina is much higher
compare to tensile strength. Poisson’s ratio for ceramics sheet from the literature was found
to be 0.22 [145]. The measured properties of these alumina face sheets are listed in Table 3.8.

Flexural stress (MPa)

375
300

375
(0.067,338)

2 mm
1 mm
0.5 mm

(0.0655,306)

225

300

225
(0.055,192)

150

150
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0
0.00

75

0

0.02
0.04
Flexural strain(%)

0.06

Figure 3.20 Stress-strain responses of alumina face sheets with various thicknesses under
four-point bend tests.
Table3.8 Material properties of alumina sheets of various thicknesses
Alumina sheet
Property

2mm
thickness

1mm thickness

0.5 mm
thickness

Density (kg/m3)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Bending strength (MPa)
Failure strain (%)

3960
349
192
0.055

3960
467
306
0.0655

3960
504
338
0.067

3.3.2.2.2CFRP sheets:
CFRP laminates were made from commercially available carbon fiber epoxy prepregs
(Fiberdux-913C-HTA, from Hexcel Composites, UK). To fabricate the composite laminate
of a specific thickness, the required number of plies of prepreg (each of size 300 mm x 300
mm and 0.125 mm in thickness) were hand-laid to obtain a unidirectional lay-up and pressed
on a hot press at a nominal pressure of 700 kPa and maintained at a temperature of 120 0C for
1 hour as was recommended by the composite manufacturer.
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(Stainless steel)
Aluminum foil
Non porous
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Aluminum foil
Non porous
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(Stainless steel)

Figure 3.21 Order of arrangement of the prepreg stack with other materials and mould
dimensions before commencement of curing process.
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The order of stacking of prepregs, teflon sheets, and other molding materials were as shown
in Figure 3.21.To prevent laminate warpage and to achieve thermal stress free laminate, the
cured laminate was allowed to cool down to room temperature in the hot press machine
overnight (around 12 hr). Teflon sheets and Al foils were removed and edges of composite
laminate were cut with diamond cutter to remove the uneven portion.
The compression tests were conducted on an Instron universal testing machine fitted with
100 kN load cell using IITRI test fixture [146]. Strain gauge rosettes were mounted in the
middle of the specimens and strains in both longitudinal and transverse directions were
monitored simultaneously using portable data logger.
Specimens of composite laminates were prepared according to ASTM STD. D3039/D3039M
to study the tensile behavior of these laminates [147]. Specimen geometry of the tensile test
specimens was prepared according to dimensions of 12.5 mm width, 2 mm thickness and 130
mm gauge length.

2000

Longitudinal Tensile Stress
Longitudinal Compressive Stress

Stress (MPa)

1500

1000

500

0
0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6 0.8 1.0
Strain (%)

1.2

1.4

1.6

Figure 3.22 Longitudinal tensile and compressive stresses of CFRP laminate [146].
Each specimen was loaded on to a standard 100 kN screw-driven INSTRON-5565 universal
testing machine fitted with mechanical wedge grips (which is suitable for flat specimens) at a
crosshead speed of 2.5 mm/min [146]. Annealed aluminum end-tabs of 1 mm thickness were
bonded to the end of the specimens using a Redux-322 adhesive to enable a smooth transfer
of load into the specimen. The mating surfaces of the aluminum end-tabs and composite
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adherends were abraded using emery cloth and cleaned chemically with acetone. The use of
annealed Al end-tabs enabled the knurled surfaces of the grips to ’bite’ firmly into the
specimen tabs, thus preventing slippage between the specimen and grips. In addition tabs
distribute pressure applied by the grips evenly over the surface of the specimen, thus
preventing local damage in the laminate. Load and strain measurements were recorded using
a computerized data logging system. Obtained longitudinal stress-strain behavior of these
composite laminate are shown in Figure 3.22. Results for composite laminates under
compression and tensile loading are summarized in Table 3.9.
Table3.9 Composite laminate material properties under compression and tensile loading.
Property
Value
Longitudinal compressive elastic modulus E11c

126 GPa

c
Transverse compressive elastic modulus E 22
and E33c

9.8 GPa

Longitudinal tensile elastic modulus E11t

150GPa

t
Transverse tensile elastic modulus E 22
and E33t

9.5 GPa

Shear moduli G12, G23

1.1 GPa

Shear modulus G13

3.92 GPa

Poisson’s ratio υ12, υ13

0.26

Poisson’s ratio υ23

0.25

Ultimate longitudinal compressive strength σ 11c

1000 MPa

c
Ultimate transverse compressive strength σ 22

155 MPa

Ultimate longitudinal tensile strength σ 11t

1900 MPa

t
Ultimate transverse tensile strength σ 22

57 MPa

Interlaminar shear strength τ 13

100 MPa
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Chapter- 4
Sandwich beam with Al foam core and alumina face sheet under
four- point bending
4.1 Introduction
It is widely known that metal foams especially, Al foams posses a good combination of
properties such as high specific stiffness and strength, recyclable, good corrosion resistance
[7, 13, 14]. The performance of these metallic foams can be enhanced by bonding it in
between two strong and stiff face sheets to produce a lightweight structure. Under static
loading conditions, the face sheets carry the axial load or resist against bending, whereas the
core bears the shear stresses [60, 61]. Sandwich beams with minimal weights, desired
stiffness and strength can be designed specific to suit various applications. This can be
achieved by optimizing different parameters such as materials of core and face sheets or
design geometry of beam with the knowledge of operating failure mechanism at the design
loads [9, 12, 65].
Traditionally, sandwich structures having metal foam core with metallic face sheet have been
studied well in terms of possible failure mechanisms depending upon its geometrical
parameters such as thickness of core or face sheet, length of the beam etc. These structures
are optimized for minimum weight for various applications having specific strength and
stiffness. Recently, Ashby and Brechet [148] envisaged that better design performance may
be achieved with ‘hybrid’ sandwich constructions by employing non-traditional pair of
materials. Furthermore, in comparison to metal face sheet, alumina sheet imparts not only
greater stiffness but also wear resistance and fire retardation to the sandwich beams structure.
Thus, detailed study on sandwich structure constituting aluminum foam core and elastic
(alumina or CFRP) face sheets would be carried out under bending for safe designing of
these structures in real applications.
In this chapter, bending studies are discussed on beams consisting of alumina (Al2O3) face
sheets and Alporas (an alloy of Al, Mn and Si) foam core to study the various competing
failure modes. Failure mode map is constructed showing all possible failures in terms of nondimensional geometrical parameters of the beam for a given face sheet to core yield strength
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ratio. Numerical simulations were carried out to verify the analytical solutions and compare
with the experimental measurements of stiffness and failure load. Minimum weight design
for those sandwich beams was also constructed with optimum geometrical parameters of
these beams to enhance the load carrying capacity with safe usage in real applications.

4.2 Sandwich beam with Al foam core and alumina face sheet under four –
point bending
Here, analytical equations developed for failure loads and stiffness are discussed and
compared with numerical simulation and experimental observations for these sandwich
beams under four-point bending.
4.2.1 Analytical analysis of sandwich beams under four point bending

Consider a sandwich beam of width b and length L, comprising of two identical face sheets
of thickness t and foam core of thickness c. The beam is subjected to four point bending load
as shown in Figure 4.1: the outer rollers acts as supports and the inner rollers load the
specimen. Both the supporting and loading rollers have a diameter of 10 mm. The loading
indenters are separated by a distance s.
4.2.1.1 Elastic Stiffness
The maximum deflection of the beam is due to both flexural and shear deformations. Noted
that shear deformation predominates in the core and hence the approximate expression for the
elastic deflection can be expressed as [60].
F/2

t

F/2

s

E f , σf
c d = t+c

H

l

H

F/2

F/2

Figure 4.1 Schematic of a sandwich beam under four-point bending showing geometrical and
material parameters.
2
(4.1)
F (l − s ) (l + 2s ) F (l − s )
+
δ=
48(EI )eq
4( AG )eq
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where l is the distance between supporting rollers, F is the total load applied on the beam, s is
the inner loading span, (EI )eq and ( AG )eq are the equivalent flexural and shear rigidity of the
sandwich beam respectively. The equivalent flexural rigidity is given by

(EI )eq

=

E f btd 2

+

E f bt 3

+

2
6
and the equivalent shear rigidity ( AG )eq is given by

2
E c bc 3 E f btd
≈
12
2

(4.2)

(4.3)
bd 2
Gc ≈ bcGc
c
where Gc is core shear modulus and the spacing d = c + t of the mid plane of the face sheets.

( AG )eq

=

E f and E c are the Young’s moduli of the face sheet and foam core materials, respectively.

4.2.1.2. Estimation of failure loads
Total of three possible mutually competing modes are identified analytically and
experimentally for the sandwich beams: the face sheet is assumed to fail by tensile fracture in
a linear elastic manner and the foam core as a rigid-perfectly plastic material. As the adhesive
used (between foam core and face sheets) has a higher shear strength compared to shear
strength of foam core, bond failure mechanism was rule out. Face sheet under compression
wrinkles when the normal stress reaches the elastic instability stress [60].
4.2.1.2.1. Face sheet cracking:
Alumina ceramic face sheet is brittle and its tensile strength is approximately 10 to 15 % of
compressive strength [144]. Therefore, tensile strength of the ceramic material was
considered to be the failure strength for the face sheets of the sandwich beams. It is known
that for a sandwich beam under four-point bending, the upper face sheet is under
compression while the lower face sheet is in tension and hence, the failure initiates in the
bottom face sheet. It was assumed that the face sheet will start cracking when the lower face
sheet of the sandwich beam reaches tensile failure strength of σ yf . The failure load for face
sheet cracking is calculated by equating the moments within the sandwich beam (summation
of the moments due to elastic brittle face sheet and rigid-plastic foam core) to the external
bending moment applied to sandwich beam.
Moment due to face sheet is given by
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Mf

σf

y
(4.4)
c
I eff
(t + )
2
where the effective second moment of area (Ieff) having considered the tensile failure of the
=

lower face sheet is given by
bt 3 bt (c + t )
+
12
4
External applied bending moment to sandwich beam is given by
2

I eff . =

(4.5)

(4.6)
F (l − s )
4
Now, equating the internally resisting moment (moment due to foam core and face sheet) to
M max =

the maximum externally applied bending moment we obtain,
⎧⎪⎛ bt 3 ⎞ ⎛ bt (c + t )2 ⎞⎫⎪ f
⎟⎬σ
⎟⎟ + ⎜
⎨⎜⎜
⎜
⎟⎪ y
4
⎧ bc 2 ⎫
F (l − s ) ⎪⎩⎝ 12 ⎠ ⎝
⎠⎭
+ ⎨σ yc
=
⎬
2 2
4 ⎭
⎛ c⎞
⎩
+
t
⎟
⎜
⎝ 2⎠

(4.7)

⎧⎪⎛ bt 3 ⎞ ⎛ bt (c + t )2 ⎞⎫⎪ f
⎟⎬σ y
⎟⎟ + ⎜
4⎨⎜⎜
⎟⎪
4
⎪⎩⎝ 12 ⎠ ⎜⎝
⎧
bc 2 ⎫
⎠⎭
(4.8)
+ ⎨σ yc
F=
⎬
⎛ c⎞
⎩ (l − s ) ⎭
⎜ t + ⎟(l − s )
⎝ 2⎠
Ceramics in general have much higher failure strength due to stiff covalent bonds when
compared to foam core and hence,
Load for failure for face sheet cracking
FFSC =

{

(

)}

2 bt 3 + 3bt (c + t ) σ
2

3(2t + c)(l − s )

f
y

(4.9)

4.2.1.2.2 Core indentation:
The applied transverse load F induces a uniform bending moment M = F (l − s ) 4 between
the loading rollers and it is assumed that the upper face sheet is subjected to a compressive
force of P = M (c + t ) while the lower face sheet experiences a tensile force of equal
magnitude. Indentation failure appears when foam core is compressed beneath the upper
indenters within a region of 2λ in a rigid-ideally plastic manner, so that the transverse load
on the sandwich face from the core is q = bσ yc as shown in Figure 4.2. Recently, Steeves and
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Fleck [149] have analyzed the indentation failure as an elastic beam on a plastically
deforming foundation and following expression to initiate indentation failure in the foam
core was obtained on the similar guidelines.

( )

⎛ π 2 (t + c )E σ c
f
y
= bt ⎜
⎜
3(l − s )
⎝

FCI

P

Elastic face sheet

2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1/ 3

(4.10)

F/2

λ

P

Rigidperfectly plastic
foam core
q (x)
x

Figure 4. 2 Indentation zone beneath loading indenter.
4.2.1.2.3. Core shear:
The compliant core in the sandwich construction carries the shear load under bending. When
the transverse shear stress exceeds the core shear strength, the sandwich beam fails in the
shear mode. Two competing shear failure mechanisms are identified depending upon the
beam overhang length [12]. Figure 4.3 shows these two possible failure mechanisms termed
Mode-A and Mode-B. Failure load Fcs was calculated by equating the external work done by
the sandwich beam to the internal work done by face sheets and core.
In collapse mode-A, the face sheets on the right hand side of the sandwich panel rotate
through an angle θ whereas the left side rotate through -θ. Hence, the foam core shears by an
angle 2θ. At the same time of the core shear it is assumed that the bottom face sheet is
subjected to tensile fracture.
External work done by the applied forces is,
WE =

F (l − s )
2θ
2 2

Internal work done by the face sheet
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Wif = 4 M f θ

F/2

s

(4.12)

F/2

Fracture
H

H

l
F/2

F/2
(a) Mode-A

F/2

s

F/2

Fracture
H

H

l
F/2

F/2

(b) Mode-B
Figure 4. 3 Two competing shear failure modes of sandwich beams (a) Mode-A (b) Mode-B.
Internal work done by the core

[

Wic = bcτ cy (2 H + l − s )θ

where τ

c
y

]

(4.13)

bt 2 f
is the shear strength of the foam core and M f =
σ y is the working bending
6

moment in the face sheet to initiate brittle fracture. Equating the external work done by the
force F to the internal work done, Mode-A core shear failure load can be expressed as
F (l − s )
⎡4
⎤
2θ = bcτ yc (2 H + l − s )θ + ⎢ bt 2σ yf θ ⎥
2 2
⎣6
⎦

[

FCSA

[2bcτ
=

]

c
y

(2 H + l − s )] 4[bt 2σ yf ]
+
(l − s )
3(l − s )

(4.14)

(4.15)

In core shear Mode-B, it was assumed that there is no deformation in the core beyond the
overhang length as shown in Figure 4.3(b). Similar to core shear Mode-A,
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Here, internal work done by the face sheet
Wif = 8M f θ

Internal work done by the core

(4.16)

[

Wic = bcτ cy (l − s )θ

]

(4.17)

Failure load for core shear Mode-B was calculated by equating the work done and is
expressed as

] [

4 bt 2σ yf θ
F (l − s )
2θ = bcτ yc (l − s )θ +
2 2
3

[

[

] + [8bt σ ]
2

FCSB = 2bcτ

c
y

f
y

]

(4.18)

(4.19)

3(l − s )

The overhang length H decides the transition from Mode-A to Mode-B. By equating the two
failure loads, the critical overhang length was estimated as
t2 σ y
3c τ yc

f

H=

(4.20)

If the overhang length is more than the aforementioned value, the sandwich beam fails under
Mode-B and vice versa.
The prediction of load for failure under face sheet wrinkling category contain terms such as
Young’s modulus of face sheet which is very high in value for alumina face sheet [12, 60] .
So, load for failure would be very high for wrinkling as compare to other failures which
suppress the possibility for this failure to occur. This is the reason that the analytical solution
for wrinkling was not developed and discussed here.
4.2.2 Experimental procedure of testing of sandwich beams under four point bending

Details of the mechanical characterization of the materials (Alporas foam core and Alumina
face sheet of various dimensions) involved in the sandwich beams under four point bending
are explained in the chapter 3.
In order to identify all the possible failure modes, the maximum number of practically
possible geometries of the sandwich beams were tested with alumina face sheets of different
thicknesses. In the present work, alumina face sheet of thickness of 0.5 mm, 1.0 mm and 2.0
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mm and Alporas core of 9.5% relative density with varying thickness are employed to
fabricate the beams. Details of the beam geometries are listed in Table 4.1.
Sandwich beams of 25 mm width were prepared by bonding alumina face sheets to Alporas
foam core using Redux–322 adhesive∗. Foam core specimens of required geometry were cut
from a panel of 300 mm x 300 mm x 50 mm by electron discharge machining (EDM), to
minimize cell wall damage. The foam blocks and alumina plates were degreased and cleaned
with acetone using white cotton cloth. Foam specimens were then adhered to alumina plates
using Redux – 322 epoxy adhesive on a nylon carrier mesh. The sandwich beams were air
cured in an oven at 1750C for 1 hour under a nominal contact pressure of 0.1MPa as
explained in Chapter 3. The supplier’s data sheet stated that the shear strength of Redux
adhesive is about 20 MPa, which is much higher than that of the foam shear strength. Hence,
the bond interface failure is not expected.
All the tests were conducted under displacement control by setting a cross-head displacement
of 1.0 mm/min. A surface displacement analyzer (SDA) was employed for continuous
monitoring of deformed geometry. Snapshots of the loaded sandwich beams were taken when
there is a significant change in the beam geometry.
Table4.1 Geometry of sandwich beams under four point bending (all dimensions are in mm)
Specimen
Core
Face
Outer
Inner
Overhang
Failure
(geometry) thickness, thickness,
roller
roller
length, H
mode
c
t
span, l
span, s
1
3
2.0
80
20
15.0
FSC
2
3
1.0
100
25
17.5
FSC
3
3
0.5
100
25
17.5
FSC
4
20
0.5
100
25
17.5
CI
5
50
0.5
100
25
17.5
CI
6
20
1.0
100
25
17.5
CS
7
30
2.0
80
20
15.0
CS
8
50
2.0
80
20
15.0
CS
Where FSC- Face sheet cracking, CI- Core indentation, CS- Core shear
4.2.3 Finite element modeling

In this section, finite element simulation of sandwich beam with Al foam core with alumina
(brittle) face sheet under four-point bending is discussed. All the test geometries were
simulated numerically using ABAQUS® commercial finite element program. The main
∗

supplied by Hexel Composites, Australia
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objective of this numerical simulation model was to verify the experimental results in terms
of load prediction for failure and the investigation of failure zones in the sandwich beam. All
the tested sandwich beam geometries were numerically analyzed in the present study. The
alumina face sheet is assumed to be perfectly bonded to the core, eliminating the
delamination failure mode.
4.2.3.1 Material constitutive modeling
In the elastic region, Alporas foam can simply be modeled as isotropic homogenous
materials, which require the knowledge of only two parameters (viz. Young’s modulus and
Poisson’s ratio). In plastic region, it is modeled as crushable foam with isotropic hardening
behavior. Alumina face sheet is modeled as an elastic material with brittle cracking (failure
criterion) model. ABAQUS has both foam constitutive and brittle cracking failure models
inbuilt in it.
4.2.3.2 FE modeling of sandwich beam
Distinct failure modes namely face sheet cracking; core indentation and core shear were
observed in sandwich beams under four point bending. The detail dimension of the tested and
modeled sandwich beam is listed in Table-4.1. Owing to the similar modeling for all the
beams modeling of only one beam is described in Appendix A-1.
4.2.4. Comparison of analytical, simulated and experimental results

Constructed failure mechanism map is an overview of the different failure mechanism that
take place for these sandwich beams under four point bending depending on various
geometrical parameters. A total of three competing failure modes namely core shear, core
indentation and face sheet cracking were identified under four point bending of sandwich
beams consisting of alumina face sheet and Alporas foam core.
In the following paragraphs, the load-displacement responses in experiments are compared
with numerical simulations and analytical predictions. In addition, the elastic stiffness of the
beam and failure load values are compared with the analytical formulae.
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4.2.4.1 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich beam under four point bending
For a given sandwich beam geometry and material system the dominating failure mode is one
which requires the lowest load to fail among all possible modes. A failure mechanism map is
drawn in Figure 4.4 in terms of non-dimensional parameters c = c l and t = t c based on the
analytical formulae presented in section 4.2.1. It shows an overview of all possible failure
modes of the selected geometry of sandwich beams in the region of each failure mode. In the
present investigation, due to the limited quantity of materials available in standard
geometries, experimented beam geometries are carefully chosen to identify all the competing
failure mechanisms.
The failure load given by equations (4.9), (4.10) and (4.19) contains fracture stress of face
sheet and core shear strength, and both of these are functions of their respective thicknesses.
Therefore, the boundaries corresponding to different failure modes depend upon the
thickness of face sheet and its influence is as shown in both the Figures 4.4(a) and 4.4(b) with
marking of different lines for different thickness of face sheet. The effect of core thickness is
represented by the shrinkage of core shear failure region in the failure mechanism map of
Figure 4.4(a) (3 mm thick core) as compared to Figure 4.4(b) (20 mm core thickness).

This is due to the increment in load requirement to fail under core shear as the core thickness
increases (discussed in Chapter 3). For all the geometries selected, the beam overhang length
(H) was larger than the critical value given by equation (4.20). Hence, core shear Mode-B
was observed in the reported experiments and only this mode was plotted in the failure map
in core shear category.
4.2.4.2 Face sheet cracking
The load versus displacement curve for sandwich beam geometry - 2 (Table-4.1), failed
experimentally by face sheet cracking, was compared with analytical calculations and
simulation results as shown in Figure 4.5. It is a typical example of the geometries failed by
face sheet cracking. Load increases monotonically with displacement in a linear manner and
drops suddenly, indicating the catastrophic failure, when the lower face sheet cracked under
tensile fracture.
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(a)
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Core Indentation
Core shear

0

CORE INDENTATION

2 mm FACE SHEET

1 mm FACE SHEET
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(4)

FACE SHEET CRACKING
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0
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(b)
Figure 4. 4 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich beam having foam core thickness (a) 3
mm and (b) greater than or equal to 20 mm (In both case effect of alumina face sheet
thickness is shown on map for a fixed of 0.25).
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Equation(4.9)

Load (kN)

0.7
0.6

Analytical
Experiment
Simulation

0.5

Equation(4.1)

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.0
0.0

0.2

0.4
0.6
Displacement (mm)

0.8

Figure 4. 5 Load and displacement curves derived from analytical, experimental and
numerical analysis for the sandwich beam having geometry no-2 (Table-4.1) which failed
under face sheet cracking.

1.6

Load (kN)

1.2

0.8
Analytical
Experimental
Simulation

0.4

0.0
0.5

1.0
1.5
2.0
Face sheet thickness t (mm)

Figure 4. 6 Effect of face sheet thickness t on the face sheet cracking failure for sandwich
beams having geometries (1, 2, 3) Table-4.1.
The deflection for failure was very low because of a very high Young’s modulus of alumina
face sheet. This failure mode was dominant when the span length (l) was large and face sheet
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thickness, t, was small with respect to core thickness, c. It agrees with the findings on the
sandwich beam made with aluminum foam core and ductile aluminum face sheets [12].
Analytical equation 4.9 for face sheet cracking failure suggests that the face sheet cracking
load increases with the thickness of the face sheets. Figure 4.6 shows the effect of face sheet
thickness on the failure load for the three different tested geometries of sandwich beam.
There is a good agreement between the experimentally measured failure load values with
numerical and analytical predictions.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 7 In-Situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens expected to fail by face sheet
cracking (geometry – 1) (a) starting of test (b) failure of test at a displacement of 0.4 mm.
Cracking of lower face sheet was observed in snapshots of geometry - 1 (Table-4.1) taken at
failure as shown in Figures 4.7 (b) at a displacement of 0.4 mm compared to the initial
snapshot of the beam in Figure 4.7 (a). It shows typical failure which was observed in almost
all the sheets failed under this mode. The normal stress contours obtained from the numerical
simulation confirmed that the cracks were initiated in the lower face sheet (see Figure 4.8(a)).
It was confirmed that the maximum principal tensile stress in the lower face sheet exceeded
the failure limit and at this stage the shear stresses in the core and the compressive stresses in
the top face sheet are within their design limits.
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(a) Exceed tensile strength of the face sheet
Exceed the yield strength of foam core

(b)

Exceed shear strength of foam core

(c)
Figure 4. 8 Stress contours (in Pa) in the sandwich beam at the failure. (a) Normal tensile
stress (S11) contours showing face sheet cracking at the lower middle portion of the face
sheet of the sandwich beam (geometry -1), (b) Through thickness compressive stress (S22)
contours showing core indentation underneath the upper indenters (geometry-4), and (c)
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Shear stress (S13) contours showing shear failure in the middle portion of the foam core
within the loading and supporting indenter (geometry -7).
4.2.4.3 Core indentation
Core indentation failure mode was experimentally observed for smaller values of t c and
large values of c l . The failure map indicates that the beam having equal dimensions of
length, face sheet thickness and core thickness will also fail under this category, which is not
a practically feasible design (as shown in Figure 4.4 (a)).
Two geometries were tested to check the validity of analytical and numerical simulations.
The load – displacement observations are shown in Figure 4.9(a-b). It is clear from the figure
that the loads for indentation drop after initiation of indentation, which correspond to the
reduction in cross sectional area. Minor wiggles in the load-displacement curve were found
due to the cracking of the face sheet near the rollers, which is highlighted in Figure 4.9.
Here, prediction for failure loads by analytical solution (4.10) was found to be in agreement
with the simulation and experiments.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 10 In-situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens expected to fail by core
indentation (geometry – 4) (a) starting of test (b) failure of test at a displacement of 5 mm.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 11 In-situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens expected to fail by core
indentation (geometry –5) (a) starting of test (b) failure of test at a displacement of 5 mm.
4.2.4.4 Core shear
The load versus displacement responses of beams failed in core shear are shown in Figure
4.12 (a-c) and the response is compared with numerical and analytical predictions. For each
beam, the overhang length was chosen to be more than the critical value so that the failure
would appear in core shear mode-B. The serration responses in the experiment near the peak
load represent local contact failure of face sheet underneath the indenters.
Failure load measurements for core shear agreed well with the simulation for all the
geometries tested, but deviated from the analytical equation (4.19) by maximum of 20%
(especially for geometry 8). However, the stiffness predicted by equation (4.1) was found to
be in good agreement with the simulated and experimentally measured values.
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(c)
Figure 4. 12 Load versus displacement responses under core shear as derived from analytical,
experiments and numerical analysis for (a) geometry - 6, (b) geometry – 7, and (c) geometry
- 8.

(a)
(b)
Figure 4. 13 In-situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens expected to fail by core shear
mode-B (geometry – 7) (a) starting of test (b) failure of test at a displacement of 2.5 mm.
The snapshot in Figure 4.13(b) clearly reveals mode B shear failure in the sandwich beam
(geometry - 7) compare to the initial condition Figure 4.13 (a). Shearing of the core occurs
between upper loading indenter and lower supporting indenters and is confirmed from FE
simulations (see Figure 4.8(c)); within this domain shear stress contours exceed the core
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shear strength. Cracking of lower face sheet was observed with further loading as the tensile
stress exceeded the rupture strength of the face sheet in the lower region.

Local cracking was found in many sandwich beams, in the region near to upper indenters
because the local stress exceeds the tensile strength of face sheet. Contact failure was not
accounted as a failure mode because even after exceeding this limit, the beam was able to
take further load.
4.2.5 Minimum weight design

Optimization in structure design having the minimum weight and other objective functions
such as cost with some constraints like strength or stiffness of structure plays an important
role in the real applications because of the enhancement of load carrying capacity of those
structures. The minimum weight and failure mode of the sandwich beam has to be found out
for a given load carrying capacity. Non-dimensional terms such as face sheet thickness t ,
core thickness c and inner span s are defined as follows:

c≡

c
t
s
, t ≡ and s ≡
l
c
l

(4.21)

The ratio of strength of the core to face sheet and density ratio ( ρ c and ρ f are the densities of
core and face sheet respectively) are defined as

σ≡

σ yc
ρ
and ρ ≡ c
f
ρf
σy

(4.22)

Non-dimensional mass index of the sandwich beam is defined in terms of mass (M) of the
sandwich beam by
M ≡

2btlρ f + bclρ c
M
t c c ρc
=
=2
+
= 2t c + c ρ
2
2
c l l ρf
bl ρ f
bl ρ f

(4.23)

Appropriate structural load index F is
F≡

F
blσ yf

(4.24)

The dependence of geometrical parameters and foam density upon structural load index is
determined for each failure mode as follows:
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Now, the failure loads for face sheet cracking, core indentation and Mode-B core shear can
be expressed in non-dimensional form (structural load index) as:

F FSC

( ) ()
(

( ) ( ) ⎤⎥ + ⎡⎢ (c) σ ⎤⎥
)( ) ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ (1 − s )⎥⎦
⎛ π (c ) (t ) (1 + t )(σ ) (E ) ⎞
⎟
=⎜
⎜
(σ ) ⎟⎠
3(1 − s )
⎝
⎡
τ ⎤ ⎡ 8(c ) (t ) ⎤
F
= ⎢2cσ
⎥
⎥+⎢
σ ⎥⎦ ⎢⎣ 3(1 − s ) ⎥⎦
⎢⎣

⎡ 2 c 2 t 3 + 6 c 2 t 1+ t
=⎢
3 1 + 2t 1 − s
⎢⎣
2

4

3

2

2

1/ 3

2

(4.25)

(4.26)

f

F CI

f
y

CSB

c
y

2

2

(4.27)

c
y

Optimum weight design can be defined with selection of beam geometry which minimizes
the mass index M for a particular structural load index F . Contours of M and F are shown
in Figure 4.14 (failure mechanism map for sandwich beam having Alporas foam core and 2
mm thick alumina face sheet) having σ = 0.0096 , ρ = 0.06 and s = 0.25. Both these
contours are increasing towards the leading diagonal of map with increasing t and c .
An analytical expression for the minimum mass index of the sandwich beam can be found
out for each failure mode by following few steps:
(i) Solve failure load expression for either c or t in terms of other parameters such as t or

c and F respectively.
(ii) Replace the value of that solved c or t in mass index M (equation 4.23)
(iii) Solve

∂M
∂M
= 0 or
= 0 (for maximum and minimum) and get the optimum value of
∂c
∂t

c or t .
(iv) Obtain the optimum value of other parameter ( t or c ) by replacing the optimum value of

c or t in failure load equation.
(v) Obtain the analytical minimum mass index by putting those optimum parameters ( c and

t ) into mass index M (equation 4.23).
By following the same steps explained above, minimum mass index expression was obtained
for each failure mode with optimum parameters ( c and t ).
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Figure 4. 14 Contours of the dimensionless mass index and structural load index in
collapse mechanism map of sandwich beam of Alporas foam core with alumina face sheet of
2mm thickness having , ρ =0.06 and s = 0.25.
Minimum mass index expression for face sheet cracking, core indentation, core shear modeB, face sheet cracking-core indentation, core indentation-core shear mode-B, and face sheet
cracking –core shear mode-B is given as:

(M )

min FSC

(M )

min CI

(M )

min CSB

(4.28)

= 0.406131 F

( )

= 1.55476 F

(4.29)

3/ 4

⎛
⎞
0.17
⎜
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= 95.05 F − 0.708 ⎜ 0.064646 +
⎟
2
⎜
⎟
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.
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−
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(M )

min FSC −CI

(M )

min CI −CSB

(M )

( )

= 2.00184 F

3/ 4

(4.31)

)

(4.32)

(

= 1.369 F + 0.000627 + 0.0343

min FSC −CSB

(

)

= 2.566 F + 0.015 − 0.0314

(4.33)

The minimum weight design is found by calculating the minimum mass index M min
necessary to suppress all possible failures for a given structural load index F . Therefore, the
dominant mechanism or combination of mechanisms (at the boundary of two failures), is the
one having the largest value of M min at each value of F . So for getting a clear picture of the
minimum weight design, the largest M min for each value of F is plotted for each failure
mode and the combination of modes, which is shown by Figure 4.15 (a). This minimum
weight design map is valid only for σ = 0.0096 , ρ = 0.06 and s = 0.25 and for alumina

face sheet of 2mm thickness.

(a)
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(b)

(c)
Figure 4. 15 Minimum weight design of sandwich beam with Alporas foam core and 2 mm
thick alumina face sheet with optimum geometrical parameters having σ = 0.0096 , ρ =0.06
and s = 0.25 (a) Variation of minimum mass index M with structural load index F
considering for all failure modes (b) Variation of c with structural load index F for
minimum weight design of sandwich beam (c) Variation of t with structural load index F
for minimum weight design of sandwich beam.
The trend of minimum weight design was found to be in the increasing order with structural
load index due to square root term of F for core shear failure mode. If these parameters are
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changed then the values of the map will be changed too however the general layout will
remain the same. It was observed from the Figure 4.15 (a) that the local minimum mass
design is achieved at boundary between the core indentation and core shear for lower values
of F and with in core shear domain for higher values of F with constant values
of σ = 0.0096 , ρ = 0.06 and s = 0.25. The associated optimum geometrical parameters ( c
and t ) are also plotted with structural load index as shown in Figure 4.15 (b) and (c). The
trend of c was found to be always in the increasing order with structural load index while t
was found to be in the decreasing order with structural load index in core shear failure
boundary region. Similarly the minimum weight design can be constructed for sandwich
beam having Alporas foam core with various thickness of alumina face sheet.
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Chapter- 5
Sandwich beam with Al foam core and CFRP face sheet under
three- point bending
5.1 Introduction
Weight saving without compromising structural integrity, is of prime importance in various
applications such as automobile, aircraft, building and defense [7]. Metallic foams can play a
vital role in these areas, especially with their usage as core material in various sandwich
structures [7]. The performance of carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) composite
material is excellent, especially its specific strength and stiffness. Therefore sandwich
structures with metal foam core with CFRP face sheet would be very useful in those
applications. It is necessary to evaluate the performance of these structures in various loading
conditions such as bending and impact as it will help to understand the usage of the structure
safely in real applications. Minimum weight design with optimized geometrical parameters
of these structures is very much required to utilize the maximum load carrying capacity of the
structure.
In this chapter, bending studies were conducted and discussed on beams consisting of CFRP
face sheets and Alporas (an alloy of Al, Mn and Si) foam core to find various competing
failure modes. For the identified failure modes, the analytical expressions for the failure load
are provided. A failure mode map is constructed showing all possible failures in terms of
non-dimensional geometrical parameters of the beam, for a given strength ratio of face sheet
to core yield strength. Finite element simulations were carried out to verify the analytical
solutions and to compare with the experimental measurements of stiffness and failure load.

5.2 Sandwich beam with Al foam core and CFRP face sheet under three – point
bending
Here, analytical equations developed for failure loads and stiffness are discussed and
compared with numerical simulation and experimental observations for these sandwich
beams under three-point bending.
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5.2.1 Analytical analysis of sandwich beams under three- point bending

Consider a sandwich beam of width b and length l, comprising of two identical face sheets of
thickness, t and foam core of thickness, c. The beam is subjected to three- point bending load
as shown in Figure 1: the outer rollers of 10mm act as support while the central inner roller
loads the specimen.
F

E f , σy f

t

c d = t+c

E c , σyc
H

l

H

F/2

F/2

Figure 5. 1 Schematic of a sandwich beam under three-point bending showing geometrical
and material parameters.

5.2.1.1 Elastic Stiffness
The maximum elastic deflection of the sandwich beam, which occurs at the centre of the
beam under three – point bending can be expressed as [60]
Fl 3
Fl
δ=
+
48(EI )eq 4( AG )eq

(5.1)

where l is the distance between supporting rollers and F is the central load applied on the
beam.
5.2.1.2. Estimation of Failure loads
The analytical formulae for the different failure modes are developed and discussed in the
following paragraphs. A total of three possible competing failure modes, namely face sheet
cracking, core indentation and core shear were identified for the sandwich beams. The upper
face sheet was assumed to fail by compressive fracture in a linear elastic manner because of
the characteristics of CFRP material and the foam core as a rigid-perfectly plastic material.
5.2.1.2.1. Face sheet cracking:
CFRP sheet used for the face sheet of the sandwich beam is brittle and possesses a lower
compressive strength than the tensile strength; by about 50% as shown in Table 3.9 (in
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general it varies from 30 to 60%) [150]. Therefore, the compressive strength of the CFRP
was considered to be the failure strength for the upper face sheets of the sandwich beams.
The failure load for face sheet cracking is calculated by equating the moments within the
sandwich beam (summation of the moments due to elastic brittle face sheet and rigid-plastic
foam core) to the external bending moment applied to the sandwich beam.
Moment due to face sheet is
b×t3
b × t × (c + t )
f
f
)+(
)} × σ
I eff × σ . {(
y
y
12
4
=
Mf =
c
c
(t + )
(t + )
2
2
2

(5.2)

where the moment of inertia Ieff has included the compressive failure of the upper face sheet.
Now, equating the internally resisting moment to the maximum externally applied bending
moment,
b × t3
b × t × (c + t )
f
)+(
)}σ
⎧ bc 2 ⎫
Fl
y
12
4
M max =
=
+ ⎨σ yc
⎬
c
4
4
⎭
⎩
(t + )
2
So, load for failure for face sheet cracking is given by
2

{(

b × t3
b × t × (c + t )
f
)+(
)}σ
⎧ bc 2 ⎫
y
12
4
+ ⎨σ yc
⎬
c
l
⎩
⎭
(t + )l
2

(5.3)

2

FFSC =

4{(

(5.4)

5.2.1.2.2 Core indentation:
It is assumed that indentation failure appears when foam core is compressed beneath the
upper indenter in a rigid-ideally plastic manner. Similar to the sandwich beam analysis with
alumina face sheet under four point bending, the expression for the initiation of indentation
failure in the foam core in sandwich beam with CFRP face sheet under three point loading is
given by

( )

⎛ π 2 (t + c )E σ c
f
y
FCI = bt ⎜
⎜
l
3
⎝

2

⎞
⎟
⎟
⎠

1/ 3

(5.5)

5.2.1.2.3. Core shear:
When the transverse shear stress in foam core exceeds the shear strength, the sandwich beam
fails in shear mode. Two competing shear failure mechanisms are identified similar to
sandwich with alumina sheet under bending as explained in Chapter 4. Figure 5.2 shows one
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possible failure mechanism termed Mode-A. Failure load FCSA for core shear Mode A was
calculated on similar lines to sandwich as in the Chapter 4 and can be expressed as
FCSA

[2bcτ
=

c
y

(2 H + l )]
l

+

[

2 bt 2σ yf

]

3l

(5.6)

Similar to core shear Mode-A, failure load for core shear Mode-B (as shown in Chapter 4)
was calculated and is expressed as

(

FCSB = 2bcτ

) + (2bt σ )
2

c
y

f
y

(5.7)
l
The overhang length H decides the transition from Mode-A to Mode-B. By equating the two
failure loads, the critical overhang length was estimated as
t2 σ y
H=
3c τ yc

f

(5.8)

If the overhang length is more than the aforementioned value, sandwich beam fails under
Mode-B, and vice-versa.

F

t

E f , σf

l
F/2

F/2

Figure 5. 2 Sandwich in core shear failure under Mode-A.
CFRP face sheet has a very high Young’s modulus similar to alumina face sheet which gives
very high load for failure under wrinkling compare to other failure mechanisms. This is the
reason that analytical solution for wrinkling was not developed and discussed here.
5.2.2 Experimental procedure of sandwich beams under three- point bending

5.2.2.1 Materials
Unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced polymer and Alporas foam are used in this
experimental study. The mechanical behavior of the materials is already being described in
Chapter 3.
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5.2.2.2 Sandwich beam
In order to identify all the possible failure modes, the maximum possible geometries of the
sandwich beams were tested with different thicknesses of unidirectional CFRP face sheets.
The full details of the tested beam geometries are listed in Table 5.1. Sandwich beams of 25
mm width were prepared by bonding CFRP face sheets to Alporas foam core using Redux–
322 adhesive∗. The CFRP sheets are sandblasted for better bonding between the sheets and
the foam core as was explained in Chapter 3. All the three–point bending tests with sandwich
beams were conducted under displacement control with a cross-head displacement of 1.0
mm/min. Surface displacement analyzer (SDA) was employed for continuous monitoring of
the deformed geometry. Snapshots of the loaded sandwich beams were taken at every
significant change in the beam geometry.
5.2.3 Finite element modeling

All the test geometries were simulated numerically using ABAQUS commercial finite
element program. The carbon fiber reinforced polymer composite laminate face sheet is
assumed to be perfectly bonded to the core, eliminating the delamination failure mode. The
foam core is completely constrained by the face sheets and behaves in approximately a planestrain manner. The face sheets are much wider than their thickness and hence, a plane-strain
analysis on the sandwich beams is justified. Four nodded bilinear plane strain quadrilateral
elements with reduced integration (CPE4R) have been used to discretize the assembly. For
improved accuracy, fine mesh was incorporated in the regions of high stress or strain
gradient, such as the region underneath central roller. Load was applied in terms of
displacement through the one upper loading indenter while two supporting lower indenters
are constrained completely. The loading and supporting rollers are modeled as rigid-bodies.
A contact algorithm within ABAQUS models frictionless contact between the rollers and the
sandwich beams. The constitutive law for Alporas foam core is described earlier in Chapter
4. Unidirectional carbon fiber reinforced polymer matrix composite was modeled as
homogenous orthotropic material with the “engineering constant” material model which is
sufficient enough to study the macroscopic behavior of the laminate. This model gives us the
flexibility to define the angle of fiber reinforcement such as 0o, 30o, 90o, etc [139]. The local
∗

supplied by Hexel Composites, Australia
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coordinate system was defined for each sheet of fiber reinforced material to indicate the fiber
direction as it will represent the longitudinal and transverse directions for the sheets which is
very important for any orthotropic material. Unidirectional fiber reinforcement was modeled
as a layer of laminate lay-up in one direction. The symmetric stiffness matrix is calculated
from the data of the measured properties for the laminates as listed in Chapter 3.
Simulation of all the beams tested confirms that the stresses in these sheets were reaches the
strength limit of sheets only when the failure mode is face sheet cracking and then failure
was accounted at the iteration when stress in the face sheet spread through the thickness
immediately beneath the loading roller, as consider by Steeves and Fleck [151].
5.2.4 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich beam under three- point bending

The dominant failure mode is the one which requires the lowest load to fail among all
possible failure modes for a given sandwich beam geometry. A failure mechanism map in
terms of non-dimensional geometrical parameters ( c = c l and t = t c ) based on analytical
formulae presented earlier, is shown in Figure 5.3.
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10

c/l
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Figure 5. 3 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich beam having foam core and unidirectional
carbon fiber reinforced polymer composite face sheet for a fixed H/l = 0.09 showing the three
possible failure modes (a) 20 mm thick foam core (b) 3 mm thick foam core.
It shows an overview of all possible failure modes with the locations of the selected geometry
of sandwich beams. The boundary of the failure modes is drawn by equating analytical
equations for failure loads presented earlier. The failure load given by equations (5.4), (5.5)
and (5.6), contains compressive and shear strength of the foam which depend on the
thickness of core if it is below 20 mm. As the size ratio (specimen size to cell size) effect on
the shear strength become negligible after exceeding this size ratio of 6 for this density
Alporas foam as shown in Chapter 3.
This effect of core thickness on the failure regions is represented by the shrinkage of the
domain of core shear failure in the failure mechanism map of Figure 5.3(a) (20 mm thick
core) as compared to Figure 5.3(b) (3 mm core thickness, as shear strength of the foam is
increased so the domain for core shear is less). For all the geometries selected, the beam
overhang length (H) was less than the critical value as calculated by Equation 5.8. Hence,
core shear Mode-A was observed in experiments and only this mode was indicated in failure
map in core shear category.
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5.2.5 Comparison of analytical, numerical results with experimental observations

A total of three competing failure modes; namely face sheet cracking, core shear and core
indentation was identified under three point bending of the sandwich beams. Local cracking
or contact failure was not observed as it was found in sandwich beams with alumina face
sheets because of lower tensile strength of the alumina sheets as compared to that of the
carbon fiber reinforced sheets. As the adhesive used (between foam core and face sheets) has
a higher shear strength compared to shear strength of foam core, bond failure mechanism was
not observed.
In the following paragraphs, the experimentally measured load-displacement responses are
compared with numerical simulations and analytical predictions. In addition, the elastic
stiffness of the beam and failure load value is compared with the analytical formulae. An
overview of analytical, simulation and experiential studies of sandwich beam with Alporas
foam core and CFRP face sheet is given in Table 5.1 with full geometrical details of the
sandwich beam specimens.
Table5.1 Geometry of sandwich beams under three-point bending (all dimensions are in mm)
Specimen

c (mm)

t
(mm)

l
(mm)

H
(mm)

Failure
mode

Observed
failure
load (kN)

Analytical
failure
load (kN)

FEM
Computed
load (kN)

1
2
3
4
5
6

3
20
60
20
20
20

0.3
0.7
0.65
0.4
1.4
2.4

254
110
82
85
103
203

23
10
7
7.5
9.5
18.5

FSC
CI
CI
CI
CS
CS

0.21
1.18
1.73
0.73
1.54
1.65

0.19
1.13
1.67
0.71
1.52
1.68

0.16
1.13
1.70
0.77
1.99
1.9

Where c- Core thickness, t- Face sheet thickness, l- Supporting roller span, H- Overhang
length, CI- Core indentation ,CS- Core shear and FSC – Face sheet cracking.
5.2.5.1 Face sheet cracking
The load versus displacement curve for sandwich beam geometry - 1 (Table 5.1), failed
experimentally by face sheet cracking was compared with analytical calculations as shown in
Figure 5.4. Load increases monotonically with displacement in a linear elastic manner and
drops suddenly indicating catastrophic failure, when the upper face sheet cracked under
compressive fracture. This failure mode was dominant when the span length, l, was very
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large and face sheet thickness, t, was small with respect to core thickness, c. This result is
similar to the findings on the sandwich beam made with aluminum foam core and alumina
face sheets as explained in Chapter 4. There is good agreement between the experimentally
measured failure load values with analytical predictions but there is little deviation from the
numerical simulation results.
Equation (5.4)

Load (kN)

0.20
Analytical
Experimental
Simulation

0.15
0.10
0.05

Equation (5.1)

0.00
0

2

4

6
8
10
Displacement (mm)

12

14

Figure 5. 4 Load and displacement curves derived from analytical, experimental and
numerical analysis for the sandwich beam having geometry no-1 (Table-5.1) which failed
under face sheet cracking.
The reason of this deviation could be the poor mesh refinement in high strain area because of
the geometrical considerations of this beam (length to thickness ratio for CFRP face sheet
was 0.001). Cracking of top face sheet at the centre was observed in snapshots of geometry 1 (Table-5.1) taken at failure load of 0.21 kN as shown in Figure 5.5. It shows the location of
typical failure, which was observed in almost all the specimens with the same dimensions
that failed under this mode. Due to the practical constraints of fabricating long thin CFRP
face sheets and constraints on the maximum allowable span length on the test system, more
tests were not conducted to probe this failure mechanism.
The normal stress contours obtained from the numerical simulation confirmed that the failure
was initiated in the upper face sheet (see Figure 5.6). It was confirmed that the normal
stresses in the upper face sheet below the loading indenter exceeded the failure limit of the
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material and at this stage the shear and compressive stresses in the core were within their
design limits.

Figure 5. 5 In-Situ picture of the sandwich beam specimen failed by face sheet cracking
(geometry – 1) at a displacement of 14.8mm.

Figure 5. 6 Stresses S11 (in Pa) contours in half sandwich beam showing face sheet cracking
in area of face sheet below upper indenter (geometry -1) at a displacement of 10.3 mm.
5.2.5.2 Core indentation
It is to be seen from the failure mechanism map in Figure 5.3 (a) and (b) that core indentation
is the dominant mode for (i) Zone I: small value of t/c across a wide range of c/l values (ii)
Zone II: for very high value of both t/c and c/l (i.e. right hand upper most portion of the
map). Unfortunately, practical constraints limit the fabrication of thick face sheets; hence,
three geometries were tested in Zone I to verify the core indentation failure mechanism (see
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Table 5.1). The load – displacement observations from analytical, numerical simulation and
experimental measurements are shown graphically in Figure 5.7 for the sandwich beam
(specimen- 4 Table 5.1). It is to be noted that once localized indentation occurs in the core,
the failure load remains almost constant with progressive indentation amount. Sandwich
beams with other geometries failed under core indentation failure mode (specimen 2 and 3
Table 5.1) have similar load-displacement response.

0.8

Load (kN)

0.6

Equation(5.5)
Equation(5.1)

0.4
Analytical
Simulation
Experimental

0.2

0.0
0

1

2
3
Displacement (mm)

4

5

Figure 5. 7 Comparison of load and displacement curve for analytical, simulation and
experimental observations for sandwich beam having geometry-4 (Table-5.1) failed under
core indentation.
The experimental load also remains almost constant after the peak as shown in the Figure 5.7
which could be attributed to the ease in crushing of foam beneath the indenters for these
geometries rather than cracking of high strength face sheet and shearing of foam core. From
this specimen, prediction for failure loads by analytical solution (5.5) was found to be in
good agreement with the simulation and experiments. The stiffness of the sandwich beams
predicted by Equation (5.1) was also found to be in good agreement with the simulation and
experimentally measured values. The deflection for failure was very low because of very
high Young’s modulus of CFRP face sheet.
Indentation of the foam is predicted by simulation as a stress contour in the zone that exceeds
the compressive strength of foam as shown in Figure 5.8 with slight indentation at the
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supporting indenters. Crushing of the foam in numerical simulation was verified
experimentally (as seen in Figure 5.9) except for the indentations above the supporting rollers
by virtue of the magnitude.
Stresses higher than yield strength of foam

Figure 5. 8 Compressive stress (S22 in Pa) contours in sandwich beam showing core
indentation failure underneath the upper indenter (geometry-4) at a displacement of 5 mm.

Figure 5. 9 In-situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens failed by core indentation
(geometry – 4) at a displacement of 5mm.
5.2.5.3 Core shear
A comparison of the predicted load versus displacement response by the analytical and
numerical simulation with experimental observations for the beam of geometry-6, which
failed in core shear, is shown in Figure 5.10, and is carried out with experimental
observations. Specimens with two geometries (5 and 6 in Table 5.1) probe this failure
mechanism. The overhang length for the geometries selected for core shear mode was set to
be lesser than the critical value so that shearing of foam core occurs only in Mode-A(as
explained by equation 5.8). For the consistency in the experimental study, ratio of overhang
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length to supporting span length (H/l) on the failures was kept constant for all the geometries
tested.
Equation(5.6)

Load (kN)

1.6
1.2
Equation(5.1)

0.8
Analytical
Simulation
Experiment

0.4
0.0
0

2

4
6
8
Displacement (mm)

10

Figure 5. 10 Load versus displacement responses under core shear as derived from analytical,
experiments and numerical analysis for sandwich beam geometry -6, Table-5.1 at a
displacement of 10mm.
The prediction of load for failure by analytical analysis (5.6) agreed well with the
experimental observations and numerical simulation responses. The prediction for stiffness
by equation (5.1) was also found to be in good agreement with the numerical simulation and
experimentally measured values.

Figure 5. 11 In-situ picture of the sandwich beam specimens failed by core Shear Mode-A
(geometry – 6) at a displacement of 10mm.
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The snapshot of the tested sandwich beam (specimen – 6, Table 5.1) shown in Figure 5.11
reveals clearly the presence of core shear failure Mode-A. Shearing of the foam core was
found to occur between side most foam core and upper loading indenter in the experiment
and the location can be confirmed from FE simulations, as can be seen in Figure 5.12: within
this domain the shear stresses exceed the core shear strength.
Stresses more than shear strength of foam

Figure 5. 12 Shear stress (S12 in Pa) contours in sandwich beam showing core shear mode-A
failure in the area from lower indenter to upper indenter (geometry-6) at a displacement of 10
mm.
Local cracking of the CFRP sheet was absent in all sandwich beams due to high tensile
strength of laminates as it was found in many sandwich beams with alumina sheets in the
region near indenters.

5.2.6 Minimum weight design

Optimization in designing of the structure having the minimum weight and other objective
functions such as cost with constraints like strength or stiffness of structure plays an
important role in the real applications. The minimum weight of the sandwich beam has to be
found out for a given load carrying. Non-dimensional terms such as face sheet thickness t ,
core thickness c , ratio of strength of core to face sheet σ and density ratio ρ defined in
Chapter 4 are stated below:

σy
ρ
c
t
c≡
, t ≡ , σ ≡ f and ρ ≡ c
l
c
ρf
σy
c

(5.9)

Non-dimensional mass index ( M ) and structural load index F of the sandwich beam are
given by
M ≡ 2t c + c ρ and F ≡

104
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Now, the failure loads for face sheet cracking, core indentation and Mode-B core shear can
be expressed in non-dimensional form (structural load index) as:
F FSC

{(( ) ( ) ) (( )

( ) )}⎤⎥ + [(c ) σ ]

⎡2 c 2 t 3 + 3 c 2t 1+ t
=⎢
3 1 + 2t
⎢⎣

F CI

⎛π 2
=⎜
⎜
⎝

F CSA

2

( )
⎥⎦
(c ) (t ) (1 + t )σ (E ) ⎞⎟
4

3

2

2

(5.11)
(5.12)
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Optimum weight design can be defined with the selection of beam geometry which
minimizes mass index M for a particular structural load index F . Contours of M and F
with collapse mechanism map for sandwich beam having Alporas foam core and CFRP face
sheet having σ = 0.0018 and ρ =0.208 are shown in Figure 5.13.
Both these contours are increasing towards the leading diagonal of map with increasing t and
c . Analytical expression for the minimum mass index of the sandwich beam can found out
for each failure mode by few steps, explained in Chapter 4. By following the same steps,
minimum mass index expression was obtained for each failure mode with optimum
parameters ( c and t ).
The minimum mass index expression for face sheet cracking, core indentation, core shear
mode-A, face sheet cracking-core indentation, core indentation-core shear mode-A, and face
sheet cracking-core shear mode-A is shown below.

(M )

min FSC

(M )

min CI

(M )

min CSA

(5.14)

= 0.895352 F ≈ 0.9 F
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= 9.73 F

(

)
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⎛
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⎝
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(M )

min FSC −CI

(M )

min CI −CSA

(M )

(

( )

= 11.66 F

(

(5.17)

3/ 4

))

(5.18)

)

(5.19)

= 2.93 F + 6.77 × 10 −6 − 0.0076

min FSC − CSA

(

= 4.83 F + 0.00017 − 0.063

Figure 5. 13 Contours of the dimensionless mass index M and structural load index F in
collapse mechanism map of sandwich beam of Alporas foam core with CFRP face sheet
having σ = 0.0018 and ρ =0.208.
However, these solutions have certain limit of validation depending on the values of c and
t (positive values of c make the existence of this M min solution). For example,

M min

solutions for core shear start in existence for higher value of F ( F ≥ 1.789 × 10 −4 ). The
minimum weight design is found by calculating the minimum mass index M min necessary to
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suppress all possible failures for a given structural load index F . So, the dominant
mechanism is the one with the largest value of M min at each value of F . To obtain a clear
picture of the minimum weight design, the largest M min for each value of F is plotted for
each failure mode and combination of modes, which is shown in Figure 5.14 (a).

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure 5. 14 Minimum weight design of sandwich beam with Alporas foam core and CFRP
face sheet with optimum geometrical parameters having σ = 0.002 and ρ =0.208 (a)
Variation of minimum mass index M with structural load index F considering for all
failure modes (b) Variation of c with structural load index F for minimum weight design of
sandwich beam (c) Variation of t with structural load index F for minimum weight design
of sandwich beam.
This minimum weight design map is valid only for σ = 0.0018 and ρ =0.208. It was
observed from Figure 5.14 (a) that the minimum mass design is achieved within the domain
of face sheet cracking for lower values of F and with in core shear domain for higher values
of F . For intermediate values of F , the minimum weight design is achieved at boundary
between the core indentation and core shear with constant values of σ = 0.002 and ρ =0.208.
The trend of the minimum weight design was found to be in an increasing order with
structural load index.
If these constant parameters are changed then the values of the map will be changed, but the
trend would remain the same. The associated optimum geometrical parameters ( c and t ) are
also plotted with structural load index as shown in Figure 5.14 (b) and (c). There is no
general trend found for it but it depends upon the failure mechanism regime in which it falls.
Trend of c was found to increase with the structural load index with in the same failure
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regime. Trend of t was found to be constant with structural load index depending up on the
failure regime with few discrepancies which arises due denominator term of F in optimum t
expression for core shear failure mode.
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Chapter-6
Indentation response of Al foams with different face sheets
6.1 Introduction
Sandwich panels comprising metallic foam, especially Al foam cores are very efficient in
terms of their performance with low weight under various loading conditions such as bending
and compression [9]. Most of the previous studies on sandwich structures comprising metal
foam cores by various researchers focused on damage mechanisms and models for collapse
mechanisms under various loading conditions [25, 68, 70, 71]. However, these structures are
sensitive to damage, when subjected to localized loading like indentation due to the low
strength of the core and low bending stiffness of the thin face sheets [72].
Sridhar and Fleck [81] have established various failure modes for simply supported circular
sandwich plates consisting of metal foam as the core and aluminum face sheets loaded
centrally by a flat punch. They found core indentation, core crushing, face sheet punching
and face sheet bending as the competing failure modes and these operating failure
mechanisms depends on the plate geometry, punch radius and material properties.
The performance of these sandwiches will be varied, if different face sheets such as
aluminum, stainless steel, carbon fiber reinforced polymer (CFRP) matrix composite and
alumina sheets are used. It will be interesting to know the performance and competing failure
mechanisms under which these sandwiches can fail, when subject to indentation loading for
example, in case of an accidental drop of heavy tools onto the panels.
Therefore, in the present work, indentation studies are carried out on Al alloy foams namely;
Alporas and Cymat blocks bonded to face sheets of different constitutive response under
indentation loading with flat and spherical punches. Face sheet materials representing elastic,
elastic-perfectly plastic and elastic strain hardening plastic behavior are chosen. The scope of
the experimental investigation is further limited due to a finite size of specimens.
Suppose a foam block of square cross-section of side, b, thickness, c, with upper face sheet
thickness, t, is subjected to indentation loading with the indenter of diameter 2r and the block
is resting on a rigid base as shown in Figure 6.1(a). When this metal foam block with face
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sheet is loaded by a flat punch at the center, it can fail in various failure modes namely core
indentation, core crushing, face sheet punching and face sheet bending as illustrated in Figure
6.1(b) to (e). Under core indentation, the foam core directly beneath the indenter crushes and
a plastic zone is also developed at same location and this zone also extends beyond the edges
of the indenter, by some radius λ, bending the face sheet to accommodate the foam
deformation. A schematic diagram for this type of failure is shown in Figure 6.1 (b). In core
crushing failure, the foam core crushes uniaxially due to the movement of the face sheet
beneath the indenter. A schematic diagram for this type of failure is shown in Figure 6.1 (c).
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Figure6.1 Failure modes for sandwich beam under indentation loading (a) sandwich of metal
foam core under indentation, (b) indentation failure mode, (c) core crushing failure mode, (d)
face sheet punching, and (e) face sheet bending.
Under face sheet punching failure mode, the rigid indenter punches through the face sheet
around the sharp circumferential edge of the indenter, while crushing the foam core beneath
it. A schematic diagram for this type of failure is shown in Figure 6.1(d). In face sheet
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bending failure, the face sheet starts to bend when the indentation increases. A schematic
diagram for this type of failure is shown in Figure 6.1(e).

6.2. Sandwich structure with Al foam with and without different face
sheets under static indentation
6.2.1 Materials for foam core and face sheets

The materials involved in those blocks are Alporas and Cymat foam core and the face sheets
are sheets made with Al 1100, Stainless steel (SS-314), Alumina and CFRP. Their
mechanical properties with surface characterization are explained in Chapter 3. Materials
involved in blocks with experimental protocol adopted for the indentation of foam blocks
with and without face sheets is described in the following paragraphs. Important findings
with different failure mechanism with damaged zones of foam core and face sheets are also
explained.
6.2.2 Test specimen preparation and experimentation

In the present investigation, Alporas foam of side 70mm and 25mm thickness were bonded to
four types of face sheets as mentioned above. Bonding process of these blocks is described in
Chapter 4 using Redux 322 epoxy adhesive. The specimens are indented at the center using a
flat punch of 25 mm diameter and also with a spherical punch of 25 mm diameter. Ratio of
different sizes depending upon the cell size, indenter diameter, specimen dimension and
indentation depth affect the load displacement response in indentation loading [9]. So
precautions were taken in choosing these parameters in this study to overcome these size
effects. It is to be noted that the ratio of indenter diameter (25mm) to cell size (3.0 mm)
exceeds 8 and according to Olurin et al [68] and Andrews et al [25] no significant effects of
cell size on indentation pressure will be noticed. The edge effect becomes negligible, if the
gap between the two indentations in the same specimen is more than one indenter diameter
and the distance from indentation to free edge is also more than or equal to one indenter [25,
76]. In the current study, the distance from free edge to indenter was kept around one
indenter diameter (22.5mm), so that the edge effect would be negligible on the loaddisplacement response. According to Kumar et al [70], if the indentation depth exceeds half
of the specimen thickness, then the indentation response is affected by the stiffness of the
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rigid support. In the present experiments, indentation depth was kept constant at 8mm which
is one third of the specimen thickness (25mm).
All the indentation experiments were conducted under displacement control with a crosshead movement of 0.5 mm/min and up to 8.0 mm indentation depth. Indented specimens
were sectioned by electron discharge machining (EDM) for observing the damage zone using
Surface Displacement Analyser (SDA). However, due to the non-conduciveness of the
adhesive, EDM failed to machine the specimen at the sites under which the foam was
crushed and adhesive was present. So these sites were cut later by bench saw at low speed
(around 0.5 mm/min.).
6.2.3 Results and discussion

Face sheet bending, face sheet cracking, core indentation, interfacial adhesive failure
between the core and face sheet were recognized as active failure mechanisms for aluminum
foam (Alporas) blocks with different face sheets under spherical and flat indenters. The
behavior of these blocks is discussed in detail along with the analysis of the damage zone.
6.2.3.1 Indentation response with flat indenter
The load – displacement response of Alporas foam with and without various face sheets of
0.5 mm thickness under a flat indenter is shown in Figure 6.2 (a) and 6.2(b) for elastic plastic
face sheets and for elastic face sheets respectively. Here, initial peak load was observed for
Alporas foam without any face sheet followed by a long plateau. . This curve is similar to
that of Alporas foam’s response under uniaxial compressive loading as shown in Chapter 3.
The first peak load represents the start of foam cells collapsing beneath the indenter and
tearing of the cells at the periphery of the indenter. Similar observations were reported by
Olurin et al [68] and Kumar et al [70]. Up to this peak, indentation was very low but the
resistance from the foam was high which is due to combination of collapsing and tearing.
The indentation failure load can be represented in terms of punch radius r and uniaxial
compressive strength of the foam σ cy as π (r 2σ yc + 2rΠ ), where Π is the tearing energy of the
foam [68]. The computed indentation peak load (considering these two failure mechanisms)
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of 1.65 kN with tearing energy of 9.0 N/mm for 9.5% relative density Alporas foam agrees
well with the present experimental measurements.
Load initially increases linearly with the extent of indentation in the case of Alporas foam
block with elastic-perfectly plastic aluminum face sheets and the slope is representation of
the structure’s stiffness. After the initial failure, at which the face sheet starts yielding, the
load remains constant with indentation.
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Figure6.2 Comparison of experimental indentation behavior of Alporas foam with different
face sheets with thickness of 0.5 mm under flat indenter (a) blocks with foam and elastic
plastic face sheets (b) blocks with foam and elastic face sheets.
With further loading, the face sheet bends as depicted in Figure 6.1e and there is a strong
hardening response due to the stretching and bending of the face sheet. After reaching the
peak load, the indenter punches through the face sheet and the core beneath it, leading to the
sudden drop in the load due to reduction in the stiffness.
The load – displacement response of Alporas foam with and without various face sheets of
1.0 mm thickness under a flat indenter is shown in Figure 6.3 (a) and (b) for elastic plastic
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face sheets and elastic face sheets, respectively. In general, the response of blocks with 1mm
thick face sheet was found to be similar, with the blocks having 0.5 mm thick face sheets.
The difference is that the magnitude of the load required for the same indentation depth in
blocks with 1 mm thick face sheet is higher than in blocks with 0.5 mm thickness. For the
block with both types of Al sheets, the failure mode is face sheet bending rather than
localized core indentation. In the case of stainless steel face sheets, initial failure is triggered
by the face sheet bending and there is a strong hardening behavior due to the membrane
stretching and bending effect. With further indentation, the bond between the face sheet and
core failed by detachment of the SS face sheet from the adhesive.
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Figure6.3 Comparison of experimental indentation behavior of Alporas foam with different
face sheets with thickness of 1mm under flat indenter (a) blocks with foam and elastic plastic
face sheets (b) blocks with foam and elastic face sheets.
This failure was initiated at the outer corners of the block and hardening rate was reduced.
Face sheet punch through was not observed for the tested geometries. In general, the
response of specimens with 1 mm thick face sheet was found similar to the specimens with
0.5 mm thick face sheets. However, the amount of load required for the same indentation
depth in blocks with 1 mm thick face sheet is higher than in blocks with 0.5 mm thickness
because of higher membrane resistance. Moreover, material strain hardening effect was
found to be more pronounced in 1mm thick sheet compare to 0.5 mm thick specimen (see
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Chapter 3). Elastic recovery was observed to be the maximum for the specimen with 0.5 mm
thick face sheet as 0.5mm, while specimen with 1.0mm face sheet it was 0.55mm.
The indentation response of the specimen blocks with alumina face sheet shows linear elastic
behavior up to the peak load and then cracking of alumina would occur around the
circumference of the punch due to high stress concentration. This behavior shows that the
load for indentation includes the resistance from the foam to collapse beneath the indenter
and the load required to fracture alumina along punch circumference. The specimen block
with 0.5 mm thick alumina was punched through at the onset of failure and continued with
the crushing of the foam beneath the indenter. In the case of specimen blocks with 1.0 mm
thick alumina face sheet, cracking occurred gradually and the punch-through happened in the
later stages of indentation.
Face sheet bending was observed to be the failure initiation mechanism for specimen blocks
with CFRP face sheet. At the beginning of the test, the load increased linearly with
indentation and after the initiation of failure due to face sheet bending, the load-displacement
response deviates from non-linearity. Face sheet bending was found to be the initial failure
mechanism in these blocks due to the appearance of bending curvature in the fiber direction
within the zone of the punch diameter. Punching of face sheet also occurred in latter stages of
displacement in these blocks as shown by a sudden drop in load during load-displacement
response, indicating it as additional failure mechanism.

(a)

(b)
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(d)
(e)
Figure6.4 Top view of the indented specimens with 0.5 mm thick face sheet under flat
indenter (a) Alporas alone, (b) Al face sheet, (c) SS face sheet, (d) Alumina face sheet, and
(e) CFRP face sheet.
Clear punch-through was noticed in the face sheets with 0.5 mm thick carbon fiber reinforced
plastic laminates, whereas in 1.0 mm thick face sheets only bending of the face sheets
occurred. These results correlate the findings of Soden who observed similar behavior of
sandwich beams with PVC foam core and GFRP face sheets [76]. Upon unloading,
maximum elastic recovery was noticed in the foam blocks with SS face sheets and minimum
with alumina face sheets.

(a)

(b)
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(d)

(e)

Figure6.5 Top view of the indented specimens with 1.0 mm thick face sheet under flat
indenter (a) Alporas alone, (b) Al face sheet, (c) SS face sheet, (d) Alumina face sheet , and
(e) CFRP face sheet.
The top view of the indented blocks with different face sheets of thickness of 0.5 mm and 1.0
mm, under flat indenter are shown in Figure 6.4 and 6.5 respectively. For the considered test
geometries the failure mechanism varied from foam indentation to face sheet bending or face
sheet crushing depending upon the face sheet type. The amount of core damage is more
severe for blocks with 0.5 mm thick face sheet compare to 1.0 mm thick specimens.
Debonding is found to be more in specimens with 0.5mm thick SS face sheet (Figure 6.4 (c)),
than specimens with 1.0mm sheet (Figure 6.5 (c)). Similarly, bending of face sheet is also
more evident in specimens with 0.5 mm thick CFRP sheet as shown in Figure 6.4 (e) than
specimens with 1.0 mm thickness (Figure 6.5 (e)).
6.2.3.2. Indentation response with spherical indenter
The load – displacement response of Alporas foam with and without various face sheets of
0.5 mm thickness under a spherical indenter is shown in Figure 6.6 (a) and (b) for elasticplastic face sheets and for elastic face sheets respectively. Here, the load increases
continuously with indentation, without any initial failure in foam block and without any face
sheet under indentation. The reason for this hardening behavior is due to the gradual increase
in contact area between the indenter and test block, which is representation of geometric
hardening. In fact, the indentation depth has not reached the full radius of the indenter (as in
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the study by Kumar et al. [70]) and therefore, different behavior was observed by Kumar et al
[70] in the latter stages.
The load increases linearly with indentation depth initially in response to the stiffness of the
structure with foam core and metallic face sheets. But the initial elastic response is very
shallow. The failure mode in this case is due to local indentation beneath the spherical punch.
The face sheet material has to stretch to accommodate to the punch profile. The hardening is
due to both the bending and stretching of the face sheet.
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Figure6.6 Comparison of experimental indentation behavior of Alporas foam with different
face sheets with thickness of 0.5mm under spherical indenter (a) blocks with foam and elastic
plastic face sheets (b) blocks with foam and elastic face sheets.
Tearing of the face sheet was found in blocks with 0.5 mm Al sheet at around 6-7 mm
indentation depth. The load–displacement response of Alporas foam with and without
various face sheets of 1.0 mm thickness under a spherical indenter is shown in Figure 6.7 (a)
and (b) for elastic plastic face sheets and elastic face sheets respectively. In general, the
response of these blocks was found to be similar with the blocks with 0.5 mm thick face
sheets. However, the amount of load required for the same indentation depth in blocks with 1
mm thick face sheet is higher than in blocks with 0.5 mm thickness.
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The rate of hardening increases with increase of thickness of the face sheet in blocks with Al
and SS sheets, which is due to higher strength of the sheet with more thickness. Rate of
hardening also increases with strain-hardening exponent which is observed from a
comparison between blocks with Al and SS sheet of the same thickness. No visible tearing of
the face sheets was observed beneath the punch for all the specimens with metallic sheets,
except in the case the of Al face sheets with 0.5 mm thickness.
The indentation response of the foam block with alumina face sheets shows localized
cracking of alumina at the periphery of contact, due to the generation of high tensile stresses
which is a clear localized indentation failure.
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Figure6.7 Comparison of experimental indentation behavior of Alporas foam with different
face sheets with thickness of 1.0 mm under spherical indenter (a) blocks with foam and
elastic plastic face sheets (b) blocks with foam and elastic face sheets.
When compressive stresses are applied on these blocks during indentation loading, then
resistive shear forces are applied by the foam core at the periphery of the indenter and
because of which tensile stresses are generated in the face sheets at the periphery of alumina
sheet. The crushing of alumina was due to very high shear stresses at the edge of the indenter.
The resistance to indentation was found to be more (almost double) in the specimen with
thicker alumina which is due to higher compression strength of the thicker sheet. At larger
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indentation depths, much difference was not found between the responses of the stand-alone
foam and that of the foam with Al203 face sheet.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure6.8 Top view of the indented specimens having 0.5 mm thick face sheet under
spherical indenter (a) Alporas alone, (b) Al face sheet, (c) SS face sheet, (d) Alumina face
sheet, and (e) CFRP face sheet.
Few cracks transverse to the fiber direction were found in the face sheet during indentation of
the sample block with carbon fiber reinforced plastic (CFRP) face sheet. The occurrence of
these cracks is due to the low transverse strength of these laminates as compared to the
longitudinal strength. Face sheet bending was observed to be dominant failure mechanism for
this type of sample block. In addition, maximum elastic displacement recovery is observed
after indentation among all the specimens due to high elastic stiffness of CFRP: displacement
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recovery of around 1 mm was found in the sample block with 1.0 mm thick face sheet. The
recovery for 0.5 mm thick face sheet block was found to be less.
The top view of the indented blocks with different face sheets of thicknesses of 0.5 mm and
1.0 mm, under spherical indenter are shown in Figure 6.8 and 6.9 respectively. For the
considered test geometries the final failure mechanism varied from foam indentation to face
sheet bending or face sheet cracking depending upon the face sheet type.

(a)

(b)

(d)

(e)

(c)

Figure6.9 Top view of the indented specimens having 1.0 mm thick face sheet under
spherical indenter (a) Alporas alone, (b) Al face sheet, (c) SS face sheet, (d) Alumina face
sheet, and (e) CFRP face sheet.
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However, localized core indentation along with face sheet failure seems to be the dominant
failure mechanism. The amount of damage is found to be more in the blocks with 0.5 mm
thick face sheet as compared to blocks with 1.0 mm thick sheet. Here, face sheet tearing is
more visible in specimens with 0.5 mm thick Al sheet in Figure 6.8 (b) than specimen with
1.0 mm sheet as shown in Figure 6.9 (b). Similarly, the amount of debonding is clearly more
substantial in specimen with 0.5mm thick SS face sheet in Figure 6.8 (c) than specimen with
1.0mm thickness as shown in Figure 6.9 (c).
However, if different size ratios (indenter diameter to cell size, distance between indentation
to free edge with indenter size and indentation depth to thickness of specimen) would have
chosen which do not satisfied the size rule then the load-displacement response would be
different with different failure mechanisms compare to observed in the present study. For
example, if the distance between indentation to free edge would be less than one indenter
diameter then less resistance would have been applied by foam cells and there would be a
downfall in the slope of load-displacement curve. Similarly, if the indentation depth would
have been increased more than 13 mm then load and displacement response would be very
steep in later stages of experiments for almost all the blocks.
6.2.3.3 Morphological aspects of damaged zones
The cross-sectional views of the foam blocks after indentation with flat and spherical
punches are shown in Figure 6.10 and 6.11 with a uniform magnification factor and are
discussed briefly in the following section.

(a)
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(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
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(f)
Figure6.10 Cross-sectional view of the indented foam blocks with Al face
sheets under indentation (a) Alporas with flat indenter (b) Alporas with spherical indenter (c)
foam block with Al sheet of 0.5mm thickness under flat indenter (d) foam block with Al
sheet of 0.5mm thickness with spherical indenter (e) foam block with Al sheet of 1.0 mm
thickness under flat indenter (f) foam block with Al sheet of 1.0 mm thickness with spherical
indenter.

(a)

(b)
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(c)

(d)
Figure6.11 Cross-sectional view of the indented foam blocks with SS face sheets under
indentation (a) foam block with SS sheet of 0.5mm with flat indenter (b) foam block with SS
sheet of 0.5mm thickness with spherical indenter (c) foam block with SS sheet of 1.0 mm
with flat indenter (d) foam block with SS sheet of 1.0 mm thickness with spherical indenter.
The cross-sectional macroscopic views of the indented Alporas blocks with flat and spherical
indenters are shown in Figure 6.10 (a) and (b) respectively. The foam cells were crushed
locally underneath the indenter and it was more severe in the case of flat punch than that of
spherical punch for the same indentation displacement. This is due to the fact that the area of
contact increases gradually with indentation depth for the spherical punch and remains
constant at 491 mm2 for the flat punch.
Figure 6.10 (c) reveals the indentation behavior of foam cells with flat indenter having Al
face sheet of 0.5 mm thickness. The area in which the cells were collapsed was marked in the
Figure. The damage zone was predominantly underneath the flat punch and the face sheet
punch through was observed (see the elliptical mark). Here, foam cell collapsing in foam
core underneath the indenter with face sheet punching in face sheet was observed in the block
indented with flat punch. Localized cell wall collapsing with foam cells cracking was
observed when foam blocks with 0.5 mm thick Al face sheets were indented by a spherical
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punch (see Figure 6.10 (d)). Tearing of the face sheet was also observed at a stage, when
there was sudden drop in load in the load displacement curve of Figure 6.6 (a).
Figure 6.10 (e) and (f) show the cross-sectional macroscopic views of the indented blocks
with 1.0 mm thick Al face sheets using flat and spherical indenters respectively. The damage
zones in block with 1 mm thick Al face sheet are found to be almost similar as to the
specimen with 0.5 mm thick Al face sheet under the flat indenter. However, the amount of
severity in terms of foam cell collapsing and tearing is less significant. There was no tearing
of 1.0mm thick Al face sheet with spherical indenter due to its high strength. Face sheet
bending and punch though are the failure mechanisms for all the blocks with 1.0 mm thick Al
sheet when indented by the flat punch. Localized indentation beneath the indenter is the
failure mode when indented by spherical punch.
Figure 6.11 (a) and (b) reveals the indentation behavior of foam cells of specimens with SS
face sheet of 0.5 mm thickness with flat and spherical indenters respectively. The area in
which the cells were collapsed was marked in the figure. There is neither punch through nor
tearing of the face sheet with either flat indenter or the spherical indenter in SS sheet because
of its high strength. Face sheet bending is the failure mechanism for all the blocks with SS
sheets when indented by the flat punch. Localized indentation beneath the indenter is the
failure mode when indented by the spherical punch.
The cross-sectional macroscopic views of the indented blocks with 1.0 mm thick SS face
sheets using flat and spherical indenters are shown in Figure 6.11 (c) and (d) respectively.
The damage zones in block with 1.0mm thick SS face sheet are found to be almost similar as
in the block with 0.5mm thick SS face sheet under flat punch. However, severity is less in
terms of foam cell collapsing and tearing of cells. Failure mechanisms are also found to be
similar to those blocks with 0.5mm thick SS face sheet under flat and spherical indenters.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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Figure6.12 Cross-sectional view of the indented foam blocks with alumina face sheets under
indentation (a) foam block with alumina sheet of 0.5mm with flat indenter (b) foam block
with alumina sheet of 0.5mm thickness with spherical indenter (c) foam block with alumina
sheet of 1.0 mm with flat indenter (d) foam block with alumina sheet of 1.0 mm thickness
with spherical indenter

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)
Figure6.13 Cross-sectional view of the indented foam blocks with CFRP face sheets under
indentation (a) foam block with CFRP sheet of 0.5mm with flat indenter (b) foam block with
CFRP sheet of 0.5mm thickness with spherical indenter (c) foam block with CFRP sheet of
1.0 mm with flat indenter (d) foam block with CFRP sheet of 1.0 mm thickness with
spherical indenter.
The cross-sectional macroscopic views of the indented blocks with 0.5 mm thick alumina
face sheets using flat and spherical indenters are shown in Figures 6.12 (a) and (b)
respectively. Punch through of the face sheet is shown in the figure with flat indenter due to
alumina’s low tensile strength along the indenter periphery with collapsing of foam cells
beneath the punch. Localized indentation beneath the indenter with crushing of alumina sheet
is found to be the failure mode when indented by spherical punch.
Figure 6.12 (c) and (d) reveal the indentation behavior of foam cells having alumina face
sheets of 1.0 mm thickness with flat and spherical indenters respectively. In both blocks,
damage zones are found to be almost similar to those blocks with 0.5mm thick alumina face
sheet. Again, the amount of severity in terms of indentation in foam and crushing or cracking
of face sheet in blocks with 1.0mm thick face sheet was lesser than in blocks with 0.5 mm
thick face sheet. Clear cracking of alumina face sheet was seen in terms of the separation
between the area beneath the indenter and near the edge in block with 0.5 mm thick face
sheet, while this was absent in block with 1.0 mm thick alumina face sheet. This is possible
due to the high cracking strength of thick face sheet.
Figure 6.13 (a) and (b) show the macroscopic views of the indented blocks with 0.5 mm thick
CFRP sheets using flat and spherical indenters respectively. The bending curvature in face
sheet is marked by a square zone as shown in Figure 6.13 (a) which indicates the initial
failure mechanism to be face sheet bending with flat indenter. Punch through of the sheet was
also seen to be another failure of the block in the latter stages of indentation. Transverse
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cracking is observed in the CFRP sheet with spherical punches coupled with bending of the
sheets, which indicate that the initial failure mechanism is face sheet bending with final
failure mechanism of face sheet cracking.
Figure 6.13 (c) reveals the indentation behavior of foam cells with flat indenter with a CFRP
face sheet of 1.0 mm thickness. The area in which the cells were collapsed was marked in the
figure. The damage zone was predominant underneath the flat punch, but the face sheet was
not punch through unlike the block with 0.5mm thick CFRP sheet. Here, face sheet bending
was the only failure mechanism observed with some transverse cracks. Damage in the block
under spherical punch as shown in Figure 6.13 (d) was found to be similar to that of the block
with a 0.5 mm thick CFRP face sheet, but less number of transverse cracks were found in
block with 1.0 mm thick face sheet.
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Figure6.14 Comparison of initial peak for indentation versus strength ratio of face sheet to
core (a) for flat indenter, and (b) using spherical indenter.
An overview of the mechanisms for failure initiation and its correlation with different face
sheet materials is shown in Figure 6.14 for both flat punch and spherical punch indentation.
For the geometry and materials system considered here, the failure initiation mechanism for
flat punch depends upon the face sheet constitutive behavior and strength. The trend was only
negligibly affected by the thickness effect. With increasing face sheet thickness, the
normalized failure load increases. In the case of spherical punch indentation, the brittle face
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sheet does not enhance indentation initiation failure load: only the ductile aluminum and SS
are useful for energy absorption.
6.2.3.4 Energy absorption
A comparison of energy absorbed by blocks with different face sheets with flat and spherical
indenters are shown in Figure 6.15 (a) and (b), respectively. Energy absorption was estimated
by measuring the area under the load-displacement curve. Energy absorbed by blocks with
flat indentation is found to be more than those by spherical indentation due to more
deformation in foam core. With increasing thickness of the face sheet, the amount of
absorbed energy is also increased because of the increased material volume. Trend in energy
absorption by the blocks with different face sheet materials was found to be similar for both
types of indenters. Under the flat indenter, energy absorption for the blocks without any face
sheet and with elastic face sheet of 0.5 mm thickness is almost the same. It may be due to the
cracking of those face sheets that appears in the early stage of indentation.
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Figure6.15 Energy absorption by blocks with various face sheets (a) under flat indenter (b)
under spherical indenter.
The energy absorbed by foam block with face sheet and with spherical indenter was found to
be more than without the face sheet. Maximum energy was absorbed by foam block with
elastic plastic sheet and furthermore, the foam block with elastic perfectly plastic sheet
absorbed more energy than the elastic face sheet. This trend is missing in flat indentation due
to lower absorption of energy by Al sheets due to face sheet punch through.
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Chapter -7
Impact response of structures with Al foam and different face
sheets
7.1 Introduction
The performance of Al foams is enhanced when one uses it as a core material in a sandwich,
with strong and stiff face sheets. This is due to the light-weight and high strength of the
resultant sandwich structure. These structures can be used in various applications including
automobile, aerospace, building industry for both military and civil purposes. The
performance of those structures in the above applications lead to few investigations such as
in bullet, blast performance for protective structures, collision in automobile structures,
debris impact in aerospace structures. Various researchers have investigated the performance
of Al foam under impact loading as explained in Chapter 2.
However, the performance of structures consisting of Al foam core will be different under
impact loading if those are attached with different face sheets like Al, SS, and CFRP. This is
due to the different contributing behavior of different sheets. Therefore, the selection of face
sheet in metal foam cored structure construction depends upon the required property such as
impact performance with specific weight for the best use in the real applications. The
performance of those sandwiches should be evaluated in other loading conditions such as
static indentation for safe usage in real life. In this chapter impact studies carried out on Al
alloy foam (namely Alporas and Cymat) blocks bonded to different type of face sheets
including Al, SS, CFRP sheets under impact velocity of 6.7 m/sec. with hemi-spherical tool
steel punch are discussed. The impact velocity was chosen to be 6.7 m/sec., which is the
guideline for assessing the damage in roll over crash in head-on impact of automobiles. This
study will clearly evaluate the usage of such structures in safety performance if it is used in
automobile parts. At the same time, it shows a good comparison of the performance of
structures with different face sheet under low velocity impact and the important findings are
compared with quasi static indentation loading to enhance the usage of such structures in
various applications. Face sheet materials representing elastic, elastic perfectly plastic and
elastic-plastic behavior are chosen. In the following, the materials and experimental
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procedures adopted are discussed first and followed by the impact response along with
energy absorption capabilities in the results and discussion section.

7.2. Structure with Al foam with and without different face sheets under
impact
The experimental protocol adopted for the low velocity impact of foam blocks with and
without face sheets is described here. Important findings with different failure mechanisms
with damaged zones of foam core and face sheets are also explained.
7.2.1 Materials for foam core and face sheets

The materials involved in those blocks are Alporas and Cymat foam core and various sheets
including Al 1100, Stainless steel and CFRP. Their mechanical properties with surface
characterization are briefly explained in chapter 3.
7.2.2 Test specimen preparation and experimentation

In the present investigation, Alporas foam of cross-section of 100mm X 100mm with
different thicknesses 20, 30 and 40 mm were bonded to three types of face sheets such as Al
1100, SS 316, and CFRP sheets of thickness 0.5mm, as described in Chapter-4 using Redux
322 epoxy adhesive. Similarly, Cymat foam of cross-section of 100mm X 100mm X 40mm
were bonded to similar types of sheets as mention above but the thicknesses were 0.5 mm
and 1.0 mm. Loading was applied on Cymat foams and its structure with various face sheets
along thickness (along 40mm direction) direction as explained in Chapter 3. Weight drop
impact tests were carried out on foam blocks alone and with various face sheets using Instron
DynaTup 8250 impact testing machine. These tests were carried out using a hemispherical
steel tup of 13 mm diameter with a rebound brake to avoid multiple impacts, which implies
that the impacted area cover around 14 cells in one layer of Alporas foam. Hence the
measured response can be considered as the average response of the foam.
A schematic diagram of Dyna Tup 8250 machine is shown in Figure 7.1 with cross sectional
view of the clamped specimen. The air pressure in the pneumatic pump placed behind the
machine was adjusted to keep the impact velocity constant at 6.7 m/sec which is much
greater than the free falling speed limit of this machine.
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Figure7.1 A schematic view of the Instron Dynatup 8250 testing machine with cross
sectional view of clamped block specimen.
Impact velocity of 6.7 m/sec ensure the absorption energy of more than 20J as it is the
requirement of initiation of failure for Alporas foams with Glass fiber reinforced polymer
[102]. An impactor of 2.65 kg weight would fall on the specimen along two smooth guided
columns through the center hole of the clamp plate of 76 mm diameter. The response of the
impact test is recorded and collected from the data acquisition system in terms of load, time,
energy, velocity and displacement. This thickness of Alporas foam (equal to or more than 20
mm) and impact velocity of 6.7 m/sec. ensures the depth of penetration more than 5 cell
layers and the behavior can be considered as the representation of the foam. But due to
inadequate thickness of foam specimens, the effect of back support could not prevented on
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the impact response [88]. As the objective of this study is to assess the comparative
performance of foams with different face sheets, all the precautions and parameters can not
be satisfied due to large variation in the strength of the face sheets used which affects the
foam crushing, punching etc. To prevent the possible edge effect on the response from foam,
the distance from impact zone to clamped edge of the foam specimen is kept more than two
diameter of the impactor as the same precaution was practised under quasi-static indentation
studies [25, 68].
Pictures of the specimens after impact were taken and subsequently those specimens are
sectioned by an electron discharge machining (EDM) to observe the damage zone using a
surface displacement analyser (SDA). Due to the non-conduciveness of adhesive, EDM
failed to machine the specimen at sites where foam was crushed and adhesive was present so
those sites were cut later by bench saw at low speeds. A typical Al foam block of 30 mm
thickness, which is punched through by the impactor is shown in Figure 7.2. This picture
gives a clear idea about the impact loading of these blocks.

Figure7.2 Punch through Al foam block of 30 mm thickness by impactor.
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Alporas specimens with stainless steel face sheets were not punch through during the impact
test due to high strength of these sheets. However, Alporas specimens with other face sheets
were punch through. Specimens with Cymat foam having various face sheets were not punch
through due to crumbling of foam core. In the next section, the behavior of those blocks with
both the foam cores is discussed in detail along with the analysis of damage zones.
7.2.3 Results and discussion

7.2.3.1 Impact response of Alporas foam
The load–impactor penetration depth response of Alporas foam of different thicknesses under
a weight drop impact loading is shown in Figure 7.3. The impactor penetration depth is
equivalent to the displacement moved by the foam block up to the stage of full penetration.
Initially the load increases with displacement linearly up to an initial peak load which
represents the resistance of foam cells to penetration. This initial peak was not found in the
specimens impacted by spherical punch under quasi- static indentation loading.
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Figure7.3 Comparison of load-impactor penetration depth behavior of Alporas foam with
different thicknesses under impact loading.
Long plateaus of load for around 20-25 mm displacement was observed after initial peak load
in 30 and 40 mm thick foam specimens, which represent good energy absorption capacity of
these foams in dynamic studies.
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(a)

(c)

(b)
Figure7.4 Cross-sectional view of the impacted Alporas foam block with various thicknesses
(a) 20mm, (b) 30mm, and (c) 40mm.
This long plateau in load was absent in Alporas foam when impacted with velocity of 3.7
m/sec. using spherical impactor study done by Ramchandra [88].There, the load was
increased till the impactor come into rest after giving its all kinetic energy to Alporas foam.
Comparing both studies, it is implied that the loading rate and ratio of impactor size to cell
size influence very much the load-displacement response.
The response of load displacement up to the long plateau is found to be similar to the foam’s
response under uniaxial compressive loading as was shown in Chapter 3, but the value of the
load at the plateau was higher in impact loading. This indicates that resistance to impact
imparts from crushing of cells beneath the impactor while tearing of cells at the periphery of
impactor is another factor which enhance the resistance of the material as shown in Figure
7.4 (Cross-sectional view of the impacted specimens). Deformed zone was not found in these
cross-sectional views as it is reported by Ramchancdra et al [88] because all the Alporas
foam specimens were punch through in the present study.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure7.5 Bottom views of the impacted Alporas foam specimens without face sheet having
different thicknesses (a) 20mm, (b) 30mm, and (c) 40mm.
However, this plateau was absent for 20 mm thick specimen which indicate the presence of
some threshold thickness of the foam which can resist enough the penetration or slowing the
penetration process. The passage of the impactor can be seen clearly with the two guided
marked lines. The severely damaged zones are marked by elliptical circles. Visible damage
area like sitting of some impactor in middle of 30 and 40 mm thick foam specimen occurs
due to hitting of the second cylindrical rod of the impactor as shown in Figure 7.1 (as
cylindrical rod above than steel impactor one). It is made after crossing that zone by first
cylinder of height 50mm. Actually, this damage is not included in this study because the
displacement up to 50mm was considered.
Stiffness which is the representation of the material property was found to be the same for all
the specimens. All the specimens were punch-through as shown in Figure 7.5 (bottom view
of the impacted specimens). It is the reason for the absence of densified zone of cells beneath
the impactor in Figure 7.4 which was present in response of Alporas foam under quasi- static
indentation loading as shown in Chapter 6. It is clear from Figure 7.5 that as the thickness of
the foam increases the resistance of foam increases which can be seen from the penetration of
the foam specimen as tearing of foam material and the ligaments bent outwards at the
circumference of the hole made by impactor.
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Figure7.6 Absorbed energy and load as a function of time for impact of Alporas foam alone
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Figure7.7 Normalized absorbed energy vs. thicknesses of Alporas foam under impact
loading.
Figure 7.6 shows the absorbed energy and load as function of time of impact for Alporas
foam with different thicknesses such as 20mm, 30mm and 40 mm. A linear proportionality
relationship was found between the time and distance traveled by the impactor wherever the
load-time curve appeared exactly the same as the load-displacement curve.
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Absorption of energy by Alporas foam is found to be linear with time initially but the rate of
absorption of energy increases tremendously as the time increases. This increment occurs due
to absorption of energy by crushed foam cells beneath the impactor. However, it becomes
almost flat when the impactor penetrated through the thickness of the foam. Energy
absorbing nature of these Al foams is proved by increment in absorption of impact energy
with increased foam thickness. Absorbed energy was normalized with impact energy and
plotted with thickness of foam as shown in Figure 7.7. The trend between normalized impact
energy and foam thickness was found to be linear. This proves that thicker foam can
absorbed more energy as expected. The trend line shows that the 70 mm thick Alporas foam
block will be able to absorbed 100 % impact energy.
The energy absorbed per unit displaced volume was calculated and found to be 3.87MJ/m3,
4.95 MJ/m3 and 6.30 MJ/m3 for Alporas foam having 20 mm, 30 mm and 40 mm thickness
respectively. For above calculations, all punch through Alporas foam specimens were
considered. Energy absorbed per unit displaced volume for one Alporas foam specimen
tested (not punch through) for lower impact speed of 3.81 m/sec was found to be 3.62 MJ/m3,
which agrees with the chart provided by Ramachandra et al [88] (~3.6 MJ/m3 for 3.8 m/sec.)
for Alporas foam under different impact velocities.
7.2.3.2 Impact response of Cymat foam
The load–impactor penetration depth response of Cymat foam of 40 mm thickness under
weight drop impact loading is shown in Figure 7.8. Initially the load increases significantly
with a small amount of displacement in an almost linear manner up to an initial peak load
which represents the resistance from the first layer of foam cells to penetration. This initial
peak was also present with a flat punch under quasi-static indentation loading also similar to
the foam’s response under uniaxial compression loading. The value of this peak load is found
to be the largest for uniaxial loading while it is the smallest under quasi-static indentation
loading. This indicates that tearing of the cells at the periphery of impactor is the only energy
absorption mechanism under impact loading due to the small ratio of impactor size to cell
sizes (~1), while under uniaxial loading, bending of the foam cell walls beneath the loading
platen provide an additional resistance.
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Figure7.8 Comparison of load-impactor penetration depth behavior of Cymat foam with
thickness of 40mm under impact loading.
The slope of the load curve was found to be the largest under impact loading compared to
two other loading conditions, which is due to the highly localized deformation in the foam
cells. There is no plateau observed under impact loading as it was under uniaxial compressive
loading because of the highly localized deformation.

Figure7.9 Bottom view of the impacted Cymat foam specimen with a thickness of 40mm.
Resistance to penetration was found to decrease drastically after the peak load due to the
small ratio of impactor size to cell size as observed in Figure 7.9 (bottom view of the
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impacted Cymat foam which is punch through by the impactor). Small increments in load
response after the peak load are due to resistance offered by smaller cells along the path of
the impactor.
This load displacement response can be roughly divided into three phases; firstly as the
resistance to penetration (up to peak), secondly, crushing phase and thirdly densification
phase which is observed for different set of parameters (impact velocity, direction of loading,
density, and cell size) for Cymat foam as study done by Tan et al [93]. But the factors such as
dynamic strength, plateau strength are very much dependent on above said parameters for
Cymat foam [93].
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Figure7.10 Absorbed energy and load as a function of time for impact of Cymat foam alone
with thickness of 40 mm.
Figure 7.10 shows the absorbed energy and load as function of time of impact for Cymat
foam with thickness of 40 mm. The nature of load-time response of Cymat foam is also
similar to load-displacement which proves that the time and distance traveled by the impactor
is linearly proportional to each other. Absorption of energy by Cymat foam is found to be in
a linear manner for a short period of time but the rate of energy absorption decreases when
the impactor penetrated through many foam cells. This trend is found to be almost opposite
to the Alporas foam because of the lower size ratio (impactor size to cell size) with Cymat
foam. Alporas is found to have better energy absorbing capacity compare to Cymat foam
which crumbles after impact due to its brittle nature.
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7.2.3.3 Impact response of Alporas foam with different face sheets
The load–impactor penetration depth responses of Alporas foam of 30 mm thickness with
and without various face sheet of thickness 0.5 mm under a weight drop impact loading are
shown in Figure 7.11.
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Figure7.11 Comparison of load-impactor penetration depth behavior of 30 mm thick Alporas
foam with different face sheets of 0.5 mm thickness under impact loading.
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The load was increased almost linearly with displacement up to an initial peak for all the
blocks with different face sheet under impact loading which represents the resistance of foam
cells to penetration beneath the impactor with bending and stretching of face sheet at the
periphery of impactor as shown in Figure 7.12 (cross-sectional views of the impacted
specimens with uniform magnification). The stiffness of all the specimens was found to be
different which indicates the dominant behavior of the face sheet. Load initially increases
linearly with displacement in the case of Alporas foam block with elastic-perfectly plastic Al
face sheets and the slope is representative of the structure’s stiffness. There is a strong
hardening response due to stretching of the face sheet, which is one contributing factor in
stiffness.

(a)

(b)

(c)
(d)
Figure7.12 Cross-sectional views of the impacted 30mm thick Alporas foam blocks with
different face sheet of thickness 0.5 mm (a) foam alone, (b) Al sheet, and (c) SS sheet and (d)
CFRP sheet.
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This response continues up to an initial peak and after this, failure occurs due to face sheet
yielding and the load decrease along with the displacement of the impactor. The decrease in
load continue up to punch through of the face sheet and after that only the foam cells is left to
resist the penetration which is similar to the response of Alporas foam block. Face sheet
yielding and punch through can be seen clearly in Figure 7.12 (b).

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure7.13 Top views of the impacted 30 mm thick Alporas foam specimens with different
face sheet of 0.5 mm thickness (a) foam alone, (b) Al sheet, and (c) SS sheet and (d) CFRP
sheet.
In the case of stainless steel face sheets, an initial failure is triggered by the face sheet
bending and there is a strong hardening behavior due to membrane stretching and bending
effect. The face sheet material has to stretch to accommodate the punch profile.
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The rate of hardening in the case of SS face sheet is observed to be much higher than that of
the Al face sheet due to power-law strain hardening in SS. Further loading revealed a slight
detachment of the SS sheet from the Alporas foam as shown at the top side of the impacted
block in Figure 7.13 (c), which is marked by a sudden drop in load shown in Figure 7.11.
This behavior is similar to that of quasi-static indentation with spherical and flat punches as
discussed in Chapter 6. All the specimens were penetrated except the block with stainless
steel face sheet due to its high strength as shown in Figure 7.13 (top view of the impacted
specimens). Important findings in the impacted specimens are marked.
Firstly, wrinkling of the upper skin, secondly, debonding between upper skin and foam core
and finally breakage of lower skin were found as failure mechanisms occurred under
dynamic

three-point bending for sandwich of open-cell Al foam with elastic–perfectly

plastic Al face sheets with two lower supports by Yu et al. [104].
Resistance to movement in terms of the load was found to be very steep in case of wrinkling
with lower skin failure in latter stages of movement compare to response from punching of
CFRP sheets in the present study. It implies that not only the boundary conditions but also
the cell structures of the foam play an important role under dynamic loading response.
Load-displacement response of blocks with CFRP face sheet was found to be almost linear
but because of the high stiffness of CFRP sheets, they were stiffer than blocks with Al sheets.
After few transverse cracks appeared in the face sheet during impact of the foam block, the
load deceases with displacement due to reduction in stiffness. In CFRP sheets, delamination
between fiber and matrix is observed in cross-sectional view of these blocks (as shown in
Figure 7.12 (d) with fiber breakage. Subsequently, the response of load-displacement is
similar to the foam block. The occurrence of these cracks is due to the low transverse
strength of these laminates as compare to the longitudinal strength. Face sheet punching was
observed to be the final failure mechanism for this type of sample block, with face sheet
bending as initial failure mechanism as reflected by top and cross-sectional view of this block
(Figure 7.12 (d) and 7.13 (d)). These Alporas blocks were found to have more localized
damage because of the high strain rate than blocks under quasi-static indentation as shown in
Chapter 6. This study shows that 25 Joule impact was sufficient for cracking of unidirectional
[00/00/00/00] CFRP sheets and punching of Alporas foam core. While G.Reyes et al [102]
showed that 20 Joule impact is enough for the localized crushing of 10mm foam core and
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permanent deformation of skins of GFRP sheets with 00/900/00/900 or woven lay-up for
sandwich of Alporas foam with GFRP sheets. For this type of sandwiches, 37 Joule impact
was shown to be sufficient for fiber-matrix delamination and fiber breakage in top skin of
cross-ply GFRP with localized crushing of foam core and some shear deformation in the
region just ahead of the crushed cells [101].
The response of the load-time for blocks with 30mm thick Alporas foam core with different
face sheets as shown in Figure 7.14 is similar to load-displacement response which indicates
the linearity between displacement and time.
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Figure7.14 Load-time for impact of Alporas foam of 30 mm thickness with out and with
different face sheet under impact loading.
Figure 7.15 shows the energy absorbed as a function of time of impact for Alporas foam
block with various face sheet of 0.5 mm thickness. Trend of absorption of energy by blocks
was found to be similar for various face sheets except for the block with SS sheets. Block
with SS face sheet absorbed almost 100 % of impacted energy due to high strength the face
sheet.
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Figure7.15 Absorbed energy and load as a function of time for impact of Alporas foam of 30
mm thickness with out and with different face sheet under impact loading.
The load–impactor penetration depth response of Alporas foam of 40mm thickness with
different face sheet under a weight drop impact loading is shown in Figure 7.16. The trend is
found to be almost similar to the blocks 30 mm thickness except for a few differences, such
as increase in resistance to penetration or load for specimen with similar face sheet with less
displacement traveled by the impactor. This “hardening” effect is due to increase in face
sheet stretching and bending as a result of a thicker face sheet.
Top views of the impacted blocks of 40 mm thickness are similar to 30 mm thick blocks,
however cross-sectional views of impacted blocks with 40mm thick foam make the failure
mechanism clearer than blocks with 30 mm as shown in Figure 7.17. For example bending of
face sheet is seen more clearly as an initial failure mechanism in the Alporas foam block of
40mm thickness shown in Figure 7.17 (d) having CFRP face sheet than blocks with 30mm
thickness.
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Figure7.16 Comparison of load- impactor penetration depth behavior of Alporas foam of 40
mm thickness with different face sheets of 0.5 mm thickness under impact loading.
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(b)

(a)

(c)
(d)
Figure7.17 Cross-sectional views of the impacted Alporas foam blocks with 40mm thickness
with out and with different face sheet of thickness 0.5 mm (a) without face sheet, (b) Al
sheet, (c) SS sheet and (d) CFRP sheet.
Absorbed energy was normalized with impact energy for specimens with 40mm thick
Alporas foam core and plotted as shown in Figure 7.18 and compared with the blocks with 30
mm thick foam core.
The trend of normalized absorbed energy with impact energy was found to be similar in both
type of specimens but the amount of absorption is higher for blocks with 40 mm thickness
because of higher resistance by more foam cells. Almost all the impact energy was absorbed
by block with SS and an indent mark was left on the face sheet similar to the one under
spherical punch under static indentation as shown in Chapter 6. Blocks with CFRP face
sheets performed little better in energy absorption as compared to blocks without sheets.
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Unidirectional lamina preparation for CFRP sheets is the reason for such performance.
Blocks with multidirectional lamina CFRP sheet will show the better performance for the

(%) Normalized absorbed energy
/impact energy
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Figure7.18 Normalized absorbed energy vs. blocks of Alporas foam having thicknesses of 30
and 40 mm without and with different face sheet of 0.5mm thickness under impact loading.
7.2.3.4 Impact response of Cymat foam with different face sheets
The load–impactor penetration depth response of Cymat foam of 40mm thickness with and
without various face sheet of thickness 0.5mm under a weight drop impact loading is shown
in Figure 7.19.
Load was increased in a zigzag manner with displacement up to an initial peak for all the
blocks with different face sheets under impact loading. It represents the resistance of foam
cells of first layer to penetration beneath the impactor with more stretching of face sheet due
to membrane effect and crumbling of foam cells beneath the impactor. It was found that the
stiffness of the foam block with stainless steel face sheet is lesser than the foam block
without. It resulted from the variation in cell distribution in Cymat foam. There is a strong
hardening response due to stretching of the metallic face sheet to accommodate the punch
profile. The load–impactor penetration depth response of Cymat foam of 40mm thickness
with various face sheet of 1.0mm thickness under a weight drop impact loading is shown in
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Figure 7.20. It shows the comparison between response of block with 0.5 mm thick face
sheet and with 1.0 mm thick face sheet.
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Figure7.19 Comparison of load- impactor penetration depth behavior of Cymat foam of 40
mm thickness with different face sheets of 0.5 mm thickness under impact loading.
Cymat foam block with elastic-perfectly plastic aluminum face sheets of 0.5 mm thickness
failed due to face sheet punching. This phenomenon was absent in foam block with 1.0 mm
Al sheet due to its high strength. Face sheet bending also takes place due to crumbling of
brittle Cymat foam to accommodate the punch profile in both the blocks. Hills and valleys
were found in the load–displacement response here because of simultaneously happening of
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foam crumbling and face sheet bending, which are clearly observed in Figure 7.21 (c) and
7.21 (d) (top view of impacted specimens).
Resistance to impact in terms of load was found to be the maximum in block with 1.0 mm
thick Al face sheet among all the blocks because of large variation of foam cells, more
bending of face sheet and crumbling of foam core as shown in Figure 7.21 (d). Important
findings in the impacted specimens are marked as shown in Figure 7.21.
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Figure7.20 Comparison of load- impactor penetration depth behavior of Cymat foam of 40
mm thickness with different face sheets of 1.0 mm thickness under impact loading.
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In the case of stainless steel face sheets, the initial failure is triggered by the face sheet
bending and there is a strong hardening behavior due to face sheet stretching and bending.
The face sheet material has to stretch to accommodate the punch profile.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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(e)
(f)
Figure7.21 Top views of the impacted Cymat foam specimens without and with different
face sheet (a) without face sheet, (b) 0.5 mm thick CFRP sheet, (c) 0.5 mm thick Al sheet, (d)
1.0 mm thick Al sheet, (e) 0.5 mm thick SS sheet, and (f) 1.0 mm thick SS sheet.
The rate of hardening in the case of SS face sheet is observed to be much higher than that of
Al face sheet due to strain-hardening.
Further loading by impact produces more stretching, and due to this more foam cells start
crumbling. This increases the resistance and maximizes as seen in the latter stage of loaddisplacement response, while this resistance was found to be absent in block with 1.0 mm SS
sheet due to more strength of 1 mm SS sheet than 0.5 mm one. A small indent was found
with little face sheet bending and stretching in block 40mm thick Cymat foam with 1mm SS
sheet. Crumbling of complete foam core was not observed under quasi-static indentation flat
punch because at lower strain rate face sheet strength was strong enough to resist the load
applied to it.
Load increases up to a peak load in load- displacement response of Cymat foam blocks with
CFRP face sheet. Few transverse cracks appear in the face sheet during impact of the foam
block. The occurrence of these cracks is most likely due to the low transverse strength of
these laminates as compared to the longitudinal strength. Face sheet punching was observed
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to be the final failure mechanism for this type of sample block; it can be seen in top view of
the impacted specimen (shown in Figure 7.2 (b)). These blocks were found to have damage
more locally because of high strain rate than blocks under quasi-static indentation as
discussed in Chapter 6.
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Figure7.22 Normalized absorbed energy vs. blocks of Cymat foam having thicknesses of 40
without and with different face sheet of 0.5mm and 1.0mm thicknesses under impact loading.
Absorbed energy was normalized by impact energy for Cymat foam block with various face
sheets of both 0.5mm and 1mm are shown in Figure 7.22. Trend of normalized absorbed
energy with impact energy of Cymat foam block with 0.5 mm thick face sheets was found to
be similar with Alporas foam block with various face sheets of 0.5 mm thickness. Here,
Cymat foam block with 1mm thick Al and both SS face sheet absorbed 100% of the energy.
Energy absorbed by foam block with 0.5 mm thick CFRP sheet is found to be less than the
foam block which indicates that the unidirectional laminate is not a good energy absorber. A
large variation of cells in Cymat foam is the main reason for the deteriorated performance.
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Chapter -8
Sandwich structure of Al foam core with Al face sheet and Al tube
under compression
8.1 Introduction
Sandwich structures are used as columns or tubes to support compression load in some
engineering applications such as aircraft wings or car bumpers. For design purposes, it is
necessary to investigate the failure behavior of sandwich columns under end compression to
identify the competing failure modes. For the potential applications for protective energy
absorption, the performance of these structures in terms of energy absorption should be
studied. To achieve these two goals, work for this chapter is divided in two parts: firstly, the
sandwich panels of Al foam core with Al sheets under compression, and secondly, the
compression of rectangular Al tube filled with Al foam core.
For the first part, design formulae for failure load in different failure mechanisms are first
provided. Then, limited experiments were carried out to investigate the failure mechanism in
sandwich columns comprising Alporas foam core and Al face sheets under end compression.
Finally, a failure mode map is constructed to show the overview of failure mechanism in
terms of non-dimensional geometrical parameters and expressions for minimum weight
design are deduced. For the second part, enhancement in the energy absorption capacity of
rectangular Al tubes filled with Alporas foam is investigated experimentally.

Energy

absorption capacity of Al tubes and Al foams were investigated individually, and
experiments were then performed on Al tubes filled with Al foam.

8.2. Analytical analysis of sandwich column under end compression
Consider a sandwich column of width b and length l, comprising of two identical face sheets
of thickness, t and foam core of thickness, c. The column is subjected to end compression
loading as shown in Figure 8.1: end load P is applied through loading platen and end tap
were applied to prevent slippage.
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8.2.1. Estimation of failure loads

Load, P

Steel clamp

Al face sheet

Core
thickness,
c

Alporas foam core
Gauge
length, l
Face sheet
thickness, t

Adhesive

Load, P

Figure8.1 A sandwich column consisting of Alporas foam core and Al face sheets under end
compression.
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The analytical formulae for the different possible failure modes were discussed in the
following paragraphs. During compression loading of the sandwich panel, the face sheets
carry the uniaxial loads and the core bears the transverse shear forces.
A total of four possible mutually competing modes can occur for the sandwich column as
shown in Figure 8.2: face sheet yielding, core shearing, elastic Euler macro-buckling, and
face sheet wrinkling.

P

P

P

P

P

(b)

(c)

(d)

P

P
(a)

P

Figure8.2 Failure modes in sandwich columns subjected to end compression (a) Elastic Euler
macro-buckling (b) Core shearing, (c) Face sheet yielding and, (d) Face sheet Wrinkling.
8.2.1.1 Euler macro-buckling
It was assumed that the sandwich column fails under Euler buckling when bending of the
column starts with negligible rotation of column because fully constraints column with end
tabs. Euler buckling failure load is estimated as

FE =

(EI )eqv.

4π 2 (EI )eqv.

l2
is the equivalent flexural rigidity of the sandwich column and is given by
E f btd 2

E f bt 3

(8.1)

2
E c bc 3 E f btc
(EI )eq =
+
+
≈
(8.2)
2
6
12
2
where d = c + t is the spacing between the mid plane of the face sheets. E f and E c are the

Young’s moduli of the face sheet and foam core materials, respectively.
Combining equations (8.1 and 8.2) the failure load for Euler macro-buckling is given by
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FE =

2π 2 E f btc 2

(8.3)

l2

8.2.1.2 Core shear
It was assumed that the sandwich column fail under core shear when shearing of core start
with negligible contribution of face sheet in resistance to rotation. Core shear failure load is
estimated with shear stiffness of core is shown as

FCS = ( AG)eqv = bcGc

(8.4)

8.2.1.3 Face sheet yielding
It was assumed that the face sheet starts yielding when the face sheet of the sandwich column
attains the failure strength of σ yf . With the assumption that the foam core is more compliant
failure load for face sheet yielding is estimated as

FFSY = 2btσ yf

(8.5)

8.2.1.4 Face sheet wrinkling
Wrinkling is the short-wave length elastic buckling of the face sheets. It was assumed that the
sandwich column fail under face sheet wrinkling, when a face sheet buckle with short
wavelength as elastic beams supported upon a linear elastic foundation. The compressive
stress in the face sheet for wrinkling is estimated with negligible stress in core given by

FFSW = 0.5(E f Ec Gc )

1/ 3

(8.6)

8.2.2. Experimental procedure for sandwich columns under end compression

Mechanical characterization of the materials (Alporas foam core and Al face sheets - Al
1050) involved in these sandwich columns were explained in Chapter 3. The practically
possible geometries of the sandwich columns were tested with the help of Alporas foam and
Al face sheets of different dimensions. In the present work, Al face sheets of thickness of 0.5
mm and 3.0 mm and Alporas core of 9.5% relative density with varying dimensions are
employed to fabricate the columns. Fuller details of sandwich columns geometries are listed
in Table 8.1. Sandwich columns of 20 mm width were prepared by bonding Al face sheets to
Alporas foam core using Redux–322 adhesive∗ (as explained in details in chapter 4).

∗

supplied by Hexel Composites, Australia
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End compression test on sandwich columns were carried out according to ASTM STD. C364 [152]. Specimens were bonded onto a U clamp with epoxy adhesive, in order to prevent
slippage (which could occur in lengthy specimens such as geometry-1 Table-8.1), as shown
in Fig. 8.1. Longitudinal strain on the face sheets was measured using strain gauges placed at
mid length of the face sheets. Loading was applied at a displacement rate of 1 mm/sec.
Precautions were taken to ensure that the sandwich column was flat and parallel. Snapshots
of the loaded sandwich columns were taken at every significant change in the geometry.
Table8.1 Geometry of sandwich columns under end compression (all dimensions are in mm).
Specimen
Core thickness,
Face sheet
Column
Expected failure
geometry
c mm
thickness,
length,
mode
t mm
l mm
EC 1

5

0.5

500

Euler buckling

EC 2
EC 3

10
20

3.0
3.0

60
140

Core shear
Face sheet yielding

8.2.3. Comparison of analytical and experimental results of end compression of
sandwich columns with Al foams

A failure mechanism map is constructed that present an overview of the different failure
mechanisms that can take place for these sandwich columns under end compression
depending on various geometrical parameters. A total of three failure modes namely, Euler
buckling, core shear and face sheet yielding were identified for sandwich columns consisting
of Al face sheet and Alporas foam core. But only two competing modes, Euler buckling and
core shear, were verified experimentally while face sheet yielding was not occurred due to
failure of those columns from bond failure. In the following paragraphs, the experimentally
measured load-displacement responses are compared with analytical predictions.
8.2.3.1 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich column under end compression
For a given sandwich column geometry and material system the dominating failure mode is
the one which requires the lowest load to fail among all possible modes. A failure mechanism
map (pioneered by Gibson and Ashby [10]) is drawn in Figure 8.3 in terms of nondimensional parameters of core thickness normalized with columns length ( c = c l ) and face
sheet thickness normalized with core thickness ( t = t c ) based on the analytical formulae
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⎛ Ef
presented in section 8.2.1 for a fixed material system (with fixed ratio of ⎜ y
⎜σ
⎝ f
Gc

σ fy

⎞
⎟ =627.27and
⎟
⎠

=0.55).

Figure8.3 Failure mechanisms map for sandwich column having Alporas foam core and Al
face sheets showing all the possible failure modes (geometries of sandwich column are
⎛ Ef ⎞
G
numbered according to Table-8.1) with fixed ratio of ⎜ y ⎟ =627.27and cy =0.55.
⎜σ ⎟
σf
⎝ f ⎠
Size ratio effect for shear failure was not incorporated in this map because the specimen in
which shear failure was predicted analytically has normal shear strength (size ration is more
than 2.67) [25]. It shows an overview of all the possible failure modes with the locations of
the selected geometry of sandwich column in each region. Face sheet wrinkling failure was
not observed in the present study due to higher face sheet wrinkling failure loads than other
modes due to term of high young’s modulus of face sheet (equation 8.6). The boundaries of
the failure mechanisms are derived by equating failure load equations by taking two of them
in each turn (equation 8.1, 8.2 and 8.5).
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It is clear from Figure 8.3 that Euler macro-buckling failure occurs for the column with very
large lengths which turns into face sheet yielding if length is reduced or if there is increase in
thickness of foam core. Core shear dominates for short columns with thick face sheets. In the
present investigation, due to the practical constraints in the dimensions of the materials (such
as making of foam core with length of more than 500 mm with low thickness of 5 mm),
geometries of sandwich columns for experimentation are carefully chosen to cover the
maximum possible competing failure mechanisms.
8.2.3.2 Results and discussion
The load versus displacement curve for sandwich column geometry-1 (Table 8.1), failed
experimentally due to Euler macro-buckling was compared with analytical calculations as
shown in Figure 8.4 (a). The load increases monotonically with displacement in a linear
elastic manner up to a peak load and then start dropping smoothly. Analytical prediction
(Equation 8.3) for failure was found to close with experimental observation. Euler buckling
failure was identified by the overall deformation mode of the column. It is clear in the
snapshot of sandwich column taken at failure as shown in Figure 8.5 (a) at a displacement of
7 mm.

Equation (8.3)

Load (kN)

1.2
Experiment
Analytical

0.8

0.4

0.0
0

2
4
Displacement (mm)
(a)
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Equation (8.4)

Load (kN)

12

8

4

Experiment
Analytical

0
0.00

0.75
1.50
Displacement (mm)

2.25

(b)
Equation (8.5)

12
Load (kN)

shear failure in core
Experiment
Analytical

8

4
Bond failure

0
0

1

2
3
Displacement (mm)

4

(c)
Figure8.4 Load and displacement curves derived from analytical and experimental
observations for the sandwich column (a) Geometry no-1 (Table-8.1) failed under Euler
macro-buckling (b) Geometry no-2 (Table-8.1) failed under core shear (c) geometry no-3 in
Table-8.1 expected to fail under face sheet cracking but shearing occurs in foam core after
bond failure.
The load versus displacement curve for sandwich column geometry - 2 (Table-8.1), failed
experimentally by core shear was compared with analytical calculations as shown in Figure
8.4 (b). Load displacement response of the column failure under core shear is similar to
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Core
shear

Euler
buckling

Bonding
and core
shear
failure
(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure8.5 Snap shots of the sandwich column specimens failed by different mechanisms (a)
Euler macro-buckling failure for geometry – 1 (Table 8.1) at a displacement of 7 mm (b) core
shear failure for geometry – 2 (Table-8.1) at a displacement of 2 mm (c) expected to fail
under face sheet yielding for geometry –3 (Table-8.1) but shows shearing in foam core after
bond failure at a displacement of 4mm.
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response observed for shear testing of Alporas foam core alone (Chapter-3). Load increased
non-linearly with displacement to a maximum value and then dropped suddenly.
Here, the analytical prediction (Equation 8.4) for failure load is about 5% higher than the
experimental measured value. Core shear failure was identified by initial deformation mode
of the column similar to Figure 8.2 (b). It is clear in the snapshot of sandwich column as
shown in Figure 8.5 (b) taken at a displacement of 2 mm.
The load-displacement response for sandwich column geometry - 3 (Table-8.1), expected to
fail experimentally by face sheet yielding was compared with analytical calculations as
shown in Figure 8.4 (c). All the columns with geometry-3 were failed by bond failure and
that was the reason failure starts much earlier than the value expected by analytical solution.
Shearing in Alporas foam core was started after bond failure between core and face sheet as
shown in Figure 8.5 (c). The bond failure in the sandwich column occurred at around 0.7mm
displacement as shown in the change of slope in the load-displacement response of this
geometry as shown in Figure 8.4 (c). The sandwich column is also able to take more loads
due to the foam core. It continued till the peak load where shearing of the core occurred and
then the load dropped drastically. Another reason for this specimen to fail under core shear is
that the geometry lies near to boundary of face sheet yielding and core shear in failure map as
shown in Figure 8.3.
8.2.4 Minimum weight design

The structure should always be minimized to minimum weight for a given load-carrying
capacity to minimize the cost and environmental impact. Minimum weight of the sandwich
column can be found out for a given load carrying capacity as explained in Chapter 4. Nondimensional terms such as face sheet thickness t , core thickness c , ratio of strength of core
to face sheet σ and density ratio ρ are defined by equation 4.22 and 4.23 in Chapter 4.
Non-dimensional mass index ( M ) and structural load index F of the sandwich column are
also defined by equation 4.24 and 4.25 in Chapter 4.
The structural load index (non-dimensional form of load) for Euler buckling, core shear and
face sheet yielding (considering equation 8.3, 8.4 and 8.5) can be expressed as
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Figure8.6 Contours of the dimensionless mass index M and structural load index F in
collapse mechanism map of sandwich column of Alporas foam core with Al face sheet
⎛ Ef ⎞
G
having ⎜ y ⎟ = 627.27, cy = 0.55 and ρ = 0.095.
⎜σ ⎟
σf
⎝ f ⎠
3⎛ E f ⎞
F E = 2π 2 t c ⎜ y ⎟
(8.7)
⎜σ ⎟
f
⎝
⎠

()

F CS = c

Gc

σ fy

(8.8)

(8.9)
F FSY = 2ct
Optimum weight design can be defined with the selection of column geometry which
minimizes the mass index M for a particular structural load index F . Contours of M and F
are added to the failure mechanism map in Figure 8.6 with collapse for sandwich column
⎛ Ef ⎞
G
comprising Alporas foam core and Al face sheet with ⎜ y ⎟ = 627.27, cy = 0.55 and ρ =
⎜σ ⎟
σf
⎝ f ⎠
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0.095. Both these contours are increasing towards the leading diagonal of the map with
increasing t and c .
The analytical expression for minimum mass index of sandwich column can be found for
each failure mode by the procedure that was explained in Chapter 4. By following the same
steps, minimum mass index expression was obtained for each failure mode with optimum
parameters ( c and t ). Minimum mass index expression for core shear, face sheet yielding,
Euler macro-buckling, core shear-Euler buckling, core shear-face sheet yielding and face
sheet yielding-Euler macro-buckling is shown below:

(M )

min CS

= 0.1738F

(M )

min FSY

(M )

min E

(M )

min CS − E

(8.11)

=F

( )

= 0.021 F

(8.10)

1/ 3

4.805 × 10 −5
=
+ 0.173F
F

(8.12)

(8.13)

(M )

= 1.173F

(8.14)

(M )

= 1.047 F

(8.15)

min CS − FSY

min FSY − E

The minimum weight design is found by calculating the minimum mass index M min
necessary to suppress all possible failures for a given structural load index F . Therefore, the
dominant mechanism or combination of mechanisms (at the boundary of two failures), is the
one with the largest value of M min at each value of F . To obtain a clear picture of minimum
weight design, the largest M min for each value of F is plotted for each failure mode and
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combination of modes, which is shown in Figure 8.7 (a). This local minimum mass design
⎛ Ef
map is valid only for ⎜ y
⎜σ
⎝ f

⎞
⎟ = 627.27, Gc = 0.55 and ρ = 0.095.
⎟
σ fy
⎠

(a)

(b)
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(c)
Figure8.7 Minimum weight design of sandwich column with Alporas foam core and Al face
⎛ Ef ⎞
G
sheet with optimum geometrical parameters having ⎜ y ⎟ = 627.27, cy = 0.55 and ρ =
⎜σ ⎟
σf
⎝ f ⎠
0.095 (a) Variation of minimum mass index M with structural load index F considering for
all failure modes (b) Variation of c with structural load index F for minimum weight design
of sandwich column (c) Variation of t with structural load index F for minimum weight
design of sandwich column.
The trend of minimum weight design was found to be in a decreasing order with structural
load index due to the denominator term of F in minimum mass design index expression for
core shear-Euler buckling failure boundary. If these parameters will be changed then the
values of the map will change but the trend would remain almost the same.
It was observed from the Figure 8.7 (a) that the minimum weight design is achieved at the
boundary between Euler buckling and core shear for lower values of F and the boundary
between core shear and face sheet yielding for higher values of F with constant values
⎛ Ef
of ⎜ y
⎜σ
⎝ f

⎞
⎟ = 627.27, Gc = 0.55 and ρ = 0.095. The associated optimum geometrical
⎟
σ fy
⎠

parameters ( c and t ) are also plotted with structural load index as shown in Figure 8.7 (b) and
(c). The trend of c was found to be always in an increasing linear manner with structural
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load index for both boundaries of failure loads while t was found to be in decreasing order
with lower structural load index but remain constant for higher structural load index.
Similarly, the global minimum weight design can also be constructed for the sandwich
column having Alporas foam core with Al face sheet for various density ratio.
8.2.5 Compression of Alporas foam filled Al tubes

Here, energy absorption capacity of rectangular Al tubes filled with Alporas foam with
failure analysis is discussed.
8.2.5.1 Experimental procedure
Experimental studies are divided into four groups according to specimens tested under
compression, as shown in Table 8.2. According to the first group, compression testing was
carried out only on empty Al rectangular tubes. In the second group, compression testing was
performed on block of Al foams of same size. The effect of foam filling in those tubes was
studied in third group with compression testing of those tubes with Al foam blocks of same
size without any adhesive. Effect of adhesive in energy absorption for those tubes was
studied in fourth group with compression testing of those tubes with Al foam blocks of same
size with adhesive. Accordingly, a total of nine rectangular Alporas foam blocks of 10 cm X
5 cm X 4 cm and nine Al hollow tubes of 10 cm X 5.2 cm X 4.2 cm with wall thickness of
1.0 mm were cut.
Rectangular Alporas foam blocks of 10 cm X 5 cm X 4 cm were fitted tightly into the Al
hollow tube of 10 cm X 5.2 cm X 4.2 cm (internal dimension) with wall thickness of 1.0 mm.
Before putting adhesive, both inside walls of hollow tubes and outside of foam specimens
were carefully degreased using acetone.

Group

Table8. 2 Details of specimens tested under compression
Number of specimens
Type of specimen

1
2

3
3

Al hollow tube
Alporas foam block

3

3

Un-bonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam block

4

3

Bonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam block
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Alporas foam blocks were wrapped with the Redux 322 adhesive thin layer and pushed
gently to fit tightly into the Al hollow tube. Those Al foam filled tubes were put into the oven
at temperature of 1750 C for 1 hour for adhesive curing, as explained in Chapter 3.

Figure8.8 A bonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam during compression testing.

A load cell of capacity 50 kN was used to carry out those experiments and the loading was
set to displacement control with an initial rate of 1.0 mm/min which is increased to 2.0
mm/min when the foam starts to collapse plastically. A typical setup of metal tube filled with
Alporas foam during compression testing is shown in Figure 8.8.
Terminology used in tube compression is defined [153] as follows:
Total energy absorbed AE and mean force Fm are given by
cs

AE ( s ) = ∫ F (cs)d cs
0

and
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cs

( )

∫ F cs d cs
AE (cs) 0
(8.17)
=
Fm (cs) =
cs
cs
where F is the applied compressive force and cs is the axial compressive displacement of the
test rig (with integration variable cs ).
Assuming that the contribution due to elastic deformations is negligible, W can be regarded
approximately as the energy dissipated by plastic deformation.
The stroke efficiency St e is defined as
St e =

S st
cl

(8.18)

where S st means the stroke length (it is the length up to which the compression displacement
is consider. There is no universal rule so far for considering this length. In the present study,
it is considered as the displacement after plateau and at minimum load before steepness in the
loading), and cl is the total length of the un-deformed crush element (which is the remaining
uncrushed displacement of the tube; it is subtraction of stroke length from the total length of
tube).
Mean force efficiency S f show a comparison of the mass related mean force levels of crush
elements which consist of different materials and is defined as
Sf =

Fm

∑ρ A
i

i

(8.19)

Where ρ i is density and Ai is cross-sectional area of different materials made crush element.
Specific mass energy absorption Se, is a measure for the total energy absorption capacity per
unit mass and is defined by
Se =

W ( S st )
mt

(8.20)

where mt is the mass of the tube.
All these parameters depend upon the selection of ‘cs’, if it is considered as maximum (csmax)
then all the parameters such as AE, Fm will be considered as AEmax, and F max respectively.
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Axial compressive force (KN)
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tube alone
foam alone
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addition of tube and foam data
bonded Al foam filled tube

Addition of foam
and tube data

Foam filled
tube with adhesive
Tube alone

20

Foam alone

10
Part-I
Part-II

Part-III

0
0

20
40
60
Axial compressive displacement (mm)

80

Figure8.9 Comparison of load-displacement response of bonded Al tube filled with Alporas
foam under compression with response of individual constituents.
8.2.5.2 Energy absorption of Al foam with Al tube in compression
A comparison of load-displacement responses for rectangular Al hollow tubes with bonded
Al tubes filled with Alporas foam under compression is made with individual constituents
and presented in Figure 8.9. For all cases, the uniaxial compression stress-strain response is
similar: it has three distinct parts as shown in Figure 8.9. First part of the response shows an
elastic part representing linear increase in stress with strain. Second part of the response
shows the long plastic collapse plateau region due to localized collapse of the tube or foam
cells and the third part represents the densification region. A similar load-displacement
behavior was observed in compression testing of different tubes with different Al foams by
other researchers [117, 153].
The compression behavior of Al tube alone shows the initial linear response of load with
displacement up to a peak. A sudden decrement in load-carrying capacity appears
subsequently due to a localized failure of the tube initiated at the upper end due to folds as
shown in Figure 8.10 (a). Then, the entire collapse of the tube occurs at almost a uniform
load till the entire tube self-folded with short wavelengths. This essentially is the location of
locking displacement (strain) at which the load increases enormously without much
displacement.
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Folding mechanism was observed for compression of rectangular Al tubes as shown in
Figure 8.10 (a). Lobes were formed through-out the deformation due to initial buckling
pattern of the side walls of the tube. It is known as symmetric crushing mode which was
observed for square Aluminum extrusions [114].

Regular
shaped
lobs

Tearing
of sheet

(a)

Weak cell
layer

(b)
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Irregular
shape of
lobs and
tearing of
sheet
(c)

Symmetric
mode of
deformation

(d)
Figure8.10 Failure of specimens for various cases (a) failure of empty tube (b) failure of
Alporas foam alone (c) failure of un-bonded Al tubes filled with Alporas foam (d) failure of
bonded Al tubes filled with Alporas foam.
Here, the tearing off the bottom tube edge was observed as shown in Figure 8.10 (a), which
occurred due to excessive localized deformation at that location in later stages of crushing.
The compression behavior of Alporas foam block is shown in Figure 8.10 (b) and is similar
to uniaxial compression of Alporas specimens which is explained in Chapter 3. Failure in
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terms of crushing of weak cell layer is shown in Figure 8.10 (b) with marking, this crushing
leads to layer wise progressive failure of Alporas foam under compression.
Figure 8.9 also reveals the load-displacement behavior of bonded Al tube filled with Alporas
foam. Clearly, there is an enhancement in the plateau stress level (in terms of load) with a
slight decrease in locking strain. Because of the bond between Alporas foam and Al tube
with the adhesive not only increase the plateau load level or the locking strain, but also
increased significantly (around 23% compare to Al tube)the initial peak load at which first
failure (by folding) in the tube occurred. The number of lobes was increased in the bonded
tubes filled with Alporas foam in comparison to the empty Al tubes as shown in Figure 8.10
(a) and (d) because of reduction in buckling length as initial buckling is based on elastic type
foundation. It agrees well for other Al foams in similar conditions [114].
Although theoretically, lobes of same shape should occurr in un-bonded Al tube filled with
foam and empty Al tubes, experimentally, the lobes in un-bonded tubes filled with foam were
found to be more irregular in shape than empty tubes as shown in Figure 8.10 (a) and (c). A
symmetric mode of deformation was observed in bonded tubes filled with Alporas foam in
comparison to the asymmetric mode of deformation for un-bonded tubes with foam as shown
in Figure 8.10 (c) and (d).
The area under the uniaxial load-displacement curve is a measure of the energy absorbing
capacity of the tube. So energy absorbed by different combinations as discussed above such
as tube alone, tube with adhesive attach foam are measured and compared in Table-8.3
(where CSmax is consider as axial compressive displacement up to the starting of steepness in
load in compression curves, its value is mention for each case in Table8.3).
It is clear from Table-8.3 that the specific mass energy absorption of the tubes is decreased
by about 17 % with filling and bonding of Alporas foam of density ~ 9.5% with adhesive.
This is due to the low specific mass energy absorption of Alporas foam of this density.
Seitzberger et al [153] also found a similar response in their tests on steel tube filled with
Alulight foam for certain densities. However, the overall absorption energy of the tube was
increased due to the presence of foam. Actually a rigorous study on energy absorption with
various densities of Alporas foam will find what density foam will be the best for increasing
the specific mass energy absorption capacity of empty tubes.
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Table8.3 Experimental results of tubes compression in various combinations
Ste
Material
mt
Fmax
CS max
AE
Fm
Sf
Se
(g)
(kN)
(mm) (CS max)
(CS
(%) (kJ/kg) (kJ/kg)
(J)
max)
(kN)
Tube
49.68
17.15
70.00
589.48
8.42
70.00
16.95
11.87
alone
Foam
51.20
9.65
70.00
303.86
4.34
70.00
8.48
5.935
alone
Tube and 100.88
20.24
62.40
784.00
12.56 62.40
12.45
7.77
foam
addition
Foam
100.88
18.28
49.74
670.98
13.49 49.74
13.37
6.65
filled
tube
without
adhesive
Foam
100.88
23.50
59.23
994.85
16.80 59.23
16.65
9.86
filled
tube with
adhesive

Axial compressive Force (KN)

25
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20
15
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Figure8.11 Comparison of load-displacement response of un-bonded Al tube filled with
Alporas foam under compression with response of summation of responses of Al tube and
Alporas foam together.
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Interaction of the foam with the tube is seen in Figure 8.11, which shows the comparison of
response of un-bonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam under compression with the response
of summation of responses of Al tube and Alporas foam together. The first peak load was
found to be slightly lower for un-bonded tube filled foam than the summation of foam and
tube data but the plateau load was found to be higher.
Energy absorption (area under the curve) was found to be 10.5 % higher (up to 50 mm
displacement) in un-bonded tubes filled with foam compare to summation data which reveal
certain interaction between tube and foam as indicated on other foams by other researchers

Axial compressive Force (kN)

[9, 123].

25

Foam filled
tube with adhesive

Foam filled tube
Tube foam and adhesive

20
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10

Foam filled
tube without adhesive

5
0
0

10
20
30
40
50
60
Axial compressive displacement(mm)

Figure8.12 Comparison of load-displacement response of bonded Al tube filled with Alporas
foam under compression with response of un-bonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam.
The role of bonding between Al tube and Alporas foam was studied with the comparison of
bonded tube with un-bonded tube as shown in Figure 8.12. It is clear from Figure 8.12 that
because of bonding not only was the peak load increased but so was the plateau stress. It
occurred due to efficient load transferring from tube to foam because of adhesive and many
symmetric folds are seen in the bonded tubes. Additionally, this bond between tube and foam
provide higher stiffness, so that the initiation of local buckling needs higher loads. Rupture of
Al sheet at bottom tube corners was found in compression of un-bonded Al tubes filled with
Alporas foam which could be due to poor contact between the tube and foam as shown with
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white ellipse in bottom of tube in Figure 8.10 (c). This tearing of tube with Alporas foam
without adhesive is one factor involved in lowering down the locking strain value in
comparison to bonded tube filled with Alporas foam.
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Chapter-9
Conclusions and Recommendations
9.1 Conclusions
On the basis of research work reported in the previous chapters the following conclusions
are drawn:
1. Aluminum alloy foams namely Alporas of 9.5% relative density and Cymat foam of 4.7%
relative density were used in the present study. The average cell size measured using
Analytical Imaging Station (AIS) software was found to be 3.5 mm and 13.37 mm for
Alporas and Cymat respectively. Strong hardening behavior was found in tensile testing of
Alporas foam before peak stress. Similar behavior was observed under shear loading but the
rate of hardening was low. Alporas foam was found to be crushed in bands in compression
loading having weak cells in first band. Long plateaus were observed in both Alporas and
Cymat foams under compression loading which indicate their usefulness in applications
requiring energy absorption at uniform load. Tensile, compression and shear properties of
Alporas foam are influenced by the size effect (ratio of specimen size to cell size). The size
effect is negligible for Alporas foam under shear loading, when the specimen size exceeds
the average foam cell size by 6 times. Alporas foam was also tested under four-point and
three-point bending which shows little variation in bending strength and bending modulus
with respect to the size ratio.
Mechanical characterization is carried out for materials used as face sheets of sandwich
beams, columns and blocks tested in the present study under various loadings. Behavior of
Al-1050 and Al-1100 sheets (used as face sheet for sandwich blocks and columns tested
under indentation, impact and end compression loading) were found to be similar to pure Al
of elastic perfectly plastic behavior under tensile loading. SS-314 sheet (used as a face sheet
for sandwich blocks tested under indentation and impact loading) was found to be elastic–
plastic strain hardening under tensile loading. Alumina sheets of various thicknesses (used as
face sheet for sandwich beams tested under four-point bending) were found to have linear
elastic-brittle behavior. Bending strength and modulus are fluctuated widely depending on
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the thickness of the sheet. CFRP sheet shows linear elastic–brittle failure under compression
and tensile loading.
2. Sandwich beams comprising Alporas foam core and alumina face sheets with different
geometries were tested under four point bending and three types of failure modes, namely
face sheet cracking, core indentation and core shear were identified. Localized face sheet
cracking was found in many specimens, in regions near to the indenters because the local
stresses exceed the tensile strength of face sheet. Contact failure was not accounted for as a
failure mode because even after exceeding this failure strength, the beam was able to take
further load. The analytical equations for elastic stiffness and failure loads for various failure
modes are in good agreement with the predictions by finite element simulation and
experimentally measured values.
The failure mode map constructed in terms of non-dimensional geometrical parameters (c, t )
of the sandwich beam for a given core and face sheet strength ratio will help to identify the
expected failure mode for a given design geometry. As it predicts that the face sheet cracking
will be the failure mode for the sandwich beams with larger span length (l) and small ratio of
face sheet thickness, t, to core thickness, c. Local minimum weight design map for sandwich
beam with Alporas foam core of fixed relative density and alumina face sheet of thickness 2
mm was constructed showing the overview of minimum weight of sandwich beam with
optimal geometrical parameters for each possible failure mechanism as a function of
structural load index.
3. Sandwich beams comprising Alporas foam core and carbon fiber reinforced laminate face
sheets with different geometries have been investigated under three point bending. Core
indentation, core shear and face sheet cracking were identified as three possible failure
modes for failure of these sandwich beams. Localized cracking was absent in all sandwich
beams with CFRP sheets due to high tensile strength of laminates as it was found in
sandwich with alumina sheets. Predictions from analytical equations for elastic stiffness and
load for failure of these beams for various failure modes were found to be in good agreement
with the experimentally measured observations and numerically simulated responses.
An overview of these failure modes and their dependence on non-dimensional geometrical
parameters (c, t ) is provided in the form of a failure mode map. The dependence of core
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thickness is shown in terms of change over in domain of core shear and core indentation in
failure mode map.
This work would allow the design engineer to choose the geometrical parameters for safe
design of structure using sandwiches with Al foam core and brittle face sheets in real
applications with enhanced load carrying capacity.
4. Alporas foam blocks with various face sheets were investigated under quasi-static
indentation loading using flat and spherical punches. Foam core crushing below the indenter
and tearing around the periphery of indenter were found to be the failure mechanism for
samples without any face sheets. Various failure mechanisms were observed for the foam
blocks with different face sheets under indentation loading, depending on factors such as face
sheet constitutive property, thickness and indenter geometry. Different failure mechanisms
appeared, such as face sheet bending in blocks with CFRP sheet, face sheet punching in
blocks with Al sheet, core indentation in blocks with alumina sheet, bond failure in blocks
with SS sheet etc. As precautions were taken for selecting the sizes of specimens and
indenters, so load –displacement responses of the specimens and their associated failure
mechanisms are not affected by size effects. But if different size ratios chosen which do not
satisfied the size rule then the load-displacement response would be different with different
failure mechanism compare to that in the present study. Here, constructing a failure map and
showing the dependency of failure mode on various parameters such as face sheet thickness,
its nature and core thickness was not carried out due to the complexity of failure mechanisms
of these blocks having the additional factor of face sheet material. This comparison study
enhances the understanding of designers for using light weight structure with metal foam
where indentation type of loading is predominant.
5. Alporas and Cymat foam blocks with various face sheets including Al, SS, CFRP were
studied under impact with a velocity of 6.7 m/sec, which is set to be guideline for assessing
damage of any material for roll over crash in head on impact for automobiles. Blocks with SS
face sheet of 0.5 mm thick absorbed almost all the impact energy especially the one with
Alporas foam and proved to be best choice as energy absorber in comparison to blocks with
other face sheets. The heavier weight of the SS sheet should be taken into account for
comparison with other material when used as automobile parts.
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Foam core collapsing and tearing around the periphery of impactor were found as the failure
mechanisms for samples of Alporas foam block without any face sheet under low velocity
impact. Face sheet punching was found to be the only final failure mechanism (in addition to
above mention foam failures) observed for the Alporas foam blocks having different face
sheets except SS under impact, but the amount of energy absorption depends on the type of
face sheet. Energy absorbing capacity was found to be higher with increased thickness of
Alporas foam. The performance of blocks with CFRP sheets was found to be poor due to the
low transverse strength of these laminates.
Foam core crumbing and face sheet bending were the failure mechanisms for block with
Cymat foam and metal face sheets. However, large fluctuations were observed in their
performance due to large size variations in the cells of Cymat foam. The performance of
Alporas foam was found to be better than Cymat foam in terms of energy absorption. This
study enhances the understanding of the selection criterion for usage of various sheets
material as a face sheet of light weight sandwich structure with metal foam under low
velocity impact.
6. Sandwich columns comprising Al foam core and Al face sheets with different geometries
have been tested under end compression and three failure modes namely, Euler buckling,
core shear and face sheet yielding were identified analytically. However, Euler buckling, core
shear and bond failures were identified experimentally. The analytical equations for failure
loads for these failure modes are in good agreement with experimentally measured values.
Similar to sandwich structure with brittle face sheets under bending, a failure mode map was
constructed for the sandwich column for a given core and face sheet strength ratio. A design
engineer can utilize the minimum weight design map constructed here for choosing the
geometrical parameters for safe design of structure under compression loading such as wings
of aircrafts or car bumpers.
7. Uniaxial compression tests were carried out on Al tubes of rectangular cross-section filled
with Alporas foam in addition to measurement of responses from its all constituents to
understand its behavior in depth. Folding of tube was found to be the final failure for each
case under compression with different amount of cross-section of tube involved in folding
with different fillings in tube such as Alporas foam alone, with adhesive or empty tube.
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Around 17% decrease in specific energy absorption was measured when bonded rectangular
Al tubes filled with Alporas foam is compressed compared to empty Al tube. Increment in
the plateau stress and decrease in locking strain was observed during the compression of unbonded Al tube filled with Alporas foam over the combine responses of Al tube and Alporas
foam. It indicates some interaction effect between the foam and tube. There is significant
enhancement in the response of bonded Al tubes filled with Alporas foam: not only the first
peak-stress for the tube-foam assembly increased by 28% but the plateau stress also increased
by 20 %. This study shows the high potential of energy absorption of Alporas foam with
rectangular tubes quantitatively.

9.2 Contributions
A series of analytical, numerical and experimental investigation have been carried out in
order to achieve objectives of the study. The main contributions of this thesis are summarized
as follows:
1. Development of failure mode map with non-dimensional geometrical parameters
as variables for light weight sandwich beam comprising Al foam core and brittle
face sheet under bending. This gave an overview of all the failures under which
the beam can fail and the influence of sandwich geometry.
2. Determination of maximum possible failure modes for light weight sandwich
column comprising Al foam core and Al face sheet under end compression
loading. Development of minimum weight design map for specific strength ratio,
for predicting the suitable geometry of sandwich column with Al foam core and
Al face sheet under end compression and suitable geometry of sandwich beam
with Al foam core and brittle face sheet under bending with maximum load
carrying capacity.
3. Determination of maximum possible failure mechanisms under which a light
weight sandwich structure with Al foam core and various face sheets under quasistatic indentation can fail.
4. Comparison of the performance of light weight Al foam sandwich structure with
various face sheets under low velocity impact.
5. Determination of energy absorption capacity of Al rectangular tube filled with Al
foam core under compression.
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Various novel things are carried out in this project which includes structural designing of
hybrid sandwiches including metal foam core and especially with brittle materials as ceramic
and carbon fiber reinforced plastics face sheet under bending. Another novel thing is the
comparative study of structural behavior of Al foam sandwiches with various types of sheets
(including elastic, elastic-perfectly plastic and elastic – plastic strain hardening) under
indentation and low velocity impact which is very useful for designers to use foams for a
variety of structures in various civil and defense applications.

9.3 Recommendations for future research scope
It is believed that research work on sandwich structures with brittle sheets such as composite
or alumina will lead to investigations under various loading such as impact, blast protection
and fatigue, in order to utilize the advantages of those structures over other in industrial
applications. Failure analysis of multi- layered sandwiches comprising foam and various
composites is worth for future work.
From the present study, it is clear that the type of indenter also plays an important role in the
response of these foam structures under indentation. So responses from the conical indenter
would be different in terms of failure mechanisms and load-displacement behavior. It is to
be noted that the indentation response of foams especially Alporas depends upon the loading
rate, which can differ by 34 % in plastic collapse strength and energy absorption [70].
Therefore, the failure mechanism appeared here could be different for another loading rate
because the way in which the foam collapses is one factor contributing to the failure of the
blocks. This research work on sandwich with different face sheets materials under
indentation loading has future work scope on the changes of parameters such as size of the
blocks, indentation depth, and type of foam, in order to have a more thorough understanding
of foam indentation failures.
The performance of foam blocks with CFRP sheets under impact and indentation can be
improved with multidirectional laminates of CFRP sheets or woven composites instead of
unidirectional laminates. For a better understanding of energy absorption capacities of these
foams, this work should continue for foam blocks with different thickness of face sheet under
various low velocity impacts. Impact testing with different rates will help to understand the
effect of loading rate on the failure of foam sandwiches with the selected geometry in
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addition to energy absorption. For indentation and impact problems, the indentor penetrates
through the face sheet and the foam core. So, FEM study with cohesive zone elements with
appropriate force-displacement (separation) law to model this punch through behavior is a
good task for future for thorough understanding of this behavior.
The best density of foam for increasing the specific mass energy absorption capacity of
empty tubes can be known with a rigorous study on the absorption of Alporas foam with
various densities. For the better understanding of the energy absorption characteristics of
Alporas foam, geometries with different cross-sections filled with Alporas foam with
different tube wall materials can be selected for experimentation in the same way as shown in
present study.
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Appendix A-1
FE modeling for one sandwich beam comprising Alporas foam core and alumina face
sheet is described in here.
A1-1 FE Geometry and materials properties:

Alporas foam and alumina face sheets are modeled as rectangular blocks with their
respective dimensions. Here, Alporas foam core was created in *Part module of
ABAQUS/CAE as a 2D planar, deformable body with shell feature in 2D space with a
dimensions of 135 mm X 20 mm. All the data were taken in only one unit system, MKS
unit, in order to avoid aberrant output otherwise. Alumina face sheet was created in part
module as a 2D planner, deformable body with shell feature in 2D space with a
dimensions of 135 mm X 1 mm. Both upper and lower indenters were created as
analytical rigid circular cylinder of radius 10 mm. Both indenters, being rigid bodies, are
represented as a single reference point. Thickness of each part of the sandwich beam was
assigned as 25 mm in the property module of ABAQUS/CAE. Material properties for
Alporas foam core and alumina face sheet are listed in Table A1-1.
Table A1-1 Input data for Alporas (20 mm thick) and alumina sheet material (1 mm
thick)
Material
Property

Alporas foam

Alumina

Elastic property
Density (kg/m3)
Young’s modulus (GPa)
Poisson’s ratio
Bending strength (MPa)
Failure strain

256
0.50
0.35
-

3960
467
0.22
306
0.000655

1.10
0.03

-

Plastic property
Compression yield stress ratio
Plastic Poisson’s ratio

Failure criterion for alumina face sheet was included in the “brittle cracking model”
through input file. Failure criterion of Alporas foam was included through the “crushable
foam hardening” option with the piecewise linear data of compression stress and strain of
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Alporas foam as obtained from the uniaxial compression experiments. Foam hardening
data for 20mm thick Alporas foam core is shown in Table A1-2 from the compressive
stress–strain data.
TableA1-2 Foam hardening data for Alporas foam(20 mm)
Yield stress (MPa)
Plastic strain
1.6300

0.000

1.6310

0.001

1.6318

0.002

1.6337

0.004

1.6356

0.006

1.6374

0.008

1.6393

0.010

1.6412

0.012

1.6430

0.014

1.6449

0.016

1.6468

0.018

1.6486

0.020

1.6767

0.500

1.6934

0.100

2.0973

0.500

A1-2 Contact interface:

When the sandwich is subjected to bending moment, the upper indenter attempts to
compress it while the lower indenter tries to support it and the alumina face sheets and
the foam block will impinge into each other. The appropriate constraints and contact
interfaces between upper face sheet and foam block; the foam block and lower sheet;
upper indenter and upper face sheet; lower indenter and lower face sheet have been
defined in the ABAQUS software under “interaction module”.
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To model the constraints between face sheets and foam core “tie” option was used as it
assumes perfect bonding between core and face sheets. To model the interactions
between indenters and sheets contact surface (surface to surface contact) was used and
the appropriate friction conditions were assigned for these interfaces. These contact
(surface to surface contact) elements use a “master surface” and a “slave surface” to form
a contact pair. This setting requires the surface with higher stiffness to be assigned as the
master surface and with lower stiffness as the slave surface. The master surface is
allowed to penetrate the slave surface but not the reverse. Therefore, two contact pairs
were defined for indenter and alumina sheet contact as master surface and slave surface,
respectively. Various contact condition; including sticking “frictionless” tangential
behavior and “hard contact” normal behavior with no separation of contact surface were
assigned for indenter and alumina face sheet.
A1-3 Loading and boundary conditions:

The boundary and loading conditions were defined by two steps: initial and Step-1, in the
step module of ABAQUS/CAE. Boundary conditions were assigned in initial step while
load was assigned under displacement control in Step-1.
In Step-1, EXPLICIT option was chosen as a solver because crushable foam model with
isotropic hardening for Alporas and brittle cracking model for ceramic material are
incorporated only in that solver. Here, there is no relation between the total step time and
the calculated time by displacement. Initially, the simulation was run for high step time
which was reduced slowly after analyzing the impact of reduction of step time each time.
It is continued until a stage of optimization is achieved.
The geometrical and loading symmetry associated with four-point bending is exploited to
reduce the computational time of the problem. In order to simulate the bending moment,
the lower indenters (through reference point) was constraint by “encastre” option (U1 =
U2 = U3 = UR1 = UR2 = UR3 = 0) such that all the degrees of freedom are set to zero as
shown in Figure A1-1. In Step–1, upper indenter was displaced (through its reference
point) by a magnitude of 5 mm (U2 = 0.005) to estimate the result under bending
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conditions. “smooth” amplitude option was chosen in order to simulate the smooth
loading conditions.
The loading and supporting rollers are modeled as rigid-bodies. A contact algorithm
within ABAQUS models the frictionless contact between the rollers and the sandwich
beam. The multiaxial failure of metallic foams was investigated by Fleck and co-workers
[48] and the failure surface can be approximated as
⎡

9 ⎤ 2
σ e + α 2σ m2 − σ yc
2 ⎥
⎣⎢ 9 + α ⎦⎥

φ≡⎢

[

] ( )

2

=0

(A1-1)

Where σ yc is the uniaxial compressive strength of foam, α is the aspect ratio of the
elliptical yield surface (which is a function of foam plastic Poisson’s ratio), σe is the Vonmisses effective stress and σm is the mean stress.

Figure A1-1 Loading of sandwich beam consisting of Alporas foam core and alumina
face sheets having geometry no- 6 (Table4.1) with all boundary conditions.
A brittle cracking failure model is used to identify failure in the alumina face sheet.
According to this model, a crack appears at any element only when the maximum
principal tensile stress exceeds the material tensile strength in that region [138]. In the
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next load increment, the stresses applied to it are rotated normally for closing the crack in
order to give same flexibility to study the behavior of brittle material which experiences
crack opening and closing.
Both the metal foam constitutive model of Deshpande and Fleck [48] and brittle cracking
model of alumina face sheet are in-built in ABAQUS explicit solver and hence it was
used for simulation purposes.
Loading indenters
RF
RF

1 mm

20 mm

RF

X

Fixed indenters

RF

135 mm

Y
Figure A1-2 Typical finite elements mesh showing the geometry, loading and boundary
conditions for geometry no-6 (Table-4.1).
A1-4 Mesh designing:

The foam core is completely constrained by the face sheets, also the face sheets are much
wider than their thickness and hence a plane-strain analysis is justified on the sandwich
beams. Four nodded bilinear plane strain quadrilateral elements with reduced integration
(CPE4R) are used to discretize the sandwich beam geometry-6 (Table-4.1) as shown in
Figure A1-2. In order to increase the accuracy of the iterations, second order accuracy
was chosen in element control with enhancement of hourglass control. For accurate
results, fine mesh is required in the region of high stress or strain gradient or in the
contact region of the slave surface (deformable body) and master surface (analytical
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body). Elements of about 930 and nodes of about 1248 were created in each face sheet
with 15500 elements and 15912 nodes in core of sandwich beam in the present model.
Here, mesh refinement was carried out to verify the variation in the results and
computational time. The results of several trial meshes were compared to select the final
mesh. Figure A1-2. shows the meshing in the sandwich beam modeled with extra refining
near the indenters. This mesh was found the most appropriate because further refinement
barely affected the results of load-displacement response.

A1-5 Configuration of outputs:

The results of simulation of the sandwich assemblies have been viewed with the help of
“Visualization Module” (ABAQUS/CAE). Results can be selected by “fieldoutput” and
“historyouput” option of the “step” module of ABAQUS/CAE.
Different sets of results were created at important nodes or reference points, in order to
save the results of stresses, load, deflections and strains at all those points. As the
indenters were defined as analytical rigid body result in terms of load, deflection etc,
cannot be requested in “field output” at representing reference points. So, results
important to upper and lower indenters were requested in “history output”. First few
simulations were run to locate the failure region and therefore final simulations were run
only after requesting different results in those regions by creating the necessary sets.
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